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JfouK anti f r f i  ||riutinjDf.
Having made large additions to our former varietj of
PLA IN  AND FANCY
<T O  3 3  T Y P E ,
We are now prepared to execute with neatness and des­
patch. every description of Job Work, such as
Circulars, Bill-heads, C ards, Blanks, 
Catalogues, Program m es,
Shop Bills, Labels, A uction and H and 
Bills, &c., &c.
Particular attention paid to
P  H I N T I N G  I N  C O L O R S
BRONZING. &C.
[From Bayard Taylor’s Poem’s of the Orient.] 
T H E  P H A N T O M .
Again I sit within the mansion,
In the old familiar seat ,
And shade and sunshine chase each other 
O’er the carpet at my feet.
But the sweet brier’s arms have wrestled upwards 
In the summers that are past,
And the willow trails its branches lower 
Than when 1 saw them last.
They strive to shut the sunshine wholly 
From out the haunted room ;
To fill the house that once was joyful, 
With silence and with gloom.
And many kind, remembered faees 
Within the door-way come—
Voices, that wake the sweeter music 
Of one that now is dumb.
They sing, in tones as glad as ever,
The songs she loved to hear ;
They braid the rose in summer garlands, 
Whose flowers to her were dear.
And still, her footsteps in the passage, 
Her blushes at the door,
Her timid words of maiden welcome, 
Come back to me once more.
And all forgetful of my sorrow,
Unmindful of my pain,
I think she has but newly left me,
And soon will come again.
She stays without, perchance, a moment,
To dress her dark brown hair ;
I hear the rustle of her garments—
Her light step on the stair !
O, fluttering heart ! control thy tumult,
Sest eyes profane should see
My cheeks betray the rush of rapture 
Her coming brings to me !
She tarries long: but lo I a whisper 
Beyond the open door,
And, gliding through the quiet sunshine,
A shadow on the floor !
Ah ’tis the whispering pine that calls me, 
The vine whose shadow strays
And my patient heart must still await her, 
Nor chide her long delays.
But my heart grows sick with weary waiting, 
As many a lime before ;
Her foot is ever at the threshold,
Yet never passes o’er.
I ’M SO COLD.
i i r  ME. QUIGG.
The thermometer stands at scarcely two de­
grees above zero. We all know what tha t 
means and shiver to think of it. But the wind 
is too high—a bitter, gusty, pitiless wind. It 
takes up the dust from our filthy New York 
streets, and hurls it a t you viciously—angrily— 
as if you had committed a crime against it, and 
it were pursuing yuu with a special hatred.— 
Every grain of dirt which strikes your face 
comes like a particle of ice spitefully shot a t ; 
you from a gun, and cuts the skin with a sharp I 
pain.
But it is necessary to face it. Between the I 
office and home are three miles of frost, and | 
wind and persecuting dust. The omnibusses | 
are all full. They always are when you want | 
them. If  you wish to cross Broadway, of a I 
fine day, the miserable things, em rty as a poli- ’ 
tician’s promises, fill the whole street and put i 
your life in peril. If it be raining or snowing,, 
or hot or cold enough to make walking torture, | 
you see only one here and there, and that full j 
twice over. ” Decidedly, omnibusses are a nuis-1 
ance. i
Ugh, ugh 1 said I shivering for all my wadded 
Raglan, and careful casing of head body and i 
liaibs. Ugh 1 what weather. W hat a city, be­
devilled by small potato politicians. Everything 
dirty, despicable—and so miserably cold—the 
worst governed city in the world.
But the three miles were to be walked and 
muttering was no use. So half-shutting my 
eyes, by way of preserving enough of them for 
my future use, 1 breasted the north wind, and 
faced the moving sands, on Thursday evening, 
in December 1856. Whoever happened to he 
out of doors that night will remember it. The 
thermometer marked two degrees above zero, 
and the wind acted like a wind that had gone 
clean crazy, and was resolved to cut up antics, 
such as had never been cut up before. 1 bore 
It, and bore up against it as long as I could ; 
but by the time 1 had come to Bleeker s tree t,! 
my patience and fortitude had completely given 
out, and I turned the corner. By taking a street ■ 
narrower and less exposed than Broadway, 1 
hoped to get home without being either frozen 
to death, or buried quick by the momentarily 
increasing whirlwind of dust.
As I hurried on, with muffled face, and head 
depressed, selfishly intent upon my own disa­
greeable feelings, and prevented from uttering 
some very strong expressions of disgust and an­
noyance, by nothing except the vision of a 
bright fire and good dinner, which I knew were 
waiting for me, 1 heard something patter, pat­
ter along behind me. 1 did not notice it much 
at first. Directly, however, it struck me that 
the sound was like that of bare feet. Bare feet 
on frozen ground, and on such a night 1 And 
mine were pinched and aching with the cold, 
which got at them through my thick shoes and 
heavy gaiters. No, it could not be bare feet. 
Bare feet would never endure it a minuto. They 
would grow numb and useless. They would 
freeze and drop off. I t could not be a human 
being ! it must be a little dog trotting along be-1 
hind me.
Well, thought I , I even pity a cur without a 
home on such a night as this. So I looked 
around, meanijig to whistle to the poor dumb 
brute, and if be would follow me home, the lew 
squares I had left to walk, to give him house , 
room until the morning, at any rate. I t  was 
an odd idea ; but the time was odd, and the cold 
mado one think kindly even of another man's 
dog. !
But when I looked, there was no dog to be 
seen. No, there was no dog, but there was a j 
little boy trotting along behind me—trotting ' 
along on two little feet, two little bare feet, 
black with dirt and cold.
I caught his profile ; it was a handsome face. 
A tattered cap hung upon rather th in  covered 
the back of his head, and the hair escaped be­
neath it thick and brown. I t  was hair that a 
wealthy mother’s prido would have turned into 
Hyperion curls ; but be was a child of the poor, 
and it was matted into elf locks about his fore­
head and eyes. But the forehead was smooth 
and open, and tho eyes so sorrowfully sweet, 
tha t you wondered how two such rarely lus­
trous gems, such an incredible pair of amethysts 
could be in such possession. I walked slower 
and let him como up to me. I noticed that he 
had a little basket on his arm, and that in it 
were three or four toxes of matches. But he 
was not crying them ; he was crying with the 
cold. 1 knew that was the reason of his tears, 
but I asked him what was the matter. He nev­
er looked up, but answered mechanically, I ’m
so cold! . ,
W hat do you stay in the street for then ; why 
don’t you go home 1
There’s uo fire there, and I m so co ld -and  
mother’s so cold—oh I’m so cold.
I caught him by tho hand and cried, Como 
along, you poor little wretch and get warm.
He thought, probably, tha t I meant to take 
him to tile station house, or do something else 
worse, for he struggled to get away and cried , 
harder ; but I kept my hold, and kept him tro t- . 
ting faster and faster, until we came within a 
square of the house, and then 1 caught him up 
in my arms and ran us if an M. 1’. was after 
m e; whipped out my night-key, bounced into 
the house, and then into the nursery, and 
clapped him down in one ol the children’s little 
chairs before the fire. Mrs. Quigg looked 
aghast and the baby screamed. That was noth­
ing.
What in heaven’s name is the matter with 
you now, Mr. Qoigg! said Julia. Have you 
been drinking apple-jack again? I thought
you had recovered your senses since you came 
to town. What boy is tha t ?
He’s so cold, said I, but he’ll warm up pres­
ently. I was warm enough. It is surprising 
how soon a little act out of the common course 
of our daily selfishness does warm one all over. 
In fact, 1 was quite in a heat, and threw off my 
mufflings, and wiped my forehead, and looked 
at the little fellow by the fire, and felt all in a 
glow ; and while I  was in a glow, I told Ju lia 
just what I have been writing, only putting in a 
lew more flourishes, and possibly bragging a 
little, as it is a husband’s duty to do, by way 
of keeping up a proper spirit of admiration in 
the family circle—possibly bragging a little 
about my tenderness of heart, and my general 
desire to pick up all the cold little boys in town 
and bring them home to get w arm ; together 
with an explanation of my great wisdom and 
forethought in not doing so on account of the 
size of our house, which although it has a brown 
stone front, and is four stories high, is also just 
fifteen feet wide in the clear, by fifteen feet 
deep. A long time—I may say a very long 
time before I had finished my very proper little 
piece of self-gloiification, Julia , who I am 
bound to say is altogether too practically char­
itable to stand high in the religious world, had 
given the baby to nurse, and producing a suit 
of master Bob’s worst, for Julia is economical 
also, but a very warm suit for all that, had the 
little fellow on her lap, and his poor thin rags 
off' of him, and the other covering on all most 
as soon as a \V all street broker could tell a lie. 
Master Bob Quigg recognized a pet pair of play 
pants in the goods transferred, and entered a 
caveat ia the nature of a premonitory whimper. 
Whereupon that stupenduos Julia took occasion 
to convey to him a moral lesson which I  hope 
will do him good. I t  certainly did me.
Bob, said Mrs. Quigg, what did I read to you 
in the Good book last ? D idn’t I read how our 
Lord said, The poor ye have always with you ? 
Your father don’t bring little boys here every 
night perishing with cold; but recollect when 
he does, it is our Lord who sends one of his 
poor to be taken care of.
Master Bob immediately departed and return- 
turned with his Sunday jacket, and a request 
that it might be added. There was a tear and 
a laugh at that, among us, which Boh did not 
understand. However, his mother bado him 
get a certain pair of shoes instead, and the 
compromise satisfied him.
Betsey, our eldest, had disappeared for a time 
after our arrival; but very shortly camo back 
with a plate full of eatables. The little boy 
ate a piece of bread and looked ravenously at 
the rest. But, piece by piece, as he took them 
up, he put them into his little basket beside the 
boxes of matches. Betsey stood this sort of 
thing as long as a child of eleven could be ex­
pected to, but at last she broke out, I f  you’re 
hungry, little boy, why don’t you eat ? 1
biought it for you to eat. I t ’s all good.
The little fellow looked up with strange wea­
ried smile, a smile which on an older face would 
have been a sarcasm on life, and said :
Mother is hungrier than I am. She hasn’t 
bad anything to eat since day before yester­
day.
I looked around to see what Ju lia thought of 
the fact of such things happening in our great 
city of New York, so famous for sending food 
to starving people in Greece and Ireland, and 
other distressed countries at a great distance ; 
and behold that practical woman was putting 
on her bonnet and cloak.
W hat’s your name, little boy? said she.
Edward ma’am.
Are you warm now ?
Yes ma’am.
1 hen we’ll go and see your mother.
But Julia, said 1 the night is awful—you 
wouldn’t ventufe. Why not send a servant?
Mr. Quigg, said Julia , with one of those ser­
aphic Biniles of hers, which being translated in­
to the vernacular, mean, I ’ve made up my mind, 
and you may cut me up into inch pieces without 
altering it.
Mr. Quigg, we could go to a party if the 
thermometer was six hundred below zero. I  
wished to suggest that that was a figure un­
known to well hied thermometers, but that 
smile froze the suggestion in my brain. We, 
meaning me, could go to Wall street, to make 
money, if it blew the rools off the house ; and 
if charity is the road to heaven, it’s very safe 
Mr. Quigg, to risk getting your toes, or your 
nose frost-bitten, travelling it night or day, Mr. 
Quigg.
Anybody who has a gram of common sense, 
and understands the duty and authority of a 
husband, knows that five minutes after that 
Mrs. Quigg was travelling the road to tho boy’s 
mother’s and that I was following dutifully af­
ter, with a miraculous basket full ol heaven 
knows what, or what not, on my arm.
We came to the place. I t was in----- street.
An old stable, which had grown very weak in 
tho underpinning, and leaned heavily sideways 
on a beam stuck against it, like a beggar lean­
ing on a crutch, fronted the street. An alley 
way led up beside it to a  dilapidated frame 
house in the rear. Nobody wus about. The 
cold had driven the maDy poor inmates like 
scared animals to their holes. The boy led the 
way into the cellar. I t  was so dark that we 
could sec nothing within, and so stopped on the 
threshold. Little Edward lighted one of his 
matches, and then a hit of tallow candle in a 
crazy tin candlestick. Its thin, red flame, 
struggling with the darkness it seemed rather to 
intensify than dissipate, made the place and its 
great poverty and cold sickening. A broken 
chair or two, an iron pot a small pine top table, 
seemed to te  all that was in it. But the boy, 
the instant he had lighted the candle, ran to the 
further corner, where the gloom lay yet so 
heavy and stubborn that its rays had not 
strength to penetrate it, and called out in a joy­
ous voice, mother, 6weet mother—we’ve plenty 
to eat now.
There was no answer. We followed him.— 
Our first thought was that the woman, if there 
was a woman there, was frozen to death. And 
there was a woman there—lying wrapped in a 
tattered coverlet on a child’s trundle bed—a 
mere bundle of humanity—hopeless—helpless 
—it might be dead. He hastily brought the 
candle to the bed side, and Julia taking hold of 
the poor creature turned her face to the light.— 
It was palo and still. There was no life in it. 
There was not even a trace of suffering. Only 
a terrible calm and sadness rested on it, like 
the shadaw of death. The hoy thought she 
was dead, and sunk down on the floor sobbing 
and wringing his hands. But Ju lia’s hand was 
on her bosom—on her heart.
After a second she looked up ana said quickly 
—It beats a little we may he in time. Open 
the basket and give me the bottle. Of course 
there was brandy in that basket. I f  Julia had 
told me to open it and pull out the crack doctor 
of the town, I should have opened it and pulled 
him out. There was a spoon there too And 
Julia forced open the woman’s mouth as gently 
as she could, and drop by drop put the brandy 
into it. It had its effect—slowly but by God’s 
blessing surely. That strange shadow went lit­
tle off the face, as the shadow ot a cloud moves 
over tho ground. Life came struggling back 
painfully. Tho breast heaved, and she drew 
her breath once with a low moan. Ju lia raised 
her head, and poured hall a cup full of the li­
quor down her throat—which she swallowed 
chokingly—but still swallowed. Directly after 
her eyes opened and she stared wildly at us, like 
one waking from a strange dream. They were 
just such a wonderful pair of sapphires as her 
little hoy’s. When they opened, Julia looked 
up to me and murmured thank God that we 
came here. I never saw Julia look so handsoms 
as she did then. There was a full folio volume 
of belief in Providence, with a running com­
mentary of woman’s love in it, so that her face 
really glowed with a beauty, which had a touch 
of heaven in it. Life catne back, and the moth­
er came with it. The poor woman tried to ut­
ter the boy’s name. With tho first half inar­
ticulate sound of her voice he was nostled by 
her, clasping her in his arms, and sobbing moth­
er, dear mother, we’ve got plenty to eat—you’ll 
never starve any more. There is such a good 
lady here.
Julia, who had turned away to wipe an im­
portunate drop of moisture from her eye, natu­
rally looked round a t this, and the woman
turned round at the same time. Their eyes 
met. The woman struggled to say some words 
of thanks, but before they were half said, stop­
ped, gazed earnestly, almost fiercely, at my wile, 
and pronounced her name.
You know me, said Julia, quickly, and going 
up closely to her, said, who are you ?
The woman looked doubtingly at her for a 
moment, as if she half resented the question, 
and then replied, I was Mary Whitfield.
Mr. Quigg, said Julia, in her peculiarly im­
pressive way, go and fetch a carriage.
I  put down the candle, and went. I  was quite 
satisfied that Julia knew what she was at, and 
that whatever plan she had resolved on was the 
best kind of a plan for everybody concerned.— 
Luckily for my personal comfort I caught an 
empty hack a few squares off. When I return­
ed i  found the woman sitting up in bed wrapped 
in Mrs. Quigg’s cloak. Mrs. Q however, gave 
me a little look which prevented my making any 
remark about the danger of her getting cold.— 
She next desired me, audibly, to take Mary up 
and carry her to the carriage—which I did in 
equal silence, and with the same childlike con­
fidence in the propriety of any act directly au­
thorized by that practical woman.
That night the poor thing and her little boy 
slept warmly, at any rate, and Julia came into 
iny study at a very remote hour. She had been 
watching with her.
Mr. Quigg, said Julia, when she camo in, I 
want you to put down your pen, that everlast­
ing pen, and talk tu me.
Certainly, said I, my dear, let us talk.
Well, why don’t you talk, Mr. Quigg ? You 
are really very provoking. Why don't you ask 
me all about i t !
About what? said I, naively.
About w h a t! exclaimed Julia. You are the 
most perverse man. I haven't a doubt but you 
have been writing some stupid verses, or some 
horridly improbable story, and forgot there was 
such things as real men and women in the world. 
About Mary, to be sure,
Well, what about Mary ?—though upon my 
word, I didn't know wo had a Mary in the 
house.
There you go again, said Julia, in a tone of 
real despair. You’re wearing my life out, Mr. 
Quigg, with your awful neglect of what is right 
on the end of your nose, whilst you go poking 
it into the moon.
I began to suggest that the metaphor was in­
volved, and Mrs. Q’s meaning slightly obscure ;! 
but Julia cut me terribly short with—There, 
there—do let hook nonsense alone, and be a live 
man with a very little every day common sense 
for a minute—i mean that poor creature ‘we 
brought home.
A light broke in on me.
Oh, you begin to have your senses about you, 
said Julia patronizingly. Well 1 am glad of it. ' 
Now listen to mo. She was Mary W bitfield.— I 
YV e went to school together—slept in the same j
little room at Mrs------’s, at Troy, for two years
and loved each other dearly. She left school, 
and shortly after married a man named More­
head, He was then doing a fine business. Two 1 
years after ho failed, and went to California, 
leaving her in this city. She says he was a good 
kind man, but 1 have my doubts, for she has 
never heard a word from him since. He prom- 
ised to write and remit her money through his < 
former partner, one Jamison, who is now a bro­
ker in W all s tree t; but although she haunted 
Jamieson’s office until she was ashamed to be 
seen there any more, she has never, as I tell you 
got a line or a dollar from her husband,—Little 
by little, during all this time, she sold every­
thing she had, until she came to the place and 
to the misery we found her in. Now, Mr. 
Quigg, what is to be done ?
Um ! said I, You can’t turn her out again.
I don’t mean to, said Julia, with a slight 
touch of sarcasm.
You can’t keep her forever, said I.
I am not sure of that, said Julia.
Come then, said I, seeing in what quarter the 
wind was, we must do something. Has she 
written to her husband, and told him her tri­
als ?
No, she was too proud. She says if  ho has 
really forgotten or wishes to forget her, she will 
not remind him even that she lives.
Very well, leave it to me then, said I, nurse 
the poor thing well, and by the time she is well 
we shall know better what to do.
This finished our conversation. But the story 
had set me to thinking. So the next day I went 
to work to find out what kind of a man Jamie­
son was, and learned enough to put me in Ham­
let’s frame of mind when Horatio tells him 
about his papa’s ghost: 1 doubted some foul 
play. The same day, therefore, I wrote to 
Morehead, and enclosed the letter to a friend in 
California, with an urgent request to find Mr. 
M., if he were yet in the land of the living.
In the course of a few weeks, what with a 
good doctor, who had sense enough to give no 
physio, and Ju lia’s nursing, Mrs. Morehead got 
strong and w ell; but still she went about the 
house pale and silent; haunted by one unvary­
ing recollection. You could see that the thought 
of her husband was never out of her mind.— 
She was never idle, however, for that thought 
seemed to be twined with another, which was 
that it was her duty to do everything in the 
honse tha t she could do with the best chance of 
not being found out, or accused of trying to pay 
us fur our accidental kindness to her boy.— 
And, upon my word, she succeeded in doing 
such an infinitude of nameless good offices, every 
day, that it was not long before we were all as 
much the slaves of her industrious goodness, as 
she thought herself of ours.
So, one day, in early summer, when I came 
home from the office and found a tall brown 
man, with no end of whiskers and moustache, 
sitting by her in our little parlor, and every­
body’s eyes in the house, from the cooks to the 
lap-dog’s, as red as a piece of fresh beef, and 
Mary Morehead started up more like an insane 
Italian prima donna than the pale quiet woman 
who had been going about our house so long, 
and cried o u t:
He has come. This is Charles ; my Charles. 
Mr. Quigg ; and he never forgot me : together 
with several other interesting facts, which how­
ever, got so tangled up with sobs and laughter, 
nobody could get them apart—I say when all 
this took place, I felt very much more like show­
ing that amiable and belied Charles the door, 
than showing him that degree of intense civili­
ty which 1 saw was expected of mo. However,
I acted very happy, and after a while we had 
the whole story. I t was, of course no new 
one, Charles had written.—Charles had sent 
money. Jamison was a rascal. Jamison had 
pocketed the money, and kept or destroyed the 
letters.
Next day we afforded an agreeable variety of 
scene to the liabilities of Wall street. We, 
that is, Charles and I, went to Mr. Rascal Jami­
son’s office ; and whilst Morehead gave Mr, Ras­
cal Jamison a plutcr-plu perfect good cow-hiding 
I had tho felicity of explaining to the crowd 
which gathered, tho little bit of financiering on 
the starving wife and child of an absent friend, 
by which Mr. Rascal Jamison brought it on 
himself. I must do the crowd and the two po­
licemen who were present the justice to say that 
every one of them deserve a place on the bench 
of the Supreme C ourt; for they made a solemn 
ring, and whenever Morehead’s arm flagged, 
earnestly requested him to give Jamison a little 
more of the same sort.
Next day Jamison’s office was closed. He 
has never .been seen in New York since. This 
action on his part convinces me has not fit for 
his profession. Mary Morehead and Chas, livo 
next door to us now ; and anybody who doubts 
the truth of this story, can learn the number of 
their house by calling eithor upon Ju lia  or my­
self.
Theodore Packer says :—‘ I t  is better to throw 
a guard around a baby’s cradle, than to sing 
a pslalin at a bad man’s death-bed ; better to 
have a care while the bud is bursting to the 
sun, than when the heat has scorched the heart 
of the ungarded blossom.’
Lord Chatham said, 1 I  would inscribe on the 
curtains of your bed, and on the walls of your 
chamber, ‘ If you do not rise early, you can 
make progress in nothing.’ ’
Is i t  Law ful ?
This a question of the first importance in re­
gard to all our business, political and social ac­
tion. I t is a just question, and should stand in 
front of all we do. We ought to know that 
what we are about eagagiDg in, is lawful in the 
broad and religious sense ot the word. But in 
our definition of the term, we must not forget 
that the divine law is to be regarded as an ele­
ment, as well as the law of man.
The difficulty with a large class of persons is 
that they narrow down the term to the hare 
thought of statute regulations, to the techni­
cality of law books and judicial decisions, with­
out the slightest regard to the moral element.— 
The term ‘ lawful ’ with them, is reduced to the 
term ‘ legal,’ and that in its most meagre sense. 
They never ask whether what they wish to do 
is in confromity with the law of God, or of hu­
manity, but only if it is within the technicali­
ties of the Revised Statutes. If  it is only legal, 
if it is only safe, no matter how unjust or im­
moral, or cruel, they will do it, and set up the 
law between themselves, and any judgment the 
the world may pass upon their conduct. You 
cannot reach them ; they are inside the letter of 
the statute-book, and they ask nothing more.
Is it a business transaction ? There may be 
some defect in the contract, some slip in the 
phraseology, by which it is in the power of one 
of this class to take a great advantage, and se­
cure an unexpected gain. The law will protect 
him in this ; and that fact is sufficient to decido 
the matter with him ; and he proceeds to enact 
as gross a piece of injustice and wickedness as 
ever a man was guilty of, as ever honesty and 
mercy condemned. I t is within tho charmed 
oircle of legality, hut it is a million miles out­
side the circle of morality! What ia that to 
him ? he does not care so long as you cannot 
convict him of fraud before tho judge, and put 
him in prison. • I t  is according to law,’ is the 
everlasting reply which he makes to all your 
criticis of the morality or religion of the pro­
ceeding. Religion is religion, he says, ana busi­
ness is business, and law is law : and he likes to 
see everything kept in its place.’
I knew a man in my boyhood, whose fortune 
was acquired by a betrayal of trust. He was 
in Prance a t the opening of the Revolution, 
when the stormy and troublous aspect of affairs 
terrified many families into precipitate flight, 
leaving everything behind, glad to escapo with 
life, though with loss of ail else.
A friend, whose hospitality ho had often en­
joyed, driven into exile by the increasing perils 
of that reign of terror, gave into his hands a 
large amount of valuable property, consisting 
of plate, money, and various obligations and 
notes, which he was to take with him as his 
own, when leaving Prance, briug to this coun­
try, and deliver to him again if he succeded in 
escaping. No papers passed, the confiding 
Frenchman trusting entirely to the honor of his 
American guest. He did succeed in escaping, 
and reached America in safety. Soon after, 
tha t guest returned to his home, bringing with 
him the proceeds of the Frenchman’s property, 
who Came rejoicingly to receive hack his own. 
But the recreant wretch denied all knowledge 
of tho transaction, declared the Frenchman’s 
claim without loundatiun, and knowing no law 
could pluck the ill-gotten spoil from his hands, 
offered to subject the matter to a legal test; aud 
finally drove him into silence by threats of pros­
ecution and imprisonment.
For the honor of human nature, 1 am glad to 
believe that an act so monstrous as this, is of 
rare occurrence, but transactions as dishonest in 
principle as this, are common ; though the act­
ors do not always double their villauy by add­
ing to the betrayal of trust the betrayal of 
friendship.
Still the dishonesty of the transaction is all 
the blacker fur the manner in which it is ac­
complished. The secure and certain method in 
which the swindle is wrought out within the 
niceties of legal phrase, only adds meanness to 
the fraud. There is no risk, no manly accept­
ance of the responsibilities, no courageous fac­
ing of the just retributions of the robbery. The 
man who, pistol in hand, stops you on the high­
way, or breaks into your house and steals, is a 
th ief; but he is a courageous thief at le as t; it 
is a life-risk : but the man who robs you under 
cover of the law, and adds to the injury of the 
theft the insult of legal defence, is a thief and a 
coward too.
And yet how much of thit legal dishonesty, 
this lawful injustice, there is iu the wurld.— 
How many thousands of men who, while they 
are true to the letter, are false to the spirit of 
the law. They despise tho miserable liquor- 
vender who sells his customer a cracker for three 
cents, and gives him a gla-s of rum ; and yet 
continually evade the spirit aud purpose of all 
law, which is simple justice, by legal cheats of 
far greater magnitude, by colossal frauds which 
were within a hair’s breadth of tho outside 
edge of the statute, in such case made and pro­
vided. Let these men receive the contempt 
which they to richly merit—the sharp scorn of 
every honest man.
It is time the world took a just position in 
these metters, If  a set of miserable specula­
tors get up a railroad swiudle, and appropriate 
other people s money for services never rendered; 
if they establish insurance companies without 
capital; if they embezzle the funds of hanks or 
other corporations, by virtue of office ; if they 
give a bell to a church, or put on tho garb of 
piety, to win the confidence of the people, and 
then by dexterous management, establish the 
reputation ot being able financiers, and receive 
ot deposite the hard earning of the poor, live in 
princely style a few years, and then fail, leav­
ing a wilderness of debts with nothing to pay, 
thus robbing the industrious, the needy, the 
widow aod orphan, as I know was done in one 
instance, where a poor woman had her all swept 
away, §800, the Bavings of a life—every cent 
of which had been earned with the needle, stitch , 
by stitch.
I say iu such cases as theso, where tho mon- I 
strous robbery lies inside of the law. let society i 
itsell become a law. jury, judge and execution l 
or. Let all good men, and honest men—all 
friends of humanity, morality and religion, put i 
the mark of Gain upon these vile and heartless 
plunderers, refuse all business intercourse, and 
drive them out from all social sympathy and ac­
knowledgement, as vagabonds in the earth.
Ax Editor on his Travels.—One of our 
frother editors has been traveling some, and re­
lates how the barber made a ‘ dead head ’ of 
him :
* \\ hile on hoard a steamer tho fuzz grew 
rather longer than was agreeable, and we re­
paired to the barber-shop to have it taken off.— 
The fellow did it up in first-rate style, and we 
pulled out a dime and proffered it to him, as a 
reward for his services. lie drew himself up 
with considerable pomposity—
‘ I understand,’ said he, ‘ dat you is an ed­
itor i ’
‘ W ell! what of it? ’ said we.
‘ We nebber charge editors nufin!’
1 But, my woolly friend,’ we continued, ‘thero 
are a good many editors traveling now-a-days, 
and such liberality on your part will prove a ru ­
inous business.’
‘ Oh ! nebber mind,’ remarked the barber,’ 
‘ we makes it all up off de gemmen.’
The aforesaid editor remarks that thereupon 
he incontinently sloped.
Truth and wit are both to be found in this 
couplet by the well-known, bibliographer, Wni. 
Oldys:
la  word and WILL I A5f a friend to you,
And one friend OLD IS worth a dozen new.
A Greek maiden being asked what fortune 
she would bring her husband, replied, ‘ I will 
bring him what gold cannot purchase—a heart 
unspotted, and virtue without a Btain—the in­
heritance from parents who had these, and 
nothing else, to leave me,’
Tho greatest pleasure of life is love; the 
greatest treasure is contentment; the greatest 
luxury is health ; the greatest comfort is sleep ; 
and the best medicine is a true friend.
Sir R obert Innes.
A SCOTTISH TALE OF REAL LIFE.
Early in the eighteenth century, a young gen­
tleman, Robert Innes, feel heir to the baronetcy 
of Orton, a title of some Btanding in his name 
and family. By a concurrence of adverse cir­
cumstances, not one rood of land, nor any prop­
erty whatever, followed the destination of the 
titular honors. This was particularly hard in 
his case, as he bad received a liberal education, 
and such a general truining, in short, as is usu­
ally bestowed on heirs presumptive or apparent 
to titles that have a substantial amount of acres 
appended to them.
Few situations could be more painful than 
that in which the young baronet found himself 
when he acquired the right to place before his 
name the important monosyllable which entitled 
him to hold a prominent place in soeiety, while 
at the same time he was totally devoid of main- 
tening that place with fitting credit and respec­
tability. He Felt his position to be one of ex­
treme difficulty, and was for a time altogether 
a t a loss how to procure his maintenance in a 
manner consistent with the preservation, not of 
his rank and dignity .-but simply of honesty and 
independence of character. One profession on­
ly, if it may be properly so called, remained 
open to him, namely, the profession of arms, 
and to this the young baronet naturally turned 
his attention. Had he beseiged the doors of 
those who had known his family in better days, 
he might possibly have at once entered the uni­
tary service in a station corresponding with his 
social rank, but the risk of encountering scorn­
ful refusals, and other such like fears and feel­
ings, caused the indignant barouet to shrink 
from becoming a petitioner, desirable as it 
would have been to attain tho object in question. 
He therefore preserved the independence which 
he loved, by entering the British army in the 
capacity of a private soldier. The dragoons 
was the budy in which he enrolled himself, re­
taining his own namo, but dropping of course 
the title which had descended to him from his 
ancestors.
In this condition Sir Robert Innes remained 
for a  considerable time, fulfilling regularly and 
peacefully the duties imposed upon him, and 
giving no expression to tho regrets which could 
not but occasionally arise in the breast of one 
moving in a sphere so far below that to which 
he was suited by birth and education. The mo­
notonous tenor of his life was at length broken 
in upon in an unexpected und remarkable way. 
While standing Bentry one evening at the quar­
ters of Colonel Winram, the commander of the 
regiment, he was accosted by a stranger, appar­
ently an officer ot another regiment, who in­
quired if the Colonel was at that moment en­
gaged. The sentinel courteously answered that 
he believed he was, but probably would soon he 
at leisure, aud then recommenced his march. 
The stranger followed, and continued the con­
versation, in order, ostensible, to while away 
the time until the Colonel should be at liberty 
to receive him, hut in reality to satisfy himsell 
on a point of curiosity which had sprung up in 
his mind, to which some glimmering recollection 
of features had given rise. When the gentle­
man who had been in conference with Colonel 
Winram was 6een to depart, the stranger took 
leave of the sentinel, and entered the command­
an t’s quarters.
• Colonel,’ said the officer, after paying his re­
spects on entrance, 1 youpire a t present highly 
honored, you may not be aware ot i t .’
*|llow may this be, my good friend?" asked 
the Colonel.
‘ In respect of your attendant sentry,’ said 
the officer; ‘ few princes can boast of a moro 
honorable guard than tho one now pacing back­
wards and forwards in front of your quarters.’
The old Colonel was surprised a t the grave 
assertion of his visitor.
‘ What mean you ?’ said ho ; ‘ you seem seri­
ous, and yet there can bo nobody now on duty 
as sentry but one of the common soldiers of the 
corps, who have all been here ten times over al­
ready.’
‘ This may be,’ returned the visitor ; ‘ but I 
stiff assure you that you have a rare and remar­
kable guard of honor at present, in as far as 
you have a Scottish knight baronet standing 
sentry at your threshold.’
* Do you really say so?’ exclaimed Colonel 
Winram, who, though a worthy man and an ap­
proved soldier, carried his veneration for titles 
and family honors somewhat to excess. * A man 
of title doing duty in the ranks of my corps;’ 
continued the veteran ; ‘ how in the name of 
wonder came this about, and how did you dis­
cover it?’
11 had seen Sir Robert Innes several years 
ago, before he came to the title, and while its 
late possessor still retained enongh of the fami­
ly property to keep himself and his heir in tol­
erable condition so far as appearances went. 
When it was discovered, on tho accession of this 
young gentleman, that his ancestral possessions 
Iiad long been in the deceptive condition of a 
husk with the kernel gone, many individuals 
who had known Robert Innes and had admired 
his manly and virtuous character, were anxious 
to aid and befriend him ; but the youth disap­
peared suddenly from society, and the rumor 
went that he had entered the army. Having 
heard of this report I was much struck to-night 
with the look and bearing of the sentry whom 1 
saw at your porch, and a closer examination 
satisfied me that the soldier was indeed no other 
than Sir Robert Innes, of Orton.’
‘ Can this be tru e !’ exclaimed the veteran, 
and moved hastily to a window, from which he 
could command a view of his titled sentinel. 
Being over and oyer assured by his friend that 
tho young soldier was no other than the person 
who had been described, he immediately gave 
orders to have another private brought on duty, 
and the hero of our tale ushered into his pres­
ence.
When the young man appeared before his 
commander, the latter plainly aud candidly sta t­
ed what had been communicated to him, and 
asked if  it was true, that he really addressed 
Sir Robert Innes. The youth, after coloring a 
little from surprise, owned that the information 
given to the Colonel was correct, and that he 
ivas really Sir Robert Innes, Colonel Winram 
was silent for a few moments, and then said.
‘ Believe mo, yound gentleman, when I ask 
you to inform me personally of the true motives 
which induced you to enter the ranks, I have a 
sincere wish to serve you, and am not actuated 
by mere curiosity.
Sir Robert answered his commander by sim­
ply stating that finding himself possessed of a 
title, without any of the requisite means lor 
supporting it creditably, he bad been under the 
necessity of quitting the society of his equals ia 
station, but superiors in point of fortune.
‘ I choose,’ said he, not without a degree of 
honorable pride, ‘ to enter on the humble yet 
independent condition of a common soldier, 
rather than making any attempt at gaining a 
maintenance in my own degree by drawing on 
the bounty of others, and eating what must 
have been, a t best, the bread of dependence,’
‘ I admire your candor, sir,’ said the veteran,
‘ und I honor your sentiments. You must he 
replaced in your proper station—in that station 
to which you were horn, Sir Robert, and tu 
which you will be a credit and an ornament,— 
Thank Heaven, I have interest enough to pro­
cure a cornetey ; and a cornetcy of British horse 
is a fitting station for any one—for the first no­
ble in the laud.
The poor soldier, in whose fortune a great 
change was thus unexpectedly promised, could 
scarcely find language to thank his warm heart­
ed benefactor and commander. But the Colon­
el did not give himself time to listen to thanks.
‘ I think I um sure of the cornetcy on appli­
cation,’ continued he ; ‘ but at the worst, I can 
procure your discharge, and do something for 
you in other ways.
Pursuing his kindly intention further, the 
Colonel gave our hero a temporary release from 
regimental duty, and invited him to dinner on 
the following day. Sir Robert joyfully accepted 
the invitation.
The yonng baronet dined with his command­
in’’ officer, not once, but again and again ; for 
the cornetcy of horse was obtained for Sir Rob­
ert Innes, and he became daily a greater and 
greater favorite with Colonel Winram, who 
found his protege fulfil all the high piomise
Gnawing a F ile.
Thero was once an old house ; and in that 
house lived an old rat. By means of cracks 
and knot-holes, and sundry other holes of his 
own making, ho had an extensive circuit through 
the whole house. From front to ell, and from 
cellar to garret, wherever there was anything 
that would minister to the comfort to his outer 
man, he was sure to find it and help himself. 
One was used as a  sort of granary, and the door 
of which was kept carefully closed. Tho old 
rat used to hear the sound of the grain, as it 
was poured upon the floor or into barrels ; and 
a strong desire possessed him to know, from per­
sonal observation, what was in that room. But 
there was no way for him to gratify that desire 
bat by making an entrance through an oak 
board partition. So one night, alter all was 
quiet in the house, ho set himself vigorously 
about the undertaking ; and though he found it 
rather a  jaw-aehing operation, yet he kept up 
such an incessaut nibbling, that long before day­
light his task was accomplished, and his hard 
toil was rewarded by a plentiful repast a t the 
pile of grain. For somo days and nights he 
passed in and out at pleasure, and enjoyed the 
tall living, without let or hindrance. But the 
proprietor at longth discovered the hole which 
lie had made through the partition, and at ouce 
concluded that he would lay an embargo upon 
that sort of fun ; so he thrust a large file into 
the hole.
The next time the old ra t essayed to pass in, 
ho found a slight impediment in his way ; and 
he tried in vain to remove it. At length, said 
his ratship, ‘ 1 know what I can do, for I know 
what I have done. I can gnaw off that stick, 
for it isn 't half as think the board through which 
I gnawed the hole. So at it he went again. He 
thought tho file was a good deal harder than 
the beard, but he was determined not to give 
up. Indeed it was a prominent article in his 
creed, jNever to bach out, ‘ Ah, a workman is 
known by his chips,’ said he, as he looked and 
discovered quite a little pile, that looked very 
much like ivory saw dust, though he wondered 
that his chips should be so light colored.
‘ I shall fetch it yet,’ said he ; and he applied 
himself with renewed vigor.
But at length he discovered some blood on the 
file whero he had been gnawing. Ho instantly 
clapped his paws to his bleeding mouth, when 
behold ! he made this discovery ; that instead of 
gnawing the file, the file had uctually gnawed 
his teeth quite down to the gums. For a mo­
ment ho stood confounded. At last ho said— 
‘ For once I have made a fool of myself.’ And 
so he had ; for he was not only obliged to go 
supperless to bed, but whac was of vastly more 
consequence, ho had lost what would bo quite 
indispensable in procuring his future suppers. 
And hero wo will take leavo his ratship in order 
to make an application ol' the story.
Men ought to be wiser than ra ts ; but they 
are not, for they also frequently gnaw a file. A 
person gnaws a file when, just for the sake of 
having his own way, he obstinately persists in 
doing that which is against his own interest,— 
that which injures himself a vast deal more 
than any body else.
Here is an illustration ; A boy carelessly hit 
his foot against a stone, and as a natural conse­
quence it ached dreadfully. Ho instantly made 
up his mind that ho would have his revenge. So 
he got down and went to beating tho stone with 
his fist; and he only desisted when ho ceased to 
feel any pain in his foot, in consequence of the 
much more severe pain in his bruised knuckles. 
Now be bad his way—he took his revenge, but 
it was gnawing a file.
Here is another; A boy whose name I  feel a 
little delicacy about mentioning, once got a  lit­
that had appeared in him a t their first inter­
view. Handsome, well-bred and accomplished 
in all the qualifications of a gentleman, Sir Rob­
ert was indeed very generally esteemed by his 
brother officers, and all who met him in socie­
ty.
After the new cornet had held his station for 
some months, the veteran asked his youthful 
friend to join him in an excursion to the coun­
try. The request was of course cheerfully com­
plied with, and the pair set out in the Colonel’s 
carriage. After they had gone a considerable 
way, the Colonel told Sir Robert that his daugh­
ter and only child was then, for the completion 
of her education, residing a t a  neighboring 
boarding-school, and that be was going to visit 
her. Sir Robert in due time had the honor of 
being introduced to the only child of his bene­
factor. Sho was a  young lady in tbo very Bpring 
of womanhood, and beautiful in countenance, 
though tho full graces of her person were scarce­
ly yet developed. After a short visit the vete­
ran and his friend departed.
The Colonel and the Baronet were not very 
communicative for some space. At length the 
conversation turned on the young lady, on 
whom her father expatiated with the fondness 
of a p a ren t; and his observations being assent­
ed to somewhat warmly, the Colonel to the sur­
prise of Sir Robert, hinted that his daughter 
might do worse than take him fur a husband. 
Tho young man was completely surprised for 
the moment by this most unlooked for overture. 
He could not believe that the veteran meant to 
sport with his feelings, yet some such notion 
suggested in part the answer which he gave to 
the Colonel, after a pretty lengthened pause.
‘ Colonel Winram,’ said he, • I am poor— 
penniless—and you are wealthy. All I have I 
owe to you ; but—
The veteran somewhat impatiently interrupt­
ed tho Baronet.
‘ Well, well, that is exactly what I am think­
ing of. Margery happens to have a small for­
tune of her own, the bequest of a deceased 
a u n t; and you liavo a title ; a fair equivalent.
I have always honored ancestral dignities, at 
least when borne by such as yourself, whom I 
already love as a son. My girl has been a good 
daughter, and will be a good wife,’
While tho words were yet on his lips, a troop 
of yearling cattle scampered into the highway 
from the open gate of a park. The horses of 
the Colonel’s carriage were startled, and, by 
their sudden bound aside, the reins were twitched 
from the coachman’s hands. Feeling no control 
tho alarmed animals sprang forward a t full 
speed ; but they went no great way ere their di­
vergence from the mid line caused a violent 
overturn of tho vehicle into a shallow side-ditch. 
The inmates wore thrown clear out upon one 
side of the road—which, fortunately, was a 
grass common. Ths coachman and Sir Robert 
Innes, being both light frames, wore very littlo 
injured, but the poor veteran's fall was a heavy 
and a severe one. He lay at first perfectly in­
sensible. In a few minutes, however, he re­
gained his consciousness, and in some degree 
his bodily strength, but complained much of 
pain in his chest and shoulder. Sir Robert, as 
may be supposed, was greatly agitated, and at 
a loss how to get his kind friend within reach 
of immediate advice and assistance. But tho 
coachman was able, happily, to overtuke the 
horses, and it was resolved to move slowly back­
ward to the boarding-school, from which they 
were only a mile and a half distant.
Tho distress of Miss Winram on seeing her 
father return so unexpectedly, and in such a 
condition, was extreme, and although medical 
assistance was immediately procured, the vete­
ran occupied a sick bed for several weeks, du­
ring which time he was faithfully watched by 
his daughter and the baronet.
* * * * *
Our story draws to a close. Sir Robert pro­
posed, aud was accepted. The marriage touk 
place as soon as the veteran could leave his 
couch, and the career of tho young Scottish 
knight whom our narrative took up in so un­
promising a condition was, by the remarkable 
incidents detailed, rendered one of much hap­
piness throughout tho whole t>f its after dura­
tion. His beautiful lady brought him one sole 
child and daughter, whose personal charm in 
time attracted the admiration of the noblest in 
the land. Ono suitor for her hand was a gen­
tleman who afterwards acceded to the title of 
Duke of Roxburgh ; but eventually Miss Innes 
of Orton became the wife of Lord Forbes. Her 
son is tho present possessor of that ancient ti­
tle ; and of her daughters, one became Duchess 
of Athol, and another the wife of Sir John Hay 
of Hayston.
tle grouty at something which his mother re ­
quired him to do ; so when he wag called to din­
ner, to show out his independence, said with 
pouting lips, ‘ I  don’t want any dinner.’ Now 
he was hungry enough, but he was determined 
he wouldn't eat, out o f spite. He overheard hia 
sister say, ‘ Guess he’ll get hungry by supper- 
time ; but he thought within himself, you'll, 
see. So he ‘ nourished his wrath to keep it  
warm’ all the afternoon; and when the sister 
called him to supper he grouted out more grou­
ty than ever, ‘ I  don’t want any supper.’
But as he turned to go off he heard his moth­
er say, ‘ You’ll be a cheap boarder at this rate .’ 
So he had tho blessed satisfaction of haying hia 
own way, and went supperless to bed, where 
he ropented at his leisure, There he lay and 
thought the matter all over, again and again. 
He finally came to the ‘ unanimous conclusion 
in his own mind’ that he was a great fool for 
having done as he had ; for he had injured no 
mortal living so much as himself. I t  is almost 
unnoccessary to add, that he had a remarkably 
good appetite for his breakfast; and that, from 
that time, he was of the unshaken opinion that 
it was miserably poor policy to gnaw a file.
We might give illustrations equally pertinent 
from those of riper years, but we fotbear.
I rish Measure.—Mick Casey used to “  find ” 
in Carew’s grocery on the corner. Smith—you 
know Smith ? went in tho other day after some 
“ fixins,” and among the rest called for a gallon 
of molnsses. There was about a pint in the 
measure, when Mick commenced drawing, and 
after filling it poured it into Smith's vessel until 
about a  pint was left, as before, in the measure, 
and then set it down under the cask.
‘ Ilallo !’ says Smith, 1 what are you about ? 
Why don’t you put in a gallon, as I ordered!’
• A gallon is it, s u r ! An’ sure an’ there’s 
that much in the jag ,’ replied Mick.
Of course Smith would never believe [this, as 
there was a pint left in the measure, and he 
‘ made no bones ’ of accusing Miek of attempt­
ing to cheat him.
‘ Sur,’ said Miek, ‘ wasn't there a pint in the 
measure ?’
‘ Yes.’
‘ Well, thin, there’s tho same now !’
‘ Yes.’
• Well, then, shuroan’ye have all that belongs 
to yez, for didn’t I draw the measure full and 
put it in the ju g ? ’
‘ No, there's a pint left?’
‘ Tho divil, sure ! an’ wasn’t that pint there 
before ! Get yerself out of the store, ye speci- 
min of maneuess, to be after chatin’ a lad out 
of a pint of molasses.’
Smith ‘ left,’ being utterly unable to convince 
Mick of the ‘ error of his ways.’—Knickerbock­
er.
English Manners.—I find the Englishman to 
be him of all men who stands firmest in his 
shoes. They have in themselves what they value 
in their horses, mettle and bottom. On the day 
of my arrival at Liverpool, a gentleman, in de­
scribing to me the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, 
happened to say “  Lord Clarendon has pluck 
like a cock, and will fight till he d ies;” and 
what 1 heard first 1 heard last, and the one thing 
the English value is pluck Tne cabmen have 
i t ; the women have i t ; the journals have i t ; 
the Times newspaper, they say is the pluckiest 
thing in England, and Sydney Smith had made 
it a proverb, that little John Russell, the minis­
ter, would take the command of the Channel 
fleet to-morrow. * * * * I t  requires, men 
say, a good constitution to travel in Spain. I 
say as much of England, for other cause, simply 
on account of the vigor and brawn of the peo­
ple. Nothing but the most serious business 
could give one any counterweight to these Bare­
sarks, though they were only to order eggs and 
muffins for their breakfast. The Englishman 
speaks with all his body. His elocution is 
stomachic, as the American’s is labial. The 
Englishman is very petulant and precise about 
his accommodation at inns, and on the roads ; a 
quiddle about his toast and his chop, and every 
species of convenience, and loud and pungent in 
his expressions of impatience a t udj neglect.— 
His vivacity betrays itself, at all points, in his 
manners in his respiration, and the inarticulate 
noises he makes in clearing the th roa t; all sig­
nificant of burly strength. This vigor appears 
in the incuriosity, and stony neglect, each of 
thoother. Each man walks, eats,drinks, shaves, 
dresses, gesticulates, and in every manner acts 
and suffers without reference to the bystanders 
in his own fashion, only careful not to interfere 
with them or annoy them ; not that he is trained 
to neglect the eyes of his neighbors ; ho is really 
occupied with his own affairs, and does not 
think of them. In short, every one of these 
islanders is an island himself, safe, tranquil, in­
communicable. In a company of Btrangers you 
would think him deaf; his eyes never wander 
from his table and newspaper. Introductions 
are sacraments, lie  withholds his name. At 
the hotel he is hardly willing to whisper it to 
the clerk at the book-office, if  be gives you his 
private address on a card, it is like an avowal 
of friendship ; anil his bearing on being intro­
duced is cold, even though he is seeking your 
acquaintance, and is studying how he Bball serve 
you.—Emerson s English Traits.
A Mexican Barometer. On board tho Mex­
ican steamer is a barometer of the most simple 
construction, but the greatest accuracy. I t  con­
sists only of along strip of cedar very thin, 
about two and a half feet in length, about one 
inch wide, cut with the grain, and set in a 
block, or foot, This cedar strip is backed, or 
liaed, with one of white pine, cut across tho 
grain, and the two are tightly glued together. 
To bend these when dry, is to snap them, but 
ou the approach of bad weather the cedar curls 
over until the top a t times touches the ground. 
This simple instrument is the invention of a 
Mexican guitar-maker, and such is its accuracy 
that it will indicate tho coming on of a “  north­
er ”  fqjl twenty-four hours before any other 
kind of barometer known on the coast. Had 
this been the production of Yankee ingenuity, it 
had been patented long ago, and a fortune made 
by its inventor.—Mobile Register.
The Boston Chronicle tells a story of that de­
lightful exercise, shopping. A young lady in 
Boston called for a piece of green silk, ‘ a deep, 
very deep green ’ was desired. The complais­
ant salesman ransacked the store, pulled down 
all the ‘ greens’ from the shelves, all the shades 
possible, expatiated and argued ; it was no go, 
the lady wasn’t suited. A t last, irritated by 
her fastidiousness, the salesman forgot his usual 
politeness, and exclaimed: ‘ Madam, I do de­
clare that, I  believe that you don't know what 
shado of green you do want.’ Instantly the 
witty and critical lady replied : ‘ 1 want a pat­
tern just one shade greener than yourself.” The 
young man wilted.
‘ May I  leave few tracts?’ asked a medical 
missionary of a lady who responded to his 
knock.
‘ Leave some tracks—certainly you may,’ 
said she looking at him most benignly over her 
specks; ‘ leave them with heels towards the 
house, if  you please.’
Soetuern N ewspapers.—Our Southern news­
paper brethren are in a ‘ deuce of a fix.’ They 
cannot make tho business work down there, 
south of Mason and Dixon’s line. A Southern 
agricultural journal has lately suspended. The 
Cuarlesten Standard thinks they might as well 
give up printing jiapers there, just as they have 
given up the making of cottons, Ac. The Au­
gusta (Ga) Chronicle thinks there id no support 
there for a newspaper, people are so languid 
about it. The Columbia (S. C.) Times believes 
the Southern people will support anything short 
of a  paper printed South, The Augusta (G a.) 
Constitutionalist says it would bo better to pa t­
ronize the Northern papers, as it is impossibla 
for them down there to keep up with the spirit 
of the age. This is all very well, a very honest 
confession; it  is undoubtedly true and corrobo­
rates what has beau often stated before.—A'eio 
Bedford Mercury,
L A T E R  F R O M  E U R O P E .
N ew York, April 14.
Tho Hamburg steamer Borussia, from Ham­
burg, arrived at this port this afternoon.
In the abseuce of any English papers, we have 
no political news from Great Britain.
F ra n ce .
Nothing certain is known about the day when 
the Conference on the Neuchatel affair will hold 
its 6th session, but the general opinion is that 
it will come to a satisfactory settlement of that 
question, wherefore the public takes no great 
interest in its proceedings.
It seems to be certain that Prince Napoleon 
will meet the Grand Duke Constantine a t Tou­
lon.
At Lyons numerous political arrests have tak­
en place. I t  is said tha t the police have discov­
ered a secret society, whose members have joined 
for the purpose of furthering the election of the 
Well-known Republican and celebrated physi­
cian, Raspail, but who is not eligible, under the 
new election law.
Spain.
The elections for the Cortez began on the 25th 
of March, and the prospects were favorable for 
victory to the government.
The Infant, Don Henrique, brother of the King 
has been ordered to quit Spain nnd go to France, 
because he bad declared for the Progressists. 
D en m a rk .
Copenhagen, March 30. To-day the French 
£inbaes_idor at this Court la s  exchanged the 
ratifications of the Sound Dues Treaty on the 
part iif his government. On the 28th inst, a 
provisional decree on the Transit Dues was pub 
lished by the Minister of Foreign Affairs.
T h u r s d a y  E v e n in g , A p r i l  16 , 1 8 5 7 .
LA TE R  FROM CALIFO RNIA.
New York, 13.
Steamship Geo. Law arrived shortly after 
noon to day.
She brings nearly a million and a quarter 5d 
specie, and San Francisco Oates to 23d ult.
She rescued on the outward passage the crew 
of brig Mary C. Haskell, from the Isthmus 
bound to Cienfugoes, wrecked March 2Cth on 
Cape Maize.
The California news is meagre
No further action had been made in the leg­
islature concerning the State debt.
The prisoners in the State prison were starv­
ing. Some had already died. The legislature 
appropriated $5000 for their relief.
Trade at San Francisco was improving. Chi­
nese produce had largely advanced. Teas fully 
50 per cent. Flour liad declined 25 per cent., 
closing at $11 for superfine.
Dates from Oregon are to March 12; Sand­
wich Islands to Feb. 21.
Dates from Greytnwn are to April 2d. Col. 
Lockridge went up the river Mar. 24 with all 
his forces to attack San Carlos. When last 
heard from he was a t Machaco, reported intend­
ing to attack Castillo next morning, Sunday 
27 th.
There was nothing later from Walker. There 
was sums excitement on the Isthmus growing 
out of apprehensions of an attack by the natives 
upon the foreigner. The R R. Co. were tak­
ing every precaution to protect the passengers 
and property in transit.
A berrer of despatches from Bogota, took 
passage in the Geo. Law at Aspinwall, on his 
way to Washington with the news that Mr. 
Morse had been refused all negotiations on the 
Panama Riot question.
A preposition was made in the New Grana­
dian Senate, to 6end a force to the Isthmus, 
which met with opposition.
Rev. Mr. Kalloeh.
On Friday evening last, a meeting of the Tre­
mont Street Baptist Church was held, for the 
purpose of taking into consideration the position 
of their pastor with reference to the charge re­
cently brought against him. The meeting was 
private, and its proceedings have not been made 
known to the public, but they resulted in the 
following resolutions, which were unanimously 
adopted, after careful deliberation :
“ Whereas, it has been rumored that we, as 
a Church desire our pastor to retire from the 
ministry, we deem this a proper time to express 
our opinion on this subject, and it is therefore—
Resolved, That we have carefully weighed the 
testimony which has been brought forward to 
sustain the charge nlleged against our pastor 
the Rev. I. S. Kalloeh. and we declare, in the 
most positive manner our unabated confidence 
it) his integrity us a man and a minister of the 
Gospel; and, most earnestly, do we now request 
him to resume the public services of the sanc­
tuary, as our pastor and teacher ; and we again 
most cordially pledge our undivided attachment 
and unwavering support, until the dark clouds 
of bis trial have all disappeared.
Resolved, That ns he has necessarily been to 
expense in defending himself in the late trial, 
and, also, us we wish to show him. in a substan­
tial manner, our sympathy for him, we do ten­
der him a donation visit, to take place in our 
vestry in Tremont Temple on Wednesday even­
ing next; and must cordially invite all his 
friends, whether connected with this church and 
congregation or with any other, to be preient at 
that time to manifest tbeir friendship in such 
manner as they may think best.”
On Sunday last Mr. Kalloeh resumed the du­
ties of his pulpic,and conducted the usual morn­
ing services at the Tremont Temple. An im­
mense audience crowded the Temple long before 
the time of service, and hundreds were forced to 
remain in the street. Previous to commencing 
the religious services, Mr. K ., delivered a brief 
address to his congregation, with reference to 
his own position, and the recent occurrences 
which have agitated the public. At the conclu­
sion of this address, Mr. Kalloeh entered upon 
the usual services of the morning, and pieached 
from Genesis, 30 : 27. We give an abstract of 
the address to which we have alluded, which 
we cut from the Boston Journal of Monduy :
Ue said that after the events which have a t­
tended his tr ia l; after the sights, scenes and 
stories which were there made apparent, and ol 
which more might hereafter be heard, and after 
receiving a hearty and unanimous invitation 
from the members of his church, he had con-
An A ppeal to the W omen of Rookland 
against C ard Flaying.
Mr. Editor :—The following communication
was written by request. If it  coincides with 
your ideas upon the subject and is admissable to 
your columns it is a t your disposal:—
I  like tho saxon word woman. I t  is round, 
full and ennobling. Lady, is either above our 
democratic comprehension, or expressive of more 
effeminacy than is congenial to our republican 
ears. I f  the term simply means, giver of the 
loaf, it is well enough, but it does not meet our 
idea so well as the word woman.
It is to women I would speak words of plaiD 
unvarnished truth ; whole souled Spartan moth­
ers, wives, sisters, daughters. Though not yet 
quite threescore I  confess I am somewhat anti­
quated in my ideas of what woman should be > 
of what thejgreat divine intelligence designed her 
to be ; but I hope not yet, quite obsolete. The 
game of cards is of Egyptian origin. I t  was 
invented to amuse an old, demented king, too 
old, to be swayed by reason or judgment. The 
red and black colors answered to tho Equinoxes, 
the four suits, to the seasons. The emblems in 
Spain are—for tho heart, a cup, the emblem of 
winter ; the spade, an acorn, the emblem of Au­
tumn ; the club, a trefoil, the emblem of sum­
mer ; the diamond a rose, tho emblem of spring. 
The twelve count cards, answer to the twelve 
months and are depicted as tho signs of the zo­
diac. The fifty two-cards answer to the num­
ber of weeks in a  year ; the thirteen in each 
suit to the number of weeks in each quarter.— 
The aggregate of the pips, answered to the num" 
her of days in the year. Harmless as the inten­
tion of the original design might have been, it 
has been sadly perverted.
If  there is aught that makes beauty, baneful, 
aught that makes even kindness of heart ashamed 
of itself, aught that unsexes the sex, it is the 
sight of a lovely woman dealing out cards at a 
gaming table. The question will come, has she 
not eaten of—“  the insane root that takes the 
reason prisoner.”  She is catering to all the 
baser passions of the heart and making herself 
a libel on all that is womanly. She is lending 
that God given influence which has been entrust­
ed to her for—at least a questionable purpose.— 
The mischief done one evening at a card table 
is not easily repaired. I t begets a morbed taste, 
an indifference to home’s true influence, and to 
home's true joys ; a sickening yeamiDg for the 
praise of the debased and unprincipled. A plea 
may be suggested of securing thereby, the so­
ciety of intelligent men ; but the suggestion is 
from an evil source. Men of intelligence and
Postponed.
In consequence of the inability of the Musical 
Association to meet for rehearsal, on Tuesday 
evening, the lecture whieh was to have been do 
livered this evening, by Rev, Mr. Church, is 
unavoidably postponed ono week.
Great Freshets.—The recent heavy rains and 
the consequent melting of the snows have broken 
up and carried out tho ice from the upper waters 
of our rivers, causing freshets which have done 
much damage. The railroad bridge a t Oldtown 
has been carried away, and immense quantities 
of logs have been swept down the river from the 
Bame place. The Stillwater Corporation Mills 
were also thought to be in danger. Five bridges 
have gone down on the Piscataquis, and two on 
the Sandy River, and at Foxcroft the mill-dain 
and H arris’ pork factory have been carried 
away.
On the Kennebec, also, the water rose very 
high, and at Madison Bridge about thirty feet 
of the main dam across the Kennebec has gone 
out, together with the bulkhead of the mills.— 
At Lewiston, also, on Tuesday of last week, the 
river rose very rapidly, and the ice accumulating 
against the piers of the railroad, bridge, caused 
the water above to rise veryjrapidly. On Wed­
nesday morning the water had reached a height 
of fifteen feet above high water mark. Large 
numbers of logs went down the river. I t  is said 
that the water rose so high, that logs pitched 
over the upper dam would bounce into the air 
and strike the under work of the railroad bridge, 
tearing off the boards. We have not learned 
that any further damsge was occasioned on the 
rivers, by the rain of Tuesday of this week, as 
the ice had probably all gone out,
ESTTlie weather has been sufficiently disa­
greeable of late, and cold rains have been fre­
quent. On Tuesday, until late in the evening, 
we experienced a heavy easterly gale, accom­
panied by a Btorm of rain. I t  “  blowed great 
guns,”  and in 6oine instances roofings of tin and 
slate were unceremoniously handled inne gentle 
manner, but we have not learned that any se­
rious injury resulted to our wharves or shipping.
Thi3 morning we awoke to find the ground 
white with snow, and to feel the temperature o( 
an atmosphere of corresponding chilliness. So 
with us the weather-king jogs along, and when 
he does send a few days of uninterupted sun­
shine, they will be doubly welcome. If
STILL LATER FROM EUROPE.
New York, April 15,—The steamer Ericsson, 
bringing Liverpool dates to April 1, arrived here 
at midnight.
The elections absorbed public attention in 
England. Nearly all the contests in the boroughs 
were brought to a close on the 29th ult., and 
the result has proved disastrous to the conserva­
tives.
With the exception of an attack on the jnnks 
in the Cunton River, no further astive opera­
tions had taken place. Admiral Seymour was 
at Hong Kong, waiting for reinforcements.
A telegraphic message received a t Bombay 
from the authorities at Calcutta states, that the 
Emperor of China had sent orders to Yeh to 
conclude peace on any terms.
D estru ctive F ir e  in  B a ltim o re.
Baltimore, April 14— 10 P. M. A terrible 
fire is now raging here on Charles and Lombard 
streets. The following warehouses and their 
contents aro destroyed: R.|Edwards& Co., glass­
ware ; Norris & Brothers, importers of hard­
ware ; L. Harrison & Co., cap manufacturers 1 
Jas. S. Robinson, paper warehouse ; E. L. Par­
ker, iron warehouse ; Hodges, Emack & Grant, 
hardware ; Gilpin, Bailey & Canby, wholesale 
druggists; Wm .Davidson & Co. .chemical paints. 
Second D espatch .
10 30 P. M. The fire is still raging, and is 
extending towards Light street. Fairbanks 
4  Co.’s Scale Factory is also totally destroyed.
The loss will probably reach half a million dol­
lars.
T h ird  Despatch*
11 P. M. The fire is now being subdued, and 
will, no doubt, be confined to its present limits.
Several persons buve been badly hurt, and it 
is feared that some are buried in the ruins.
The D ishonest Clerk.—The confidential clerk 
of Walter H. Tilden of South Boston, whose 
delinquencies were Ynentioned in The Journal 
yesterday, seems to be deeper involved than was 
at first supposed:
“  After some cogitation upon the subject, Mr. 
Tilden, a Bhort time ago, determined to set a 
trap for the unknown plunderer, and according­
ly, a two dollar bill was marked and placed in 
the money drawer. Much to the surprise of 
Mr. Tilden, hie marked bill was found in the 
possession of the unsuspected confidential clerk, 
who was, upon this exposure of his guilt, in­
duced to confess that for the last three years or 
more he had been in the daily habit of robbing 
his master’s till, the sums thus obtained averag­
ing from seven , to ten dollars per day, and 
amounting altogether to from seven to eight 
thousand dollars.
But the most singular part of the affair is, 
that this clerk had not, as is usually the course 
in such cases, squandered the moDey thua ob­
tained, in riotous living, but had actually in­
vested it, or the greater portion of it, in 6afe 
and solid security. About three thousand dol­
lars had been placed in a mortgage upon a 
dwelling house, while a further considerable 
sum bad been given to a youDg lady to whom he 
had been engaged to be married, who by his di­
rections, had invested it in a Savings Bank, for 
future use. Of course, the lady hud no knowl­
edge of the peculiar way in which the money 
was obtained.
All the accumulations of his three years of 
crime the clerk has promptly returned to his 
master, who is now rather unexpectedly placed 
in a situation to meet all his engagements. We 
do not understand that any arrest has been 
made in the case.”
The F reshet.—We aro glad to learn from 
the Bangor Whig, that the damage by the 
freshet is not so great as was reported especial­
ly in the loss of logs. The report that two oi 
three million had gone from the “ Thorough­
fare” above Oldtown is entirely erroneous. Nor 
is it true that the Morrison boom went away in 
the ice. The boom was secured on Friday af­
ternoon.
Too railroad bridge which was carried away 
at O dlown was a new one, nearly completed 
for the shore roal, and reaching from the Mil­
ford side to the island, just above the old toll 
bridge. The bridge was about 300 feet long ; 
and the loos may be $10,000. It was nearly 
finished by the contractor, Mr. Stone of Spring- 
field, M iss ; and it was stated had not been put 
into the bands of the Company.
The Piscataquis Observer says—“  I t is be­
lieved the ice in the river never broke up since 
the country was settled when so thick and 
Strong as a t the present time.”
eluded to come again to his post and resume his . , , , , , , , ,  T,
duties. He was aware that this step might ap- ,noral worth do 001 Sequent the card table. If 
pear bold to some, and inconsistent to others, \ they ever do, the exceptions are a “  ra ia  avis ” 
but a sense of his own entire innocence of the . jn the generality of the rule and serve onlv to
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of all, and while many have perhaps censured ! your ear and be sweet to your heart, is like a 
him for the resumption of his duties, yet many Protean shape and will disappoint you. You 
also have said, during the time of his trial, when i j
from asenseofduty  he had left the sacred desk | D ’
—Why does he not preach ? If he is not guilty, 
why dues he abandon bis calling ! He lias had 
no part nor lot, nor is he answerable for the rp|ie man wi,0 flatters you there and paises your 
charge and proceedings now pending against1 , . . , ..
him, and if he is clear and spotless in his own ! adroltne88 in deception, if he has aught of the 
mind and heart, why doe6 he regard these ca- ' man left in him, would not choose you for the 
lumnies and cease his vocation * iliis has all light of his home or the coinfort of his life.— 
been said time and again, in all places. He had “ . „ , . ,  ,
waited fur a great length of time fur a jury of i lf  some stranSe infatuation he should do so, 
his countrymen to pass their verdict upon him, he assured he has laid a deep and broad founda- 
and they having (ailed to instruct him, his d u - . tion of distrust and anguish that in after years
S . i “ »  » " *
call of his people impelled him again to resume garden of hope, loo late for his domestic hap
The steamer Daniel Webster entered the 
waters of our harbor this morning, on her first 
regular trip from Portland to Bangor. Her ad 
vent will be hailed with satisfaction by the trav­
elling public with whom the Webster is justly a 
favorite. Mr. W. Farwell, Esq., her former ef­
ficient agent for,this city, will he retained in that 
capacity. “ i
his pulpit.
‘ When all is won that you desire to win 
The paltry prize is hardly worth the cost
piness, he will awake to find his error irremedi-
D has been kindly suggested to me, continued afl]e The beautiful rose he so coveted conceals
K3” The plav-going portion of our communi­
ty are doubtless pleased to learn that “ Curri­
er’s Dramatic Company” are giving a short sea­
son’s performances at Beethoven Hall. This 
company is under the management of Mr.C. P- 
Currier, who is well known in our community 
as a successful caterer to the public amusement 
in his profession. Mr. J .  II. Robinson, the 
woll known comedian, from the National The­
atre Boston, is playing a short engagement with 
this company. 1?
gy" Our thanks are due to E. L. Lovejoy, of 
Ilodgman, Carr it^Co’sand W. II. Carey of Bry­
a n t’s Express for late Boston papers. These 
gentlemen are continually laying us under obli­
gations of this kind.
Mr. Kalloeh, by some o f the newspapers of the 
day. that my presence in the sacred desk would
The Chinese Mission.—The best man for 
China is undoubtedly Caleb Cushing. He has 
been in the country, understands as well as al­
most aoy body, except Mr. Parker nnd Mr. Wil­
liams, the mode of conducting affiirs there, he
c a u k e r worm in her heart. I t  will do its 
be but a reproach to the cause of religion, aod \ "'ork silently for a time, but surely 
that it would be well for me to leave the minis-'
try, for tho study of law. With all deference
to tbeir opinions, I cannot so consider it. I d o , , . ,  , , r o , . . .not see why I should leave a field and a labor Jllka tha aPPla of Sudonl’ ashe3 t0 ,tS COre 
that I love, for another sphere, while yet I can
The golden apple he so desired, that was dear 
: to him as the appple of his eye, too late he finds,
' She, who by the card of the worlds opinion
5 ^ ‘ The Brunswick Telegraph comes to us 
this week, bearing the name of an old acquain­
tance, it is true, but so ranch improved in ap­
pearance that a particular examination was nec­
essary to satisfy us as to its identity. This pa-
be of service to my Master in the calling that 1 I steers her course, shall harbor in no safe port.” 
cherish. This may not he the opinion of a por-
J his protestations of love or friendship. ‘‘ He
Utah.—In the New Orleans Courier of the 
3d inst. we find a letter signed by W. W. Drum­
mond, addressed to the Attorney General of the 
United States in which he resigns the office of 
Chief Justice of tho Territory of Utah. Judge 
Drummond’s letter sets forth so plainly and di­
rectly the whole enormity of the outrages and 
crimes of Brigham Young and his satelites, that 
we copv the principal portion of it.
The New York Herald says the administration 
propose to send to Utah a military force of twen­
ty-five hundred men, officered by persons of char­
acter, who have families ; and judges and exe­
cutive officers of worth and high stunding, who 
have families, are lo  be appointed in place of 
Brigham Young and his satelites. These meas­
ures will, it is believed, afford ample protection 
to the territorial functionaries, and at the same 
time impart an enlightened and purer tone to the 
morals of the community. The Herald connects 
the order recently issued from the War Depart­
ment, withdrawing Gen Harney from the con­
duct of the Indian war in Florida, and directing 
him to repair to Fort Leavenworth, there to 
await special instructions, with the scheme.
Chisese Sugar Cane.—At a late meeting cf 
the Boston Historical Society, D r. Jackson, in 
reply to a question, stated that the Chinese su­
gar cane raised in the vicinity of Boston, would 
not yield crystaline sugar in quantities to war­
rant its cultivation. A small quantity could be 
obtained from the plant, but a syrup which was 
suitable for food or distillation was readily ob­
tained. The farther south the cane is raised, 
the more sugar it yields.
A negro slave at Louisville, Ky., drew a prize 
of $15,000 in a lottery, from which his master 
deducted the value of the chattel and gave him 
the balance and his freedom.
W ashington, 13.
A letter from Singapore has been received in 
this city, stating that owing to the disturbances 
at Hong Hong and Canton, the disaffection of 
the Chinese against the English is rapidly spread­
ing through the celestial empire. Singapore 
was for the present quiet, but there were appre­
hensions of an insurrection among the Chinese 
portion of the population, in consequence of the 
obnoxious police regulations of the British au­
thorities.
I t was ascertained that the Chinese have been 
f lotting secretly against the devils as they call 
the English.
The President has appointed Jno. II. McBray- 
on of Ky., Indian agent for the Black Feet and 
other neighboring tribes, vice Hatch resigned.
Vincent E. Gasger of California is appointed 
agent for Indians of that state, vice Patterson.
The administration have just acquiesced in the 
plan of the European powers for the redemp­
tion of the Sound Dues.
The Ju ry ’s inquest on the body of the late 
Nathaniel Sweetser of Lowell, supposed to have 
been poisoned by his wife, has been resumed 
A communication was read to the Jury from 
Dr. Hayes who examined the contents of the 
stomach, which stated in brief that he had 
found a sufficient quantity of corrosive sublimate 
to produce death.
The Boston Daily Journal comes to us in a 
new dress. The Journal is decidedly the head of 
the New England press.
St . Louis, 4th.
A Comedian and a Lawyer.—A few years 
ago, when Billy Burton was in his ‘troubles,’ a 
young lawyer was examining him as to how he 
made the mare go so fast. He got Billy down 
to about three thousand dollars, when the at­
torney put on a severe, scrutinizing face, and ex 
claimed with much self-complacency :
‘Now, sir, I want you to tell this court and 
jury how you used those three thousand dollars?"
Burton put on one of his serio-comic faces, 
(and he can make a face,) winked at the audi 
ence, leered a t the judge, and exclaimed—
‘ The lawyers got that!’
The judge and audience were immediately con­
vulsed with laughter. The councellor, finding 
that he was meddling with edge tools, was glad 
to let the comedian go off the stand.
Nashua, April 13. O. K. Bradford, a pain 
ter and dealer in paper hangings, was arrested 
yesterday afternoon for stealing the keys of the 
Nashua Bank. He entered the house of the 
Cashier through a back door, aboat 11 o’clock 
Saturday night, and remained there until Sun 
day afternoon 4 o’clock. When the Cashier ar 
rived from church, lie missed some of the keys 
to the Bank and immediately suspected that the 
most important ones were stolen.
An Interpolation of St P aul’s Epistle to 
the Corinthians—The Rev. Henry Ward Beech­
er, on Sunday morning, prefaced his sermon by 
reading the twelfth chapter of First Corinthians, 
the thirteenth verse or which is as follows 
“ For by one spirit we are all baptized into one 
body ,whether we be Jews cr Gentiles, bond or 
free ; and have been all made to drink into one 
spirit.”  Pausing a t the words “  bond and 
Iree,”  the reverend gentleman said : “  How is
this? Paul could not have said this ; it must 
be an interpolation. I t certainly cannot mean 
that a man with African blood in his veins, and 
held as an American slave oppressed by bis mas­
ter, despoiled of his rights nnd outlawed by our 
Courts, is baptized into the same spirit with the 
white mitn. I t  cannot mean that a slave is 
equal to a freeman in the sight of God—a black 
man to a white one. Yet it certainly seems so 
it certainly reads so ; and it would nppear from 
this, unless we call it an interpolation, that we 
are all the children of ono common Father, en­
titled to the same rights, governed by the sameThe officers of tho steamer St. Mary from , . . , , ? . . .
, , - , ,  • .  , p w r ;niIP[1 „ „  I Council Bluffs report that four men were sh o t! P.ri“alPlaT9' alike immor al and precious irt his
per has been revived, and is to be continued un-, at piaUg Mouth £ ebraska Territoryi on 19th 0,1 Rieht. I t must be an mternolatmnl-iVem Yor/.
der the management of Mr. A. G. Tenney. It 
Mistrust the flattery of the gambler ; doubt, keen muc|j eDiargCj ,  and makes a very cred--  I tion ol the public, but with all deference againreads the M tnebu, and his very name has a , , do not see „,v present ljgl)t that it is ,
Chinese smack .K ush ing . He knows a little o! j of  t jie public’s business. If the twenty-five smiles and flatters most when be would deceive 
every thing and a great deal o! most tilings, he > |,unJ red persons to whom T have ministered dur- you.”  He encourages you to meet the gaze of |
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and cunning, and in cheating we will put him 
against any Mandarin, with any number of but- 
to.is and atty amount uf feathers, in all the Ce­
lestial Empire. The only objection tli it the ad 
ministration can retsonably nave to him is that 
he was a friend ol Pierce
itable appearance, both as to the neatness of its 
typographical execution, and the ability and ar­
rangement of its original and selected matter, 
the libertine and lavish your blandishments-,,,, , , . , ,J I The Telegraph promises to be worth  the cordialI__ - al___ ___ 1 l-bni.. nttnnlinn O J l »
away. No man is forced to worship within these and secure to him the game, 
walls if tho service of your minister is distaste- i His object is gained. The instrument he haB trust that they and the public will duly reward
ably have to hi  is that tu an(j ni, fatMj|y of this church shall I , r . . . . r  „ . . .  its merits, by giving it that generous support
c  and all the friends of • . i i J  • -a , : U3ed for his ignoble purpose is lallen m his own „ . . .n fho h. p i : n : intrude upon, unless my visits are welcome. ; which will save it from the fate which has me1Pierce are placed under the of his sueces ^nd further, I would s.iy, that no one quicker iCves.
sor. But really the friendship of Caleb Cushing tjian m y^jf Would leave a field where his la- Do not risk your all upon a single throw, you , 
is not that ardent overpowering sentiment that |)ur9 were profitless. The meiest whisper of dis- „„ « j  t 0 that 70U i lost tjie ; Place-
ought to stand in the way of personal advance- sati<racti,)n the great body of tins church “  y you have lost Me Znck.
T n p n t n r  n n . l i p  <TP»nn..;il ( nc!nn>r io  f lm  < > .  . . . . I  I h o r o  b i n f  o n n n o l  m o n o  fr. f l t o  n n r lro o r  I
all former efforts to sustain a paper in that
March by order of a vigilance committee, and 
that five others were banished from the territory. 
The offence committed was claim jumping.
Hartford, 13.
The Democrats carry their entire city ticket 
with only one exception of half the Aldermen 
and Council.
sig t. I t t   int rp lation I—New k 
Tribune.
LIM E, WOOD & CASK MARKET.
inent nr public service. General Cushing is the 
man fur Commissioner to China, ami if Mr. Bu­
chanan appoints anybody else, he will not make 
the best selection. We are informed that Mr. 
Walker has been “• studying ” the Chinese ques­
tion, very much, we suppose, as be has been 
studying the Kansas question. I f  he receives 
the appointment, lie will probably remain in 
Washington “ studying.” Cushing will be 
making new history w tile Waiker would be 
reading the old.—Providence Journal.
would be quite sufficient for my instant with- i Uiere is a constant appeal made to the darkest 
drawal. Holding these views then, and being passions and foulest appetites that can demorul- 
earnestly and unanimously called back to this ize the mind.
my former desk, I have felt it my duty tu re­
turn and here to continue.
It has been variously stated, he remarked, 
that he was anxious lor, and desirous of u new 
trial. This in some respects was a mistake He 
had hoped for an entire acquittal a t h>s former
O '-  We would call the attention of our read­
ers to tho advertisement of Mr. G. D. Smith, in 
another column. Mr. Smith is known as an ac­
complished teacher of music, and is a gentle­
man worthy of the entire confidence of those 
who may need his services in that capacity, “ i"
“ As the husband is, the wife is—
If Thou art mated with a clown,
The grossness of his nature 
Shall have power to draw tliee down.”
There is not sufficient excitement in the cards
trial, hut there the jury reached no definite con-; alone, exciting as the game is, to keep up the _ _________  r _ ______ _______
S n  L cello t o ,  a^d with the®Vtme'assurance3 iatereSt’ Th6 br“ndy dr°P3 y°d J ° Ur | the DaW st^le° f Picturas taken bY N ‘ S‘ Laalnan
Michigan— Incomplete returns from Michi- ol innocence as before. But the scenes of that P°cket Wl11 become °PIuni pills and that to , . (see his advertisement,) and were surprised at 
gao indicate the election of the Republican : week 'rer? harravsing and most torturing to his ( without the enchantment of the wizzards wand, the great improvement which has been made in
State Judicial ticket, by a t least 10.0UU tnaj.iri-, cr.a,7  fooling and sensibility, and he wou.d not One by one the ties of home aro severed and the the art. These Pictures stand out in relief so
a j ? .?.■ i s w j r c t S n S j  1 a . . , . *  » . .  w . . . . .  i» P~ i a , . . . .
nor accomplishments can hide would of a surety step out of the frame. The
O '  We have had the pleasure of examin ing
Regents of the State University are Republi now *“ tbe bands ol District Attorney Morse, 1“ . . "
cans. Not more than two-thirds of a full vote and n0 doubt suoh Portlier action would be tak- -''either beauty
was polled.
Cater and McGee Sentenced— On Satur-1 hopes. ’ 
day, at the opening of the Court, the usual | Mr. Kali
cd as was for the interest of the government, the deformity of soul in the female gambler.
! He should not seek a new trial, but be would i 
meet one, fearlessly and with strengthened !
-  . . — Kalloeh then addressed a few words of
question was put to the prisoners, if they had , counsel and advice to his hearers and friends
“ Amphibious thing, that acting cither part, 
The trifling head or the corrupted heart, 
Flit at the toilet, flatterer at the best,
A cherub face, a reptile, all the rest.”
only improvement upon this style of Picture is 
to hold the original.
anything to say why senteneeshould not he pro 
pounced upon them. McGee simply stated that
; He urged them to avoid any excited talk abou 
1 the event, stating that doubtless many of bis* . r J . civii omni!” uiib uu uuiaa Lu  ui nig
he had nothing. Cater delivered a written , opponents had been led to a more fixed enmity
Rnpop.h ruirnrn f i hit I i i j  c t-i nn to i • m  i .« . . 1  . . <speech, reiterating his statements to the jury. 
The Chief Justice then feelingly and appropri­
ately addressed both prisoners, who stood side by 
side—recounting the circiimscances of their 
enormous offences, and urging them to imme­
diate and sincere repentence—„nd concluded by 
pronouncing the dread sentence of the law, that 
they severally be confined within Suffolk Jail for 
the term of one year, and afterwards, nt such 
time and place as the Governor and Council may 
appoint, be hanged by the neck until dead !
The prisoners appeared perfectly calm and 
even cheerful throughout the proceedings, and 
listened to their awful doom without any visi­
ble emotion. They were soon remanded to jail 
and the crowd dispersed.
N egro Suffrage in Maine.—A genlleman 
who is intimately acquainted with the political 
history of Maine, furuishes us with the follow 
ing anecdote, which has particular significance 
a t the present time :
When the Article ‘Electors’ was under con­
sideration. D r. Rose of Boothb.iy (who was as 
black as an fndian) advocated inserting ‘Ne-
to himself and thechuich, by a too excited and 
heated condemnation expressed against them 
and their views, by those of his friends who had 
debated cite m a tte r  with them. Under the ef­
fects of this ill-judged warmth of disputation, 
lie doubted not that many an evil report had 
first been born and finally fully believed in. If 
wo are right, we of all tnen may most afford to 
be forbearing. If  the opinions of certain news­
papers do not suit us, if District Attorneys, ju ­
ries, or judges do not please us, let us remem­
ber and consider that toey know their own bu­
siness better than wo do, and that they know 
not all they might upon the subject, and let us 
trust that an enlightened understanding will 
eventually lead them aright.
In conclusion, he begged his friends and bis 
church to remember that although he appear­
ed before them nervously and physically strong, 
yet he was weary and ill a t heart from recent 
great excitement, and all that could be ex'pected 
of him was, that he should occupy i is pulpit 
for £ short period, and then be allowed to test, 
lie exhorted his hearers to walk humbly through 
this life; meek and lowly like our great Maste.; 
leading a lile of purity before man and in the
K3” We learn from the legislative reports that
Card playing is tho opening door to ninety i tbe “ Rasolva ,uak'lnK Talid tbe doinSs of the 
five per. cent of all the vice and crime which in- Trustees of tlla First Universalist Meeting House 
fes.s this beautiful world of ours. I t  leads to in Rockland ”  was Passad to ba enacted in both
a lile of ignominy and error and its consequent 
unhappiness,
‘ Vice that digs her own voluptuous tomb,
Has buried long her hopes no more to rise
Pleasure palled victim ; life abhoring gloom
Write on her faded brow, cursed Cain’s unresting doom.”
Volumes could not contain all the bitter, b it­
te r evils of card playing. But I come not to
houses, on Tuesday last. 11
P ractical and Scientific Dentistry.—No 
place in this countrv has done more for the pro­
motion of this difficult branch of science than 
Boston, and we believe our indefatigable friends, 
Drs Cummings & Flagg, stand before all others 
for their public spirit and enterprise in making 
s i many desirable improvements in their proles 
tion. The present popular methods cf preparing
you my sister with my pen steeped in gall and and inserting artificial teeth, plates and fillings, 
wormwood. I would steal gently untojour heart j have been introduced by them; in fact, there
grues’ io the excepted list. John Holmes, who 
had a complexion by no means light, said ‘the , PreBfince God, that our end in death may 
Convention must be careful how  tlie v  muL-o ml. again be like unto and worthy of Him who diedonvention ust, be careful ho  they ake col­
or a disqualification, as it might make trouble 
for the gentleman from Boithbay, and myself. ’ 
The amendment wasrejected. ” —Kcnntbe: Jour­
nal.
M inisterial W it.—A renowned gentleman 
not a thousand miles from Columbus, Wiscon­
s in , lately, preached rather a long sermon from 
the text—1 I’hott art weighed and found w ant­
ing.’ After the congregation had listened about 
an hour, some began to get weary and went 
o u t ; others 6oon followed, greatly to the annoy­
ance of the minister. An other person started, 
whereupon the parson stopped in his sermon, 
and said,. ‘That’s right, gentlemen, as first as 
you are weighed, pass o u t!’
rt  f i   i
for us.
The result of the trial of Rev. Mr. Kalloeh 
was announced in our last issue, and his friends 
who attended that trial, express an increased 
confidence in his innocence. We have watched 
the progress of the late trial with interest, and 
have entertained our own private sympathies and 
convictions, hut have, both from inclination and 
a ssnsouf duty, refrained from adding to’an un­
healthy public excitement, by the publication of 
unnecessary details, or the expression of per­
sonal opinion. We trust that we shall not 
again have occasion to allude to this matter.
IT
An extra of the Gainsbro’ (Eng.) News an­
nounces the-sudden death of Rev. J .  II. Symons, 
in a railway carriage. It was Dr Symons who 
re id the burial service over tae body ofSir John 
Moore, at Corrunna.
Navigation of the Ohio—  Pittsburg April 
11— The Ohio liver is high nnd rising. Navi­
gation is in fine order to all Western ports and 
steamboats plenty.
and bring to life a better, holier purpose. I 
would try to find your angel thought, and help 
you to wing its way up to more earnest and 
honest endeavors, to make this world in whieh 
wc live a  happier place, where it could no more 
bo said—
“ Tis a prison in every respect,
Its jailor, sin ; its prisoners men ;
Ils fetters,—nothing but women.”
I f  repentance comes not too late, the remem­
brance of such follies is the Upas shade (to dim 
all after joy. Touch not tho unclean thing ; it 
bitetb like an adder ;—it hath a serpent’s tooth 
Would you by word or look or act lend an in­
fluence to this giant evil.
Let me conjure you by all that is pure and 
lovely in your aspirations, all that is womanly 
and holy in your innermost being abjure the 
allurements of tho card table and think o f  these 
things.
Have you no dear one, a Father, a Biothcr, a 
Husband, or a Son to whose heart you may find 
some sequestered way, wherehy you may enter 
in and plant some seed of good and wholesome 
thought, that will germinate and grow in per 
fuine and beauty, until it uproots all the nox­
ious weeds of error there and pervades his whole 
being with honest purposes and holy deeds ?—
This is woman’s uiissiou. I t is a gloriuusone. 
Seek to fulfill no other, Awuy with selfish, 
sensual pleasures.
Heed a voice of warning and turn frem the 
beginning of an evil course aod live a true life.
Amy.
are hardly any improvements now in use. but 
what are largely indebted to their practical skill 
and experience. Their preparations, such as 
Nerve Anodyne for the toothache, Powder for 
cleansing the teeth, Wash lor hardening the 
gums and purifying the breath, are all well 
known to tbe public, and in general use. By 
analytical examination, they are declared free 
from any and all ingredients injurious to the 
teeth, while as a cleauser aud purifier, they are 
superior to any in use.
We have before spoken of the establishment 
of Drs. Cummings & Flagg, and alluded to tbe 
beauty cf their specimens, tho extent of their 
business, aDd the polite attentions all receive, 
who call on them a t their elegant apartments, 
25 Tremont street, and it is therefore gratifying 
to us to notice tbeir increasing prosperity and 
success, for we believe a discriminating public 
is always ready to encourage true merit, espec­
ially when accompanied by industry, intelligence 
and perseverance,—Boston Traveller.
The Lowell Pois6nino Case.—The medical 
examination of the stomach of the late Nathan­
iel Sweetser, who it is alleged met his death by 
foul means, has been concluded, and we under­
stand from undoubted authority that a fatal 
quantity of arsenic has been discovered by the 
chemical analysis. The examination of the case 
will commence before a coroner’s jury in Low­
ell on Friday morning next.
From St. J ohn, N. B.—We have received St. 
John papers fiom Valentine & Co’s express. On 
the 7 th  inst. a destructive file took place in St. 
George’s street. A dwelling house owned and 
occupied by Mrs. P itts, two fiae houses owned 
by J . D. Lewin, aDd a house owned by Mr. 
Main, were destroyed.
P hiladelphia, 13.
Ex President Pierce left for New Hampshire 
to day tofretuin on Saturday. Mrs. P . remains 
in this city, her health is improving.
ClNCINNATTl, 13.
A despatch from Jackson, Miss., states that 
six inches of snow fell there yesterday. The 
Missouri River had overflowed its banks at Wes­
ton, Lexington and other towns. The Ice is 
still solid in lake Pekin, but the river is open 
above that point to St. Pauls.
Brush up your old “  P ublishment Boxes, ” — 
The boxes in our various churches, whieh some 
lew years since, were wont to be adorned on 
Sundays by notices of “  intention of marriage,” 
but which, by an act of the Legislature some 
three or four years since,—abolishing the law 
requiring public notice to be given of such inten­
tions—were done away with, are now likely to 
he re-instated to tbeir old position. An act has 
passed to be engrossed in both branches of the 
Legislature re-establishing the old law. And 
we may once more look to see the crowds gathor 
round the “  publishment box ” to sea who are 
to be led to the (Zi)altar.—Port. Ado.
Reported for the Gazette, by 
A L D E N  U L M E R ,  Inspector.
Rockland, April 16
Lime per cask, .  .  - -
Casks, -
Kiln-wood, per cord, §3,00 (a) 3,26
SPEC IA L NOTICES
C. P. FESSENDEN,
D ruggist and  A pothecary,
NO. 5 KIM BALL BLOCK.
R O C K L A N D , M E .
QANFORD’S Invigorator hy 
O  16tf C P FESSENDEN, Agent.
I IERRICK ’S Sugar Coated Pills, for sale by
I I  16lf C P FESSENDEN, Agent.
O xygenated B itters.
PROOF THAT DYSPEPSIA CAN BE CURED. 
Boston, January 16,1851. Gentlemen-.— Regarding all 
patent medicines with distrust, it was not until 1 had been 
reduced to helplessness, and confined to my bed, and after 
the skill of physicians had failed to benefit me. th a tl could 
ce prevailed upon by the solicitations of friends, to try your 
Oxygenated Bitters, for Dyspepsia, a disease from 
which I have suffered in all its most terrible forms, for 
about eleven years.
Some four weeks since 1 commenced using these Bitters, 
and the trial has proved the virtue and efficacy of the med­
icine in my restoration ts health.
I am glad of an opportunity to use iny influence in ro­
ommending this medicine to those afflicted with this horri­
ble disease, believing that in all Cases of Dyspepsia it will 
prove a positive benefit, if not an effectual cure.
PHILIP IRISH, No. 5 Ashburton Place.
SETH VV. FOWLE & CO., 138 Washington Street Bos­
ton, Proprietors. Soid by their agents everywhere.
Agents for W istar’s Balsam and Oxgenated Bitters,—C.
, FESSENDEN, and N. WIGGIN, Rockland; A. 
SWEETLAND, Rockport; J. II. ESTABROOK, Camden; 
WM. COOK, and G. I. ROBINSON Thomaston. 2wI5
y o N ’i T '
F O R  T H E  H A IR .
Are you troubled with dandruff?
Is your hair falling off or turning grey ?
Are you afflicted with nervous headache !
Have you cutaneous eruptions on the head ?
Are you threatened with early baldness ?
Would you have your head clean and healthy ? 
Would you produce new hair on buld places I 
Would you have a delightful toilet article ?
IF  SO USE LYON’S K A T H A IR O X .
The Celebrated and World-Renowned
L Y O N ’ S  K A T H A R I O N .
This article has received the highest honorary Premi­
ums at the fairs of half the States in the Union, besides 
those of many foreign countries.
Its reputation throvg’iout the civilized world is without 
a paralell in the history of popular preparations.
HEATH, WYNKOOP «fc CO., N. York, Proprietors.
C. \ \  . ATWELL, Portland, General Wholesale Agent 
for the State.
C. P. FESSENDEN and N. WIGGIN, Agents for Rock­
land, and sold by Druggist and Dealers in Medicines 
generally. i4lf
P  A K
R .I T  lA T I H lA n .W I T O I l
A  Spurious Coin is never Counterfeited. 
The Good mid True only a re  thus honored.
PARSON’S & CO’S. RAT EXTERMINATOR, by the 
great fame if has acquired in the destruction of Rats and 
Mice, has caused the introduction of several articles sim­
ilar in name and shape. Therefoie,
To all whom it may concern: 
This is to certify, if you want the “sure cure,”  you must 
be careful to exumine tbe box and see that you have 
that with the name of Parsons Co., on it, for I am re­
sponsible for no other.
C. W. ATWELL. Portland, State Agent.
C. P. FEasENDEN and N. WIGGIN Agents for Rock­
land, and sold by Druggists and Dealers in Medicine gen- 
14,f
M R S . W I N S L d w ’S ^ ” ^ ^
S O O T H I N G  S Y R U P .
100 Gross- for sale by the S tate Agent, 
A T W E L L , P oriln u d , Slate Agent.
C. I’. FE&SENDEN and N. WIGGIN, Agents for Rock­
land and sold by Druggists and Dealers in Medicine gen­
erally. i 2lf
A W O R L D  R E N O W N E D  R E M ED Y  !
H O B E N S A C K ’ S W O R M  S Y R U P  
100 GROSS for sale by the S tate Agent. 
C. W. ATWELL, Portland, State Agent.
C. P. FE&SENDEN, and N. WIGGIN, Agents for
Rockland, and sold by Druggists and Dealers in Medicine 
generally.
CLARKE’S FEM ALE PILLS
THE GRSAT ENGLISH REMEDY.
Prepared from a prescription ofSir James Clarke, M. D.
Physician Extraordinary to the Queen. This invaluable 
Medicine is unfailing in the cure of all those painful and 
dangerous disorders io which the female constitution is 
subject. It moderates all excess, and removes all obstruc­
tions, and a speedy cure may be relied on.
TO M ARRIED  LADIES 
it is peculiarly suited. It will, in a shot time, bring on 
the monthly period with regularity.
Each bottle, Price One Dollur, bears the Government 
Stamp of Great Britain, to prevent counterfeits. 
C A U T I O N .
These Pills should not be taken by females? that are 
pregnant, during tbe first three months, as they are sure to 
bring on miscarriage ; but at every other time and in every 
other case, tliev are perfectly safe.
Sole Agents for this country.
I, C. BALDWIN & Co.,
Rochester, N. Y.
TUTTLE & MOSES, Auburn, N. Y-, General Agents.
N. B. • $1,00 and 6 postage stamps enclosed to any au 
thoiized Agent, will insure a bottle of the Pills by return 
mail.
For sale by C. P. FESSENDEN, and N. WIGGIN 
Rockland ; and one Druggist in every town iu the United 
Stales.
BURR, FOSTER i  CO,, No. 1 Cornhill, Boston 
Wholesale Agents for New England.
February 19, 1857. 6ra3
pREA M  of Lillies at
V  16tf No 5 Kimball Block.
POCOA and Shells for sale at
V  I6tf No 5 Kimball Block,
The genuine is 
C P FESSENDEN
N .  W IG G I3 X T ,
D ruggist and  A pothecary,
NO. 4 SPEAK BLOCK. 
(Recently occupied by J. C. MOODY.)
DEALER IS
P A T E N T  M E D I C I N E S ,  C H E M I -  
c a l. ,  P erfu m ery  null F aucy Goods.
—  A L 8 O —
P A P E R  HAN G ING S, W IN D O W  C U R . 
tains, fireboards and borders.
RO CK LA ND , M E.
Oct. 22,1856. 43lf
In Munros, March 29, by John W. Neally, Esq., Mr.
Emerson Elwell, and Miss Sarah E. Cunningham, both of 
Waldo.
In Deer Isle, March 7, Capt. George W. Spofford and
Lucy A., youngest daughter of Capt. Amos Howard, all of 
Deer Isle.
KENNEDY'S DISCOVERY, for sule bv
Accident on Ship-board— On board the ship 
Rockland Saturday forenoon, Robert Marshall, 
seaman, had a leg broken by a block, which by 
some accident was projected against him. The 
accident occurred while hauling out of the dock 
from Battery wharf. The injured man was car­
ried to the Massachusetts General Hospital.
Emancipation in Missouri.—We do not wish 
to over-estimate the importance of the recent 
victory in M issouri; but while it is doubtless 
the fact that the local and material interests of 
the city have contributed to the result, it is none 
the less true that this result is the entering 
wedge which will ultimately split off the system 
of slavery from the State. The business men 
of St. Louis, and the owners of real estate have 
begun to lear that they will be swamped by sla­
very. They have shown great sagacity and 
foresight, and seem determined that the cities 
o( Chicago and Cairo (which is yet destined to 
be a great city) in Illinois, and tbe new neigh­
boring city of Keokuk on the southern border 
of Iowa, both free States, shall not take away 
their business with Illinois and Kansas, and re­
duce their city to a fourth-rate town, like Rich
C R A M P  A ND P A IN  K IL L E R .
Tile world is astonished at the wonderful cures performed 
by the CRAMP ANU PAIN KILLER, prepared by CUR­
TIS PERKINS. Its equal has never been known for re­
moving pain in all cases; for the cure of Spinal Complaints, 
Cramps in the Limbs and Stomach, Rheumatism in all its 
forms, Biilious Colic, Chills and Fever Bums, Sore Throat 
and Gravel, it is decideedly the best remedy in the world.— 
Evidence of the most wonderful cures ever pet formed by 
any medicine, are in circulars in the hands of Agents.
May, 15, 1856. 20ly
1 H 1RTY YEARS' EXPER IE N C E
O F  A N  O L D  A U K  S E .
Let no wife or mother neglect to read the advertisement 
in another column of this paper. It is highly impotant.
May 15, 1856. 2bly
W I G  ~
N E U R O P A T  FI I C  F L U I D ,
FOR THE CURE OF
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Cramp, Toothache, Ague in the 
Face, Cholic, Cholera, all Internal Pains of the 
Stomach and Bowels, Pain in the Back,
Side and Limbs, Cuts, Burns, Chil­
blains, Cold Feet, Sprains,
Spinal Aflectious,
&c., &c.
The subscriber having discovered and thoroughly tested a 
purely vegetable and almost specific remedy for a large 
class of painful maladies, hereby invites tbe afflicted to test 
for themselves the merits of his invaluhle preparation.
For all the complaints in whieh this compound is recom­
mended, it is confidently believed the publie will find no au-
In this city, 12th inst., Mrs. Harriet, wife of John Rob­
inson, aged 50 yrs.
In Belfast, March 26, Mrs. Mary Hamilton, wife of John 
Hamilton, aged 72 yrs.
In Belfast, April 6, Andrew Patterson, aged 76 yrs 9 mos. 
In Palermo, April 9, Mr. James H. Clark, aged 28 years, 
12 months.
In Searsport, April 1, Sarah Eliza, only daughter of 
Cyrus D. Tibbets, aged 12 yrs, 8 mos.
M A R I N E  J O U R N A L
PORT OF ROCKLAND^" " "  
Arrived.
April 9, schs Golden Cloud, Porter, Boston; Jos Baker 
Wilson, do; Ulica, Thorndike, Portland; Justina, Smith, 
Salem. lOtli Brig Cynosure, (new 400 tons) Anderson, Sul­
livan. 11, Henry Leads,Grant, Hewett’s Isle, for Washing­
ton, D C. 12, sch Josiuh Achorn, .Merrill, Salem. 13, sch« 
l.ion, Hix, do; Wm Gregory, Bucklin, Belfast; Superior 
Robinson; Wm Wooiibury, Higgins, Boston; Concordia’ 
Nash, do; Mary Langdon, Simonton; do; Melbourne, Hunt’ 
do. 14, Post Boy, Clark, do. 15, Leo, Elwell, do. ’
Sailed.
Apr 10, schs A Jackson, Pierce, Bath; Freeport, Sherman 
Portland; Utica, Thornnike, do; Juno, Walsh, Portsmouth- 
Pearl, Ingraham, Danvers; Neponset, Ingraham, Salem- 
Gentile, Spear, Boston; Bollver, Spear‘ do; Trader, Morton’
do; Banquo, Sweat, do; Everett, ------- , do; Chieftain’
Rhoades, N York; Nourmahal, Myers, do. 13th schs Medo-’ 
ra, Elwell, NYork; Delaware, Bridges, do; Eliza Jane 
Brown, do; Massachusetts, Kellar, Boston; Caroline Merrill 
do; Equal,------- , do; Louisa Dyer, Jamesou, NOrleans.
(Reported by N. T. Talbot.] 
R O C K P O R T .
Ar. April 8, schs Arcade, Milliken, .Machias; Columbia,
perior.
u Ln i- u 7 u t. tu .tu t t t u u i t a a i n -  ' fe™ ei,Nf ” °0P“wned ‘s tV m U .M .a la u J ^  Crockett, Portland; Almira, Small, Deer life; Jav’a.'w’S S
mond, Viremia, Where the Business men have Spasmodic powers, ehiellv directed io Ihe Nervous sysiem, Addison; F A Heath, Warren, Islesbro’; Francis J Cummin, 
to depeod alone upon 6lave-holdirig customers, »i‘d is warranted free from all narcotic,acrid, orotherdcle- | Joiies.^Frankfort;^II MJenkins, Dodge, Islesboro’. 11th, 
The people of Missouri hare begun to look
upon the slavery question as one of dollars and 
cents ; and when this practical view of the mat­
ter is generally taken, it will not require long 
to root nut the system. The Missourians are 
satisfied that any State where cotton and rice 
cannot be made staple products, must continue 
to decline in wealth and population.. With the 
growing conviction of the unprofitableness of 
slavery, we may reasonably expect to see Mis­
souri become, Within fifteen years, One Of the __ -r-VT-r-I.T-r-1 . — Also ar snip Josepum v, H avre; Darque
most flourishing free States in the Union.—Fox- S H E R R I W IN E  B IT T E R S . NOlean. Bilton’ Uord<:al“ ’ Lll,1"> <of “ eifmi) Cottr.il, 
NEW ’ ORLEANS—Ar 3d, ahipa Mnrahfleid, Torrey 
Trapani; Thalntta, Cooper, Liverpool; Norman, Flandeta 
do; Constitution, Whitmore, do; Josephna, Lord, do; mJ 
Ward, Storer, Glasgow; Jack Frost, Holmes, Kennebunk- 
John N Cushing, Plummer, Boston; McCrillis, do; Realm’ 
Burgess, New Nork; barques Meaco, Gorham, Rio Janei­
ro; Marcia, Fitz, Boston; Harriet <fc Frances, Webb 
Charleston. ’
SPOKEN.
Meh7, lat 45 44, Ion 42; barque Amanda Spear Bailev 
from Havre for Boston. ’
Meh 24, lat 34 20, Ion 75 30, brig Geo Henry, (of Pwv. 
pect) bound South.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid from Messina 6tb, sch Louisa A Johnson. Ellis 
York; 12th, barques Harriet Spaulding, Booker do-’ 16th 
Fruiter, Dawes, Boston. ’ *
sloop Choctaw, Chase, Bucksport. 13th sch Shangha,-----’
_______________  Islesboro’.
upon iiis discovery, he will refund the money paid for the | Sid, A prils, sch Fanny Findsley, Gouldsbcro’; Forrest, 
medicine in any case of failure where it has received a fair Sawyer, Millbridge; Oregon, Crane, Charleston; SarahGar-
ishes to bestow i eucomiums 
trial.
Pre.
FESSENDEN
J. H. ESTABKUUix, ur., Ageuijor vamueu. 
RocklaiuLMay_2b __ -______
h e a l t h  a n d  s t r e n g t h .
diner, City Point. Ya; Welcome Return, Allen, Norfolk.
Prepared only by N. WIGGIN, and for sale by C. P. 9th, Wm Abbot, Barker, Charleston. Jlih,brigClaraEfl- 
, No.5, Kimball Block. j en, Haskell, Portsmouth, Va. 13th, sch Judge Tennev,
  ROOK J ut f Ca d n >--------- City Point, Va; 14th, sch F A Heath, Warren._ . . > «..... -ii iocc ' ot.f l c>_____
D r . S. O. RICH A RD SO N ’S
DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW YORK—Ar 9ih, barque Catharine, (of ThomaJ. 
ton) Watts, Palermo.
l   hi  hine, (of Bath) Chaney, ; bar
Ion Journal.
the best Medicine ever used for Spring and 
Summer complaints. It lias been more liberally dar- 
VeRMONT STOCK.—Col. Abram Foot of Corn- ronized than^nny other ever establisliedjnjthis country. It 
wall, lust week, sold to a gentleman from Mis- is ann *
souri his valuable Black Hawk horse, six years 
old, a t three thousand dollars.
A double murder was recently committed at 
Kosciusko, Miss-, Garland Goff) aged 55, and 
possessed of considerable proporty, baring been 
poisoned with his wife, a young lady to whom 
be had been married only a  few months. A 
brother of the lady is suspected of the murder, 
a9 he had been heard to threaten the life of 
Goff.
the «mne Richnrdsoo’a Bitters which hus restored 
many invalids to health throughout the New England 
States during the past thirty years.
N. B. Beware of imitations called Sherry Wine Bit­
ters, The genuine have a fac-simile of my signature upon 
the outer envelope. For sale by Druggists ever) where, 
andat my office, No. 51 Hanover street, Boston,
March 18, 1857. 3m 12
T o th e Old an d  Youngs
Read the advertisement of PnoF Wood’ Hair Restor­
ative iu another column. “  It will do all that it professes 
to do,” says the Editor af the Erie Observer, ‘- or our eyes 
have deceived us in looking at the heads of some of our ac­
quaintances.” No one, old or young, who admires flowing 
ocks or waving curls, should fail to read. 3m6
City of Rockland-
Resolved, That all Petitions to lay out High' 
or Streets and Sidewalks that may be presented to 
the City Council after August 1st, next, shall be referred to 
the next City Council.
Resolved^ That notice of the above resolve be 
published in the Rockland Gazette and United States Dem­
ocrat.
A true copy of Record,
_ _ , A ttest:—E .R . SPEAR, City Clerk.
Rockland, April 15, 1857. Iwl6
SPRIN G  AND SUMM ER
&  M IL L IN E R Y .
j u s t  received at the BONNET SALOON^
16lf
H. H. HATCH, 
No. 3 L im e R ock  Si
Agricultural Tools, Ac.
"GLOWS, Cultivators, Seed Sowers, Horse 
-A Hoes, Straw and Hay Cutters, Horse Drag, and Hand 
Rakes, Hay aud Manure Forks, Garden Rakes, Shovels, 
Spades aud Hoes, Ac., Ac.
j . p. WISE,
16tf Ko 3 palmer’s Block.
A
W ilton  Tarns.
GENERAL assortment of Wilton Tarns 
constantly on hand at wholesale or retail by 
I9tf
CAGES.—Just received a splendid lot
of Cages and for sale by J . P. W ISE,
16tf No 3 Palmer Block.
.-ASS and FIELD SEED.—Herds Grass,
Re] Top and Northern Clover Seeds, Barley, Oats,
J. P. WISE,
No 3 Palmer Block.
G Rh _ _ ...........
Rye, Corn. Beans and Peas 
l6tf
H ERDS Grass and Clover Seed, for sale by4w lS A . H. KIMBALL A CO,
PORTLA ND  Pilot Bread and Crackers. A
-A first-rate article, for sale by T.  „
4wl6 A. H. KIMBALL A CO.
GARDEN and Flower Seeds.—Fresh Garden Seeds warranted pure in papers. Also, all kinds of Seeds by weight and measure, of choice qualities,
by J. P. WISE,
16tf No 3 Palmer Block.
G. D. S M IT H
T E A C H E R  O F  P IA N O  F O R T E , 
Vocalization and Harm ony,
TITOULD respectfully inform the public, that
VV he can be found at MORSE BROTHERS, Music
Room. Snow’s Block, Main Street.
He has permission to refer to the following gentlemen. 
H. G. Berry, A. C. Spalding,
W. A. Fam«worth, N. A. Farwell,
F. Cobh, T . Williams,
W . H. Titcoinb. J T . Berry,
I. K. Kimball,
Rockland, April 15, 1857. lGtf
F ru it  aud  O rnam ental
T R E E S ,
S H R U B B E R Y ,  4* c .
ETAVING received the agency of an exten- 
■LJ. give Nursery, 1 am prepared to rill orders for all 
kinds of
F R U I T  A N D  O R N A M E N T A L  T R E E S ,
S H R U B B E R Y , &C.
Also, 1 shall have a large lot for sale the last of the 
month.
Persons wishing to order will please bring their orders 
early. A Catalogue may be seen at the office.
£ . L. LOVEJOY.
Rockland, April 15, 1857. 16lf
Free Lectures!
THE Lecture Committee of the YOUNG MEN’S FO­RENSIC UNION of this city would respectfully an­nounce a short course of Free Public Lectures before that 
association. Through the kindness of the Trustees and 
members of the M. E. Society, these Lectures will be de­
livered in the
M E T H O D IS T  C H U R C H .
The Third Lecture of the course will be delivered by
R e v . A. C h u r c h ,
On T hursday  Evening, A pril 23d.
Subject: “ Success in  L i f e / ’
In reply to the invitation of the Committee, the 
M OZART M USICAL ASSOCIATION  
have kindly consented to be present at theselectures and add 
to their value and interest the additional attraction of their 
excellent music.
G. F. Burgess, J
Samuel Bryant, >Lecture Committee. 
Z. Pope Vose, 5
Meh. 19 tf
N O T IC E .
rP H E  annual meeting of the North Marine 
JL Wharf aud Railway Company will be held at Crock­
ett’s Building, on Saturday, A p ril 18tli, at two 
o’clock, P. M. for the choice of officers and to act on any 
other business that may legally come before said meeting.
Punctual attendance is requested as business of impor­
tance will come before said meeting.
AZARIAH STANLEY, Agent. - 
Rockland, April 9, 1857. 2wl5
BOSTON BU SIN ESS CARDS.
To be Imerted weekly for five weeks. 
collected by
R. R. RICHARDSON & CO.
GENERAL A D V E R T I S I N G  AGENTS
8 JOY’S BUILDING, 81 W ashixotox »t ., Boston.
& F . K IC E ,  
w h o l e s a l e  .Q ,K  o c e r s , 
Dealers in Teas of Every Kind, 
l i e  Si 118 STATE ST R EE T, BO STO N.
P  A P E  R  H A  N G  I  N G S
S . H .  G R E G O R Y  & CO .,
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers
23  A 25  COURT ST R EE T.
6. H. Gregory, BOSTON.______C. W. Robinson.
J A M E S  A . B E A N ,
dealer in
FA SH IO N A BLE FURNITURE, 
4 6 4  & 4 6 6  W ASHINGTON ST., 
(Liberty Tree Block, Opp Boylaton Market, Boston.)
Marble Mantles Cheaper than Imitation.
A , W E N T W O R T H  & C O .,
Now offer their itock of CHIMNEY PIECES and MONU­
MENTS, of various qualities and patterns, being 
the largest and best assortment in New 
England.
15, IT , CO H a v erh ill, A 6 , 8 , 10, 12, 
B everley  Slrccla.
B. B . BICHABDSON & CO.’S
B O S T O N  B U S I N E S S  C A R D S .
P L U M E R  & M A Y O ,
Manufacturer! of MILITARY ami FIRE EQUIPMENTS, 
CAPS, BELTS, Ac., tkc., constantly on hand, aud made 
to order.
No. 10 Elm street, (up stairs.) Boston.
FRAMES AND PAINTINGS.
A. A . C H IL D S  Si C O ., 1 0  Tremont et., BOSTON, 
Would call attention to their establishment, where may 
be'found the most complete assortment of Frames of all 
the numerous styles in use. Their extensive facilities en­
able them to manufacture to order at short notice. They 
would cail the attention df schools particularly to this es­
tablishment, as Engravings of every variety are also fur­
nished at same store by J. K. Wiggin.
SC H O O L  A N D  M USIC
B O O K S .
BROWN, TAGGABD to CHASE, successors to W. J. 
Reynolds to Co., No. 2 4  Cornhill, Boston. 
Country orders solicited.
BOSTON ADVERTISEM ENTS,
(TO BE INSERTED FIVE WEEKS.) 
Cellected Vy J . E . F A R W E E L  to CO., 
A D V E R T IS IN G  A G EN TS, 
No, 32 Congress Street.
J. E. FA RW ELL & CO.’S
BOSTON ADVERTISEM ENTS.
Som ething New.
T 'H E  subscriber wishing bis friends and the 
J- public generally to know of his whereabouts, takes 
this method of iulorming them tha the is at present to be 
found ai the
C R O C K E TT BU IL D IN G ,
weere he is putting up some of the best pictures to be 
found in the city.
ALSO,—a new style which in many respects are far in 
advance of the Ambrotype and which at the present time 
are taking the lead of ull others in large cities where they 
are be«t known.
X7 Please call and see for yourselves.
N. S. LEEMAN.
Rockland, April 16, 1857. 16tf
JUST R ECEIV ED
TH IS M O R NIN G , BY ST EA M E R
3 0 0 0  R O L L S
P a p e r  H a n g in g s .
M. C. ANDREWS,
No. 3 K im b a ll B lock ,
Rockland, April. 16,
Accounts A djusted
BOOKS posted and Conveyances, &c. copiedbv O. G. HALL at the Lnw Office of Thacher ABrother.
Rockland, April 16, 1857, 3wl6*
Piano Fortes lor  Stale.
H N E  new Piano of fine tone, and one second 
V* hand Piano in good order will be sold low for Cash. 
Apply to
JOHN CQLLINS, 
Covner of Grove and Union Sts,
P ia n o  F ortes R e p a ir e d  and  Tuned.
Rockland. April 15, 1857. 16tf
Pototoes ! Potatoes I !
t f l l l  Bushels prime Nova Scotia Potatoes for 
J U v  sale wholesale aud re.ail at
Rockland. April 15, 1857.
Samuel tibbetts’
Central Market.
Dissolution o f  Copartnership.
rP H E  Copartnership heretofore existing between 
-L J .p .A  C. C. INGRAHAM is this day dissolved by 
mutual consent. The business of the firm will be settled 
by C. C. INGRAHAM, who is duly authorized.
J - P. A C. C. INGRAHAM. 
South Thomaston, March 3, 1857. 3wl6
For Sale.
CCHR. PATRIOT, well found in sails and rig- 
Urging. Eighty tons, and carries fifty M. lum ber; will 
be sold low, to close a concern. Apply to M. SUMNER, 
at Rockland Insurance Office.
Rockland, April 15, 1857. 3wl6*
Diotice. *
T HEREBY give notice that CYNTHIA S. 
A LONG lias left my bed and board without any provo­
cations whatever and by these presents forbid nil persons 
frent trusting her, or any of the family, on iny nccount as 
1 shall not pav any bill* whatever pfter this date.
LEONARD C. LONG.
Rockiand, April 15, 1857. 3wi6
N E W  GOO DS.
A. IL  K IM BALL & CO.,
NO. 1 CUSTOM HOUSE BLOCK.
HAVE just returned from Boston, and are now opening a carefully selected stock of GOODS adapted to this market, cousistiug in part as follows:
PRO VISIONS.
Flour, Boston Clear and Mess Pork, Hams, Lard, Fulton 
Market and Chicago Beef, Beans, Potatoes, Dried 
Apples, Codfish, Pollock, &c.
A choice assortment of Family Groceries, such as Granu­
lated, Crushed, Brown aud Muscavado Sugars, Java, 
Porto, Cabello, West India and Burnt and Ground 
Coffee, Young Hyson, Oolong, Ningyong and 
Souchong Teas, Molasses, Porto Rico, do.,
Rice, Vinegar, Lump Oil, Candies,
Cream Tartar, Saleratus, Starch,
Corn Starch, Gherkins, Mac- 
caroni, Tapioca, Citron,
Mace, Currants, toe.
PAINTS AND OILS.
Union White Lead, Hudson River do., French Zinc, White, 
Boiled and Linseed Oil, Sp’ts Turpentine, Japan, Zinc, 
Dryer, Coach, Furniture, Damar and Bright Var­
nish, Paris Green, Chrome Green, Chrome Yel­
low, French Yellow, Venetian Red, Red 
Lead, Vermillion, Verdigris, Litharge,
Prussian,Blue,Umbrc, La rnpbl ack,
Whiting,. Borax, Chalk, toe. 
B U I L D E R S ’ M A T E R IA L S .
Nails, Glass, Sheet Lead, Tar'd and Dry Sheathing Paper, 
Locks of all kinds, Knobs. Butts, Screws, Blind 
Fastenings, Store Latches, Locks and Bolts 
Window Line, Hinges, dec., dec.
H A R D W A R E .
Long Handled Shovels and Spades, Cast Steel and Iron 
Shovels, Spades and Manure Forks, Hoes, Pick-axes, 
Crowbars, Axes and Hatchets of all kinds, Treenail,
Ship and Screw Augers, Bitts, Hammers, all 
kinds of Rasps and Files, Sand Papei, C.
S. Hand Saws, Plane Irons, Grind 
Stone Fixings, Cow Bells,
Horse, Shoe,
Scrubbing, Floor, White Wash and PAINT BRUSHES. 
S H I P  C H A N D L E R Y .
Manilla and Hemp Cordage, Cotton Duck and Ravens, Tar, 
Pilch, Rosin, Oakum, Rigging and Pump Leather, Cot­
ton and Hemp Cod Lines, Mackerel Lines, Deep Sea 
Hand and Log Lines, Leads, Net, Whipping,
Cotton and Flax Twine, Brass and Wood 
Compasses Deck Lights, Deck 
Buckets, Lanterns, Signal 
Lamps,toe. toe.
HOUSE FURNISHING ARTICLES. 
Crockery, Glass, Eathern and Stone Ware, Knives and 
Forks, Spoons, Chopping Knives and Trays, Wooden 
Bowls, Butter and Bail Firkins, Boxes, Rolling Pins, 
Pastry Boards, Clothes and other Baskets. Hair 
and Wire Sieves. Nice Corn Brooms, Large 
and Small, Mats, Coffee Mills, Tubs,
W ater Pails,Zinc and Wood Wash 
Boards, Bristol Brick, Churns,
Wood Horses and Saws,
Mop Handles 4-c. toe.
ALSO
A good assortment of Staple Dry Goods, such as Brown 
and Bleached Sheetings, Cotton Warp, Wicking, Prints, 
Linens Strip’d Shirting, Denims, toe. toe.
The above are some of the leading articles which the sub­
scribers have on hand ; they will endeavor to keep a con­
stant supply, and hope to merit a fair share of patronage 
from our own and the neighboring towns.
A. H. KIMBALL to CO.
A II. K. to Co. are the selling Agents for the R u ssell
M ills C ottou D u ck , a very superior article.
ALSO, — Agents for Porter’s- Patent Graduating Tire- 
Iron, the best and most economical articles ever got up for 
Blacksmiths.
Rockland, April 16, 1857. 16tf
G E O R G E  T . C O R R E T H  & CO.,
IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS IN
3? ©  S3 0  0  ©  aSNUFF, PIPES, CIGaR CASES Ac. y  
63  H anover Street,
(New Building opposite die American House.)
Geo. T. Carruth, BOSTON Chester H. Carruth.
W A N T E D .
Active Agents for every County in the New England 
Steles, to whom the best inducement will be given. Ad­
dress, stamp enclosed,
H. P. KINGMAN, 55 Metritnac Street, BOSTON.
G E O R G E  L . S T E A R N S ,
MAXL'FACTUBER OF
P A T E N T  I M P R O V E D  L E A D  P I P E  
Pure Block T in  Pipe and Sheet Lead, 
ALSO, DEALER IN PIG AND BAIl LEAD.
23  W a ter  St., Opposite Sinton'. B lock .
First Prem ium  Hair-Work.
Ladies’and Gent’a HAIR WORK constantly manufac­
turing of NATURAL HAIR and of Superior Q u a lity . 
Also, BURGESS’ CREAM NUTRITIVE, an excellent 
article for the growth and preservation ef the Hair. Ad­
dress. B. F. BURGESS,
3 0 3  W ash in gton  St,, B oston.
J . W . C A R T E R  & B R O T H E R ,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEiLERS IN
West India Goods and Groceries,
SHIP, FAMILY, CABIN STOKES, WINES, CIGARS, 
PORTER, ALE AND CIDER, which will be sold 
at the lowest market prices.
17 to 19  W a te r  Street* B oston.
0. H. PE R R Y
NO 3 BERRY ’S BLOCK,
Engravings--Wholesale and Retail.
J .K . WIGGIN, Printseller, 19 Tremont St., BOSTON, 
(opposite Museum,)
Has a full collection of Mezzotints, for Grecian Paint­
ing, from 50 cts. to §15 each. The trade and seminaries 
supplied on the best terms. Also a rare selection of F ine 
Line Enoravings, embracing the best subjects by the old 
masters, with the modern English, French, German and 
Italian works. Frames and Artists’ Materials.
P .  H  W A L K E R ,
MANUFACTURER of
Balance, Platform, and Counter Scales,
ALSO, IMPOSTER AND DEALER IN
H a r d w a r e ,
Guns, Rifles, Revolving, Double and Common Pistols, Ri­
rie and Fowling Powder, Shot, Flasks, etc.
Pocket aud Table Cutlery, Carpenters’ and Mechanics’ 
Tools of every description.
No. 1 F a n e u il H a ll Square, Boston.
M E D IC A T E D  IN H A L A T IO N  !
T?OR the TREATMENT and 8PEEDY CURE of CON- 
P  SUMPTION, BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, CATARRH, 
and ALL CHRONIC DISEASES of the THROaT and 
LUNGS, at the
Boston Lung Institute, 69 1-2 Summer Sireet. 
MEDICATED INHALATION WILL CURE CON- 
LUMPTION! W hy ? Because the remedy is applied 
directly to the skat of Disease. The Medicines being 
prepared in the form of vapors, are convened in the air 
we breathe to the most minute air cells in the lungs. The 
first effect is to dissolve and render easily expectorated 
the secretions in the air cells. Thia relieves the lungs 
from the matter collected there, and the vapors beiug 
composed of healing gums and balsams, a new state of 
the parts at once takes place, the weak air cells are stim­
ulated andi strengthened,, the ulcers and cavities heal, 
and the patient rapidly passes from a state of disease to 
health.
This is the only means that can. with any certainty, be 
relied on to cure Consumption, Asthma, Bronchitis, or 
any case of Lung Disease.
Proofs of its wondrous efficacy will be given, on calling 
at the BOSTON LUNG INSTITUTE, No. 6 9  1-2 Sum­
mer Street .
Consumptives who apply personally, may confidently 
rely that their disease will be detected with unerring cer­
tainty, and treated with a success hitherto unknown.
Persons residing a t a distance, and unable to visit the 
Institution, by sending a minute description of their case 
in writing, can have suitable remedies, with full directions 
sent them.
Dbs. MELCHER & MORSE, Examining Physicians
B E A N  & M U G R ID G E ,
M E R C H A N T  T A I L O R S ,
ND DEALERL in Clothw, R eady-M ade C loth-A * ;1in g , GENTS FURNISHING GOODS, <kc.
N o. 1 49  C ourt, co rn er  o f  A ld en  St.,
Trustee’s Sale o f  Real Estate.
TO be sold, by order of the Judge of Probate, on the premises, the sixteenth day of May next, ai nine o’clock in the forenoon, the following pieces of land- 
One piece situated in Rockland, Comity of Lincoln, and 
containing about ten acres : also two pieces situated in 
Camden, County of Waldo, contain ing about eleven acres, 
the same beiug a portion ol real estate of Ph ilip  Achorn. 
late of Rockland, deceased, and willed to Ph ilip  Achorn, 
hob of the said deceased, in trust, to pay the legal e 
pauses of said Philip Achoru, with incidental charges.
JOHN BIRD, Trustee.
Rockland, April 15, 1857, 3wI9
HAS just returned from BOSTON with asplendid Stock of
B O S S  A  P E A K C E ,  
I M P O R T E R S ,  MANUFACTURERS, and 
I  WHOLESALE DEALERS in FLAX ix n  COTTON 
TWINE, of every lieKription.
Cotton Seine Twine, 4 to 64 Threads.
Flax Bailing Twines Flax Gillnet Twinet.
u Sail “  “  Herring
“ Ham “  “ Druggist «
« Wool “  Tobacco “
“ Broom “ “ Upholsters’ twine.
“ Seine “ “  Cordage of all kindt.
Seaming Twine, Variegated Linen and Cotton Twine, 
Saddlers’ Thread, Upholsters’ and Carriage Maker’s Web­
bing. Also, Shoe Threads, Linen Cotton, and Silk of 
every description, for sewing Machines.
“ ’ JberKo. 7 L i ty Sqnare, Boston.
Pianos and melodeons to l eti S4 to s io  per Quarter, with a deduction of the Rent In case of purchase, within one year.
OLIVER DIT3ON,
N o. 115 Washington St ., BOSTON.
To the Uo.v. Beder Fales. Judge o f Probate, 
within andfor the County o f Lincoln.
THE undersigned, Guardian of FRANK AVERILL a minor and heir at law to LUCY AVERILL late of Rockland deceased, respectfully repre­
sents tltai the said minor is seized and possessed of the fol­
lowing lot of laud situate in said Rockland and bounded as 
follows, to w i t : Beginning on the South side of the Marsh 
road so called, and s i Ann Jones' North West corner,thence 
running by said Ann’s lot South 10® West twenty rods to 
laud of Henry Ingraham; thence by said Ingraham’s land 
South 81 ® East one hundred and two feet to Margaret B. 
Post’s lo t; thence by said Margaret’s lot North 10® West 
twenty rods to said road ; thence by said road North 81 ® 
West one hundred and two feet to the first bouuds. That 
an advantageous offer of one hundred dollars has been 
made by C.ik b G. Moffitt of said Rockland which offer it 
is for the interest of said minor to accept and the proceeds 
of sale to be put out af interest. He therefore prays that 
license may be granted him to sell and convey the above 
described real estate to the person making said offer ac­
cording to the Statute in such case made and provided.
ELIJAH M. AVERILL.
LINCOLN, SS.—At a Probate Court held at 
Wiscasset within and for the County of Lin­
coln. on the seventh day of April, A. D. 
1857-
ON the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the ,aitl Peti- tioner give notice to all persons interested in said Es­
tate, that they may appear at a Court of Probate to be 
liolden at Wiscasset within and for said County, on the 
first Tuesday of May nekt, by causing a copy of said Peti­
tion with this Order to be published in the Rockland Ga­
zette printed at Rockland in said County, three weeks suc­
cessively, previous to said Court.
BEDER FALES, Judge of Probate. 
Attest:—E. Foote, Register.
A true copy—A ttest.-—E. Foote, Register. 3wl6
To the Honorable Judge o f Probate fo r  the 
County o f Lincoln.
Eliza perry, widow of ezekiel perrylate of Rockland in said County, deceased, respectfully 
represents that the said Ezekiel died possessed of Personal 
Estate, an inventory whereof has been duly returned into 
the Probate Office ; that her circumstances render it neces- 
saty that she should have more of said Personal Estate 
that she can have on a distribution thereof: and your peti­
tioner would represent that an allowance has been made to 
her, since which time the said estate has been represented 
insolvent.
She therefore prays your Honor to decree her such fur­
ther allowance out of said Personal Estate as in your dis­
cretion \ ou may judge proper.
ELIZA PERRY.
LINCOLN, SS.—At a Probate Court held at 
AV iscasset within and for the County of Lin­
coln, on the seventh day of April, A, D, 
1857.
ON the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the said Peti­tioner give notice to all persons interested in said Es­
tate, that they m ay appear at a Court of Probate to be 
hoklen at Wiscasset within and for said County, on the 
first Tuesday of May next, by causing a copy of said Peti­
tion with this Order to be published in the Rockland Ga­
zette pr.nted at Rockland in said County, three w ee k s  sup 
cessively, previous to said Court. eKS 8UC‘
_ n • ULDElt Fa LES, Judge. Attest :—E. Foote, Register. °
A true copy A ttest: -E . Foote, Register. 3wjG
Sum m er A rran g em en t!!
FOR B O S T O N , D IR E C T.
T W O  T R I P S  A W E E K .
THE NSW, LARGE AND CO.MMUDIOIS NTSAUSR
S P R IN G  G O O D S ,
Consisting of
Ready-Made Clothing,
Nice Black and Brown Broad Cloth Frock Coats, Mix’d 
and Fancy Doeskin Frock aud Sack Coats, and business 
Coats of all description.
P a n t s .
Black and Fancy Doeskin Panls, Mix’d Doeskin, Cassi- 
rnere, Satinet: and business Pants.
V E S T S ,
Figured and Black Satin Vests, Plain and Fancy Silk, Last­
ing and Mix’d Doeskin Vests, toe., toe.
I M T S  ,k V l f  C d P S .
Black, Brown and Steel Mix’d Soft H at., Mole Skin Hals, 
Boy’s Brown and Black Hats.
C A P S .
Blue, Black and Brown Caps of the latest styles. Boys’ 
and Children’s Caps of all kinds.
BOOTS AND SHOES.
Ladies’ Gaiter Boots, Kid and foxed Congress. Sowed and 
Peged Buskins.
Misses’ and Childrens’ Boots and Shoes, comprising all 
styles and qualities.
Gents’ French and American Calf Boots.
ALSO—A large assortment of Gents’ and Boys Goat and 
Calf Brogans and Congress Shoes.
GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,
in every variety.
Trunks, Valises, Carpet Bags, Umbrellas fyc.
F uns a n d  P is to ls ,
Powder Flasks, Shot Pouches, Tubes, Tube Wrenches, 
Gun Locks, Rod Heads and Screws, Ball Moulds, Cylenders 
and Hammers.
S E A M E N  S O U T F IT T IN G  G O O D S.
and Rubber Clothing.
All of which will be sold C h eap er than the C h eap -  
cut for Cash.
O. II. PERRY.
Rockland, April 16, 1856. 16tf
Through in  Six M in u te s !
A U S T IN 'S
P aten t Cream Freezer.
An extraordinary aud astonishing im­
provement in Cream Freezing; will freeze 
in SIX MINUTES, by a simple and ele­
gant application ol well known princi­
ples, producing this desirable and surpris­
ing result. A child of ten years can man­
age it without difficulty.
T H R E E  S IL V E R  M ED ALS  
Awarded by the Maryland Institute 
and First Class Diploma of the Met­
ropolitan Mechanics’ Is&TrTUTE, at­
test the superiority of this apparatus over 
all others.
As a furthei and convincing proof of 
the excellence of this Freezer, the under­
signed would state, that
T H O U S A N D S  
have been soldsiflce the Patent was issued.
The largely increasing demand for ibis popular article 
duces the agents to remind dealers to forward their or­
ders early, and thereby prevent delay.
Orders by mail will meet with prompt attention. 
Annexed is a list of the retail prices of the Freezer, for 
le convenience of those wanting a single one.
P R IC E  OF F R E E Z E R :
Two Quarts, $2 ; Three Quarts. $3 ; Four Quarts, $4 ; 
t’ix Quarts, §5 ; Nine Quarts, $6 ; Fourteen Quarts, S3; 
Twenty Quarts. $11.
Addiess J . to C. BERRIAN, 601 Broadway, New York.
Agents, lor Patentee.3ml6
.WF.VJB.WO.V O R D ,
C A PT . C H A ’S S A N F O R D ,
Will leave B A N G O R  for BOSTON every M on­
day and T hursday at II  o’clock, A. M., arriving at 
Rockland at about 5 o’clock, P. M.
R eturning Leaves Foster’s South W harf B O S ­
TON for BANGOR and intermediate landing-s on 
the river, every Tuesday au d F rid n y  at 5 o’clock, P 
M-, arriving at ROCKLAND every W ednesday and  
Saturday morning at about 5 o’clock.^
F A R E f-F r o m  R ocklnnd to Boston, $ 2 ,0 0
River Fares as usual. Freight taken at usual rates.
M. W. FARWELL, Agent.
p . 8. Agent’s Office at his residence, No. 5 Elm Street.
Rockland, April 2, 1657. 14tf
Those Awful and Terrific Accidents,
happening from the careless handling of Campiiene 
and Burning Fluid, can for ever be stopped by the use of 
PRATT’S PATENT SAFETY LAMP AND FEEDER;
This Lamp cannot explode from overturning, while lighted 
..................................by filling it, while lighted.
......................................... overflowing, while lighted,
......................................... from any known cause,
...................................when filling, if the fluid take fire.
...................................by the wick (if too small) drop-
pinginside while lighted.
„ . ~ tfle Cheapest, Best andSafest ever offered to the Public.
With this Lamp and Feeder in conjunction, the most ex­
plosive compounds may be carelessly used with no 
greater danger than Sperm or Lard Oil.
Retail prices for Lamps, 50.62 1-2 and 75 cents. 
Wholesale and retai’ by J. to C. BERRIa N, No 691 
Broadway. New York.
April 16, 1857. Sml6
J I I E  SUBSCRIBER has just received his
Spring Stock of Goods,
Consisting in part of GENTS’
M O L E  S K I N  H A T S .
Gents’ Black, Brown, Drab, Claret, Castor, Rose, and 
Steel mixed
S  O  f t  LE3C t  s  .
Gents’ New Style Black, Drab, Brown and Blue
Young Men’s New Style
HATS AND CAPS.
of all descriptions.
Boy’s and Youth’s New Styles
H A T S  A N D  C A P S
of all descriptions.
Children's Fancy Hats and Caps.
Gents’, Ladies, Misses, Boy,s and Children’s,
Boots, Shoes, Rubbers and G aiters
of all descriptions.
G ENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,
UMBRELLAS, Ac., Ac.
All of which were PURCHASED WHOLLY for Conk 
consequently they can  and w ill  be sold at the very 
L ow est Cash P rices .
T. A. WENTWORTH,
No. 2 Spofford B lock .
15tf Opposite Thorndike Hotel.
T?0R  Gents’ Mole Skin Hats J? T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
D E A F N E S S  C U R E D ,
However enused, if the ticking of a watch can be heard. 
Letters of inquiry, addressed to
DR BOARDMAN, No. 12, Suffolk Place. Boston, 
attended to. Remedies and Apparatus sent by express.
T H O M A S  A . MATTHEWS7m7 d ^ 
D R U G G I S T  A N D  A P O T H E C A R Y , 
Now. 1 5 4  & 1 56  E n d icott Street, BOSTON.
Agent for Dr. Warren’s Delpha Mixture. Also, Dealer 
in Patent Medicines, Perfumery, Fancy and Toiiet Arti­
cles, toe.
0  N C E M 0  R E 
We ask to call the attention of all buyers of 
O  r  o  t  i  x t  s  s  ,
OIL CLOTHS AND WINDOW SHADES.
To our increased facilities for meeting their wants. Dur­
ing the past Winter we have enlarged our Store, cleaned 
up our Stock, and made extensive arrangements with For­
eign and American Manufacturers for
and are now preparedfto show the best assorted Stock of 
CARPETINGS AND CURTAIN MATERIALS, ever of­
fered in thia market. To those who have heretofore made 
their selections with us, little need he said except that it 
is our purpose to offer them still greater inducements.— 
Aud to those who have not, we can only say, if Prime 
Goods, Choice Styles, and Low Prices are any considera­
tion with you • examine our Stock before you buy.
GEO. W . C H IP M A N  & CO., 
1 3 4  to 136 Hanover, and 78 to 80  Union St., Boston.
F ru it  Trees, P lan ts and Seeds.
Purchasers contemplating planting the above, will find the 
largest assortment of choice kinds for rfale in 
this country, at
H O V EY to CO.’S, 7 Merchants Row, BOST ON.
c .  L . W A IT  & C O .,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE
Boston Chemical W ashing Powder,
BABBITT’S SOAP POWDERS, 
C O O K I N G  E X T R A C T S  A N D  
TOILET PREPARATIONS, 
cf every description. 1 3 1  Federal Street, Boston.
BOSTON.
T ? 0 R  G ents’ D rab Beaver H ats,
1  T, A. WENTW ORTH’S.
TPO R  G ents’ Soft H ats, all Styles & Colors, 
-L T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
T ? 0 R  G ents’ French H ats, 
J? T.A. 1. A. WENTWORTH’S.
TPO R  B oy’s New Styles H ats and Caps, 
J? T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
T 7 0 R  Children’s Fancy H ats and Caps, 
JP T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
T ? 0 R  G en t’s New Style Cloth and Silk 
U  Caps, T. A, WENTWORTH’S.
T ? 0 R  G ent’s Furnishing Goods.
A T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
P IE Subscriber has just returned from BOS-TON with a large Stock of
BOOTS, SHOES, RUBBERS
I I j Y T S ,  C 7 Y P S ,
GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,
which were selected with great care expressly for this mar­
ket. and will be sold at the very lowest CumIi P r ices .
T. A. WENTWORTH,
No. 2 Spofford B lo ck ,
15tf Oopposite Thorndike Hotel.
J . M. BEAN, )
G. L. MUGRIDGE, 5 
Strangers visiting the city are requested to call.
K5" Particular attention paid to Custom Work.
N E W  E N G L A N D  E A T IN G  H O U S E ,  
Nos. 5 to 7 Sudbury Street,
(Corner of F riend St .) BOSTON.
F. J . CHASE & CO. - - PROPRIETORS.
Lodging Rooms to "Let! Apply at the Counter, 
TE R M S CASH.
F R E N C H  H A I R  S T O R E .
MOFFETT to CO, Ladies and Gentlemen’s HAIR DRESSERS and WIG MAKERS, No. 4 Hanover 
street, Boston, Ladies Heads Champooed. Children’s 
Hair cut, in every style. All Kinds of Ornamental Hair 
Work.
Bunches of Curls and Bands dressed over in the new­
est style. The highest cash price pnid for hair.
Natural astrology, prof huse may be found at his residence, No. 1 3  OSBORN PLACE, between Tremont and Washington streets, and leading 
from Pleasant street BOSTON
He will give ladies anil gentlemen private lectures in re- 
eard|to health, wealth, friends, enemies, love, courtship, 
complexion, and description of intended companion, ab­
sent friends and relations1 travels by sea and land, pro­
motions, gain, happiness,or misfortune, Ac.
Prof. Huse may be consulted from 7 A, M. to 8 P. M.
N. B. Mr- Huse promises no more than he can accom­
plish. Price, 50 cents.
“ Buy Me, and TU do you Good !tf
The P e o p l e  ’ s M e d i c i n e .
Mors than half a Million Bottles were 
SOLD LAST YE A R .
Dr. Langley’s Roots and Herb Bitters. 
Composed of Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry, Yel­
low Dock, Prickly Ash, Thoroaghwort, 
Rhubarb, Mandrake, Dandelion, &c. 
Comprising the best roots Herbs and Barks, in the world 
all of which are so compounded as to act in 
concert and assist Nature in 
ER AD ICATING  DISEASE.
They cure and Eradicate from the system, 
Liver Complaint—that main wheel of so many diseases, 
Jaundice in its worst forms, all Billious Diseases and foul 
Stomach, Dyspepsia, Costiveness, Humors of the Blood 
and Skin, Indigestion, Headache, Dizziness, Piles, Heart­
burn, Weakness, Pain in the Side aud Bowels, Flatulency, 
Loss of Appetite and all kindred complaints, caused by a 
disordered Stomacn, or bad Blood, to which all are more 
or leas subject in Spring and Summer.
TH E LADIES ALL LIKE THEM,
F or they a lw a y s Do them  Good.
Diseased Liver—.Foremost of the van,
Gloomy Jaundice, Dread Dyspepsia,
Drooping spirits, Ailings not a few,
By Langley’s Bitters fought are forced to yield,
While health and strength united take the field. i 
Principal Office 99 Union Street, Boston. Sold by al 
dealers in Medieine everywhere.
C. W . ATWELL, Portland, State Agent.
C. P. FESSENDEN and N. WIGGIN, Agents lor 
Rockland, and sold by Druggists and Dealers in Medicine 
generally. 14lf
D O D G E , G IL B E R T  & CO ,
Dealers in FINISHED WAGON AXLES, ELLIPTIC 
SPRINGS, Carriage Bolts, Bands, Punched Nuts and 
Washers, Malleable Iron Castings, SMITHS’ BELLOWS, 
ANVILS and VISES, Portable Forges and Leather Bell­
ing. Tinmen’s. Coopers’, Boiier and Wagon Rivets, Jack 
and Press Screws, Fan Blowers, Lathe Chain and Cogs, 
Lathe Dogs, Chucks, Conch Screws, Emery, <Scc. 10 6  
State S treet, Bouton.
C H A R L E S  C O P E L A N D ,
Now, 85  to 87  Court Street.
Constantly on hand, the best ICE CREAM, PLUM and 
FANCY CAKES, toe.
T A B L E  O R N A M E N T S
Of every description, supplied at the shortest notice.
Deafness cured, however caused, if the ticking of a watch can be heard. Letters of inquiry addressed to Dr. BOARDMAN, No. 12 Suffolk Place, 
BOSTON, attended to.
Remedies and apparatus sent by express.
FOR SALE ! SECOND HAND BOOK, JOB and NEWSPAPER TYPE, and several fonts of Type that 
have been used for Stereotyping. Apply to J, E. FAR- 
WELL to CO. No. 3 2  Congress S t., BOSTON.
C R O C K E R Y  W A R E ,  
B A S S E T T  be P I E R C E ,  
Importers of Crockery, China and Glass Ware,
4 0  to 42  B road  Street, BOSTON.
P .  F O W L E  & S O N ,
I.VPORTEns OF, AND DEALERS IX
C a r p e t i n g s
New Iron Warehouse, 1 6 4  Washington Street.
GO TO  K E L T Y ’S,
1 7 0  WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON, 
M a n u factu rers aud Im p orters,
As they have $50,01)0 worth of WINDOW SHADES, 
LACE mid MUSLIN CURTAINS, DAMASK CORNICES, 
BANDS, &c., which they are selling at low prices, at 
wholesale or retail. _________
MONUMKNTAJ-a
AND OTHER
S C U L P T U R E .
THOMAS A. CARE W, 24  Winter Street, BOSTON.
PORTRAIT CAMEOS EXECUTED.
B O O T S  A N D  S H O E S .
C. & M . C O X ,
Wholesale Dealers in Boots, Shoes <£• Leather,
42 & 44  PEARL. ST R E E T ,
Have on hand n stock of the best manufacture, which they 
will sell at the lowest price in the market for cash.
E . A L L E N  & CO.
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC 
■\7V O  O  L  I-., 3 3  3NT S  ,
Vestings and Tailors' Trimmings,
8 9  & 93  M ilk , and  92  & 94  Congi'ea* Sis.,
T . G IL B E R T  & C O .,
Grand. Parlor-Grand and Square 
PIA N O FO RTE MANUFACTORY,
No. 4 8 4  W a sh in g to n  Street,
BOSTON.
7YETU Y O R K  W ARD RO O M S,
4 1 9  to 4 21  B road w ay, Cor. C an al St.
T he present senior partner being the oldest Piano 
Manufacturer in Boston. This firm has within the last 
year, introduced some very important and material
IM PR O V E M E N T S,
An entire new set of scales have been made including a 
new scale for a Grand Pianoforte. The first Piano made 
from it received the award of a Silver Medal at the last 
Exhibition ol the Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic As­
sociation. By the peculiar construction of said new scales, 
they have greatlv improved their Square Pianofortes, by 
increasing the vibration, clearness and purity of tone. - 
Thev have also adopted a
N E W  IM P R O V E D  ACTION,
Which is simple in its construction, very sensitive to the 
most delicate tour h, operates without a spring (an advan­
tage possessed by no other action) and therefore requires 
little, if any, regulating by the changes of weather or cli­
mate-combines all the most desirable qualities sought for 
during the last twenty years, for winch a Medal was 
awarded at the last Fair of the Massachusetts Charitable 
Mechanic Association. These instruments are all prepar­
ed for Colman’s Patent
J2OLIAN ATTACH M ENT,
In which there is combined with the Pianoforte a Wind 
Instrument, the same key-board controlling both in such a 
manner, that either can be uspd separate or both together; 
thus furnishing an instrument for Organ or Piano Music, or 
that may be combined at the pleasure of the performer, in 
orchestral effects-
IRO N FR AM ES.
From a knowledge of the fact that Pianofortes made 
Without metalic frames (as was the case in some of the 
first to which the JEolian was applied) were constantly 
subject to variations in P itch by changes of temperature, 
many persons have honestly supposed it impracticable 
and inexpedient to combine a Wind and Stringed Instru­
ment. But having the strings connected with the entire 
iron liame at both ends, (as all are now made by this firm) 
entirely obviates this difficulty ; the stringe and frame ex­
panding and contracting together, which preserves a uni­
form pitch in the Piano, so that no additional inning is re­
quired over ihc ordinary Pianoforte, to keep the Piano in 
tune with the Heeds.
m e d a l s  a n d  d iplo m a s  
Have repeatedly been awarded to these manufacturers, in 
Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and other places, but 
have never (previous to 1856,) in any advertisement, hand­
bill or circular, been alluded to in a single instance by 
them, having always relied upon the character of their in­
struments, which have now been before the public about 
thirty years.
T H E  FACT
May be stated that at the last Exhibition of the Massa 
chusetts Charitable Mechanic Association, they were 
awaided SILVER and BRONZE MEDALS, for GRAND, 
and SQUARE PIANOFORTES.
All orders by mail or otherwise, as faithfully executed 
as if the parlies were personally present, aud will be war­
ranted to give satisfaction. 
b e d d i n g  a n d  p e w  c u s h io n s ,
W arranted Bedding of every description, such as 
£ FATHER BEDS, MATTRESSES, COMFORTABLES 
and PEW CUSHIONS, constantly on hand at the store of
JAM ES H. H ALLETT,
16 D ock  Square and  31 F a u eu il H a ll.
Assessors’ Notice.
TO the inhabitants of the City of Rockland,and persons liable io be taxed therein.Yon are hereby notified that the subscribers will be in 
session, at the rooms of the City Council in Berry’s Block 
in said City on the 16th , 1 7 th  and 1 8th  iawt., 
from eight till twelve o’clock, A. M., and from one till six 
P. M., for the purpose ol receiving true and perfects lists 
of all the Polls and all the estates real and personal not 
by law exempted from taxation, which you w’ere possess­
ed of on the first day of April, 1857, which said list you 
are hereby required to bring in.
FREEMAN HARDEN, (  Assessors 
DAVIS TILLSON, of the City of
E. W. PENDLETON, C Rockland. 
Rockland, April 9, 1857. 15if
^ffDHERE is a tide in the affairs of men, which taken 
JL at the flood leads on to fortune.” But it is not 
every one who understands how and when to take advan 
tage of this “ tide.” By calling upon the Great Boston
Banker, ABISAH JENKINS, Esq., No. 1 0 6  Sudbury St., BOSTON, any one can find out how) this ne plus 
ultra of all conceived human happiness can be obtained. 
He is ready io assist every one who from asmall beginning 
wishes to rise to wealth and opulence. He has done it 
himself and is willing to impart to every one the secret 
of his success.
TfTANTED! ACTIVE AGENTS for every County in 
i l  the New England States, to whom the best induce­
ments will be given. Address, stamp enclosed, II. P. 
KINGMAN, No. 5 5  Merrimac St ..’BOSTON.
Doors, Sash, and  Blinds.
BARROW ’S & EW ELL,
YX70TLD inform the citizens of Rockland and
VV vicinity that they are engaged in the manufacture 
of the above named articles, in R o ck v ille  at the head 
of Luke Chikawaukie, three miles from R ockland, 
where they are prepared to execute orders for any of the 
above work at very short notice.
In addition to which, are prepared to do a variety of
J O B  W O R K ,
such as
P la n in g , J o in tin g  & Sq u arin g  Clapboards,
TURNING AND BORING SH IPS’
Stanchions, C ircu lar, and  Scroll S aw in g , toe,
P. S. We have engaged MESSRS. STANLEY to
AY7ER to act as our agents in Rockland, at which place 
will he found a good assortment of common size 
D O O R S , S A S II A N D  B L IN D S .
All orders left with them will be promptly attended to. 
All work delivered in Rockland free of charge, 
n. BARROWS. 11. EWELL, JR,
Rockville, April 9, 1857. 6m 15
B R O O K S  & M E C U E N ,
NO, 1 Blackstone, '2 <fc 4 Fulton and 2 Shoe to Leather Sts., BOSTON, Importers and Dealers 
in SHOE FINDINGS, and Manufacturers of LEATH­
ER. Particular attention paid to getting up different Ma­
chines used by the Trade, viz: Rolling, Spliling and 
Cramping Machines, &c. All articles in our line, at the 
lowest prices for cash.
DR. P E T IT T ’S
V IM E R IC .1J\'E Y E  S A E Y E ,
FOR THE CURE OF ALL
D IS E A S E S  O F  T H E  E Y E ’
"PERSONS who have used this wonderful Rem- 
-L edy in desperate caaet of sore eyes with tucceu. hare 
t ried it in other canes, and found it to exceed their most 
sanguine expectations. Thus many families it has become 
a sort of universal medicine or cure all. If  a child gets 
burned, they use the Eye Salve, if they get a bruised finger 
or a piece of akin knocked off they apply the Eye Salve, 
-lo. for Sore Lips, Cold Sores, «kc., Ac.
It i» used for P ile s  w ith  perfect snecese.
Scrofulous Sores and Ulcers have been forced
to yield to this Salve when all other remedies have failed.
For Tetter, Scald Head, Ring Worms, Erysipelas sores, 
shaving sores and pimples, is has been found an invalua 
ble remedy.
C. W. ATWELL, Deering Block,'Portland, General 
Agent.
C. P. FESSENDEN, and N. {WIGGIN, Agents for 
Rockland, and sold by Druggists and Dealers in Medicine 
generally. m f
C A R P E T  H A LL,
Over the BOSTON & MAINE B. R. Station,
Haymarket square, - - - boston.
The undersigned (Successors to WM, P. TENNY to CO.) 
offer to Purchasers of
C A R P E T I N G S
At retail, a complete and most desirable assortment, com­
prising every variety of fabric and quality, of both ENG­
LISH AND AMERICAN manufacture. Also a splendid 
stock of FLOOR OIL CLOTHS, (from 3 to 24 feet 
in width.) Cocoa and Canton Mattings, Rugs, Mats, &c», 
toe., toe.
We respectfully solicit a call at this large, long-estab­
lished and well known warehouse, from all in want o. 
goods, and wishing to trade at the very lowest cash prices
D A V IS, W R IG H T  & CO.
Geo. F. Davis. 
April 8, 1857,
Sam’IT. Wright.
^IMPORTANT I N F O R M A T I O N .
The effect of one of the last acts of Congress in permit­
ting Carpet Wool to be imported free of duty, many think 
the price of Carpetings will be reduced one half. It is 
therefore necessarv for me to sell my ENTIRE STOCK 
BEFORE THE FIRST OF JULY, when the law takes 
effect. I am selling Carpets for 62 1 -2  cents—former 
price,S I . TAPESTRY CARPETS, S I —former price, 
S I , 5 0  ; and Good Carpets, for 5 0  cents per yard— 
former price. 7  5  cents. Also, all other Goods reduced in 
like proportion.
All persons who wish to purchase, will save money by 
calling at
1 24  H anover St., Boston.
3m 15 E . C. STEYEXS.
Proposals
YXT’ILL he received until the 10th inat. through 
’ ’ the Post Office by the suhsriber, Street Commis­
sioner for the the City of Rockland, for furnishing from 
ten to fifteen hundred tons of beach gravel—said gravel to 
be landed upon such wharves m said City as the Commis­
sioner shall direct. The party proposing will state the 
lowest price per ton and the successful bidder will be ex­
pected to commence immediately after the acceptance of
his bid.
Bonds will be required for the faithful performance of 
the contract. A. C, SPALDING.
Rockland, April 2, 1857. 14tf
170R Ladies’ Cloth Gaiter Boots,
X T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
TDOR Ladies’ Colored Gaiter Boot?,
J? T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
T?OR Ladies’ Cloth Congress Boots,
JD T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
T?OR Ladies’ Cloth Congress Heel Boots,
JP T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
17OR Ladies’ Side Lace Heel BootR,
JP T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
T70R Ladies’ French Kid Congress Boots,
J  T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
T?OR Ladies’ French Kid Gaiter Boots.J? T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
T70R Ladies’ Nice Silk Gore Congress Boots,
J? T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
TPOR Ladies’ French Kid Slippers,
J  T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
TPOR Ladies’ Boots, Shoes and Gaiters, of all 
JP descriptions, T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
I?0H Misses’ and Children’s Boots, Shoes and 
JP Gaiters of all descriptions,
T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
I7 0 R  Gents’ French Calf Boots,
JJ T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
I?O R  Gents’ Calf, Patent Leather and Cloth 
P c e n tre . .  Boot., T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
T ? 0 K  G ents’ P a te n t Leather Oxford Ties, 
J? T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
T P O R  M en’s and  B ov’s Calf, Goat and K ip
C Brogan., '  T. A. WENTWORTH S.
T 7 0 R  Boy’s Congress Boots and Fancy 
1? Shoe., T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
C. C. C L A P P  & C O .,
No. 69 Court St., (cor. Cornhill) Boston, 
Importers nud Wholesale Retail Dealers in
IIIM C A L  IA’mTKIJ.IIEA'TS
Of sll kinds—Wooden, Brass, Reed and Stringed. 
Csxes, Umbrellas, I’arasols,& c.
Sheet Music, Music Books, &c. Also Violin, Double 
Baas, Guitar aud other Strings, Acctrdeons, Flulinas, Ban­
jos, dec., Violin trimmings, Clnrior.elle reeds, and a full 
assortment of musical merchandise in general. J .  L. Al­
len’s celebrated rotary valve Brass Instruments. Euler’s 
and Bertilling’s Flutes and Glariouelles, and Bazin’s cele­
brated full scale Pilclt Pipes
D O N A L D  & E V E R S O N ,
Manufacturers of P bixtixo Ixks, for Caid, ltook i  
Newspaper work. Also FaxcY lX K i, Gold Size , Var-
xish, *c., No. 3 Spring Lane.__________ ___
W . E. W eem an’s Iron  R ailing,
For Gardens, Cemetery Fences and Balustrades,
W. E. W. is prepared to manuheture to order, at the 
lowest prices, every de.rriptioe of plain nnd ornamental 
Iron Railin'', from tile most improved and modern designs. 
Samples tnav beseeh nt his w-arcrooins, 84 4-86 SuJhury 
St Boston ’ City aud country tradrs promptly attended
FRENCH ANU AMERICAN
C  o n  f c  o t i o i i i a r y
Carltox «k Westox, fi" and69 Eliott Street, inanupic- 
ture every variety of French and American Confectionary 
for their wholesale trade. Their stock is the largest, and 
their prices the most reasonable of any in the market.
Oflke and samples, 11 Tremont street, opposite the 
Museum. Orders solicited and promptly attended to at 
either place. ___________
G E N T L E M E N S  H A T S !
a b o r n ,
Ko. 9 5  W aN hingtou Street,
WILL THIS DAY INTRODUCE THE BPRING STYLE 
— FOR—
Gentlemen’s Dress H ats. 
together with a large and varied stock or
P A R I S  S O F T  H A T S .
B oston  Type F ou n dry ,
(Established in 1817.) •
Types, Presses & Printing Materials,
’ r  Of the best quality, furnished promptly by 
JOHN K. ROGERS A CO.
ORNAMENTAL GLASS CUTTING,
No. 11  WATER STREET, BOSTON.
K E D F E R N  & S T O R Y ,
Are prepared to furnish
Cut, Ground and Stained Glass,
For Side Light, Fan Doors and Sky Lights, Ship Windows, 
or Doors, to order. Also, Lantern Lights, Gas and Lamp 
Shades Door Plates, Signs, and all kinds of Glass Culling. 
Jobbing done promptly, »ad odd patterns carefully msteb-
F O R  S A L E .
V aluable Real Estate.
IN consequence of a loss of health and the necessity of a change of climate, the subscriber offers for sale the following valuable real estate—with immedi­
ate possession.
new B lock o f  Stores,
erected last year and known ns the W a LKER BLOCK, 
consisting of three large Stores on the fitst floor and three 
tenements on the second floor, with a good Cellar under 
the whole Block, being easy of access at the rear of the 
Building. Also, wood-houses and other accommodations 
for the tenements iu rear of the Block, all now ready for 
occupancy.
The above includes the lot on which it stands.
A  L O T  O F  L A N D
with a large 2 1-2 Story Frame Building thereon, designed 
for a double tenement, boarded on the outside only, and 
with cellar under, situate and fronting on a street leading 
to Spear’s Wharf.
F IV E  B U IL D IN G  L O TS, 
now in one parcel of land, but may be arranged in five 
lota if the purchaser desires it.
A D W E L L IN G  H O U S E  
with the lot on which it stands.
A SM ALL STORE BU ILDIN G  
linished throughout and formerly occupied by-tiie suberib- 
er ns a Book-Store.
The above property lays in one parcel of land conven­
ient lv located, the Stores being on Main Street nnd near 
the centre of the city, and when Park Sireet, is opened 
through to Main Street, (which will he done this season, 
as it is already laid out) it will be located at the junction 
of one the greatest thoroughfares in the city.
Individuals or companies desirous of investing funds in 
real estate will find this a favorable opportunity.
For particulars enquire of the suliscrber at No. 2, Walk­
er  niock or at the Law Office of Wnt. Battie, Esq. 
e r “  ’ R. WALKER.
Rockland, March 18, 1857. 13tf
K X V ItE S S .
a
HENDERSON, JE F F E R S  & CO’S.
ES X  m  E ! s  s  ,
TT7ILL lenve BOSTON for ROCXLAND, ELLSWORTH 
VV anil MACHIAS by
STEAM ER M . SA NFO RD ,
AND COXXECT WITH
S T E A M E R  R O C K LA N D ,
nt Rockland.
All hu,in«is intrusted to their cure will be promptly at­
tended to. w  j  g0NDi Ajcnti
Corner Main and Elm Street.
S . & J .  M Y E R S ,
IMPORTERS OF WATCH MATERIALS,
1 WATCH GLASSES, TOOLS, JEWELRY, W atches,
toe.
S. & J . M. beg to inform the Trade generally, that 
they have nowon hand a large and well selected stock of 
the above goods, which they will send nny one article by 
mail, free of expense, to any part of the United States or 
British Provinces, at the wholesale price. Send iu your 
orders, and they will be promptly attended to.
SAMUEL MYERS, No. 16 Hanover St .,
JACOB MYERS, BOSTON, Mass
~T O  EN JO Y  SOUND HEALTH,
Use Dr. Spear’s Indian Vegetable
M E D I C I N E S !
These Medicines hare now stood the test o f twen­
ty years trial. For twelve years, J. S. SP F A R , 
the Indian Doctor, prescribed these remedies, 
with extraordinary success, and during the past 
eight years, they have made the name o f E  D. 
Spear, the Indian Doctor, famous. With 
these great Medicines, thousands have been re­
stored to health, even after eminent physicians 
had pronounced their case incurable.
E. D. SPEAR, 51. D., the INDIAN DOCTOR,
So much celebrated for his many remarkable curei.
MAY be consulted at his Office, No. 36  P each S treet, Bos*on, from 9 A. M. to 4 P. M., upon all the various 
diseases and conditions ol the human body. Special at­
tention given to
C A N C E R S  A N D  S C R O F U L A ,
Humor in the Blood, Consumption, Dyspepsia, Female 
i Diseases, Fits, Rheumatism, and Liver Complaints.
, Dr. Spear's Indian Balin of Life, No. 1. This is a Syrup 
, for the Lungs, cleansing, healing, strengthening. It ex- 
! ceeds all other preparations for Consumption, Dry Cough, 
j Bronchitis and Throat Diseases.
i Dr. Spear’s Balm of Life, No. 2. This is a favorite old 
I Indian remedy for Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, General 
Debility, Costiveness, Sour Stomach, Gastratis. or Infla- 
mation of the Stomach, and also a sure cure for Boils.—
' Iu al I cases except when taken for Boils, to be used in con­
nection with Dr. Spear’s Jaundice Bitters and Dr. Spear’s 
j Liverwort Pills,
I Balm of Life No. 3. A compound of No. 2 and Jaun­
dice Bitters, prepared ready for immediate use.
Dr. Spear’s Indian Scrofula Syrup, a powerful purifier 
of the blood ; an excellent strengthening medicine for old 
people. It is a specific for humor in children, especially 
running at the ears.
Nature’s Grand Restorative Cordial, for pain in the 
bowels, constipation, vomiting and wind. An excellent 
physic for children, also a good remedy for sea-sickness.
Dr. Spear’s Tonic Cordial,'/or female irregularities and 
weaknesses. This is the most wonderful medicine ever 
yet discovered to prevent consumption in females from 
colds nnd suppressions. Young females should always 
be required to make use of this Syrup at the time of de­
velopment to prevent imperfeet and painful menstrution. 
The Liverwort Pills should be used, a dose or two a week, 
wh ile taking the Cordial.
Dr. Spear’s Golden Bitters, (In papers.) A favorite 
remedy for barrenness, weaknesses, fluor albus, weak 
Stomach, toe.
The prices of each of the above medicines are one dol - 
lar. Six bottles at one time, five dollars.
Dr. Spear's Vegetable A lterative.
This remedy has never been before advertised. It is 
the only article ever yet discovered that will dissolve and 
eradicate from the system
CANCER AND SCROFULA.
No use of the knife or plasters when this medicine is used. 
It directly enters into the blood, and by a chemical action 
dissolves the poison, rendering it inert and ineffective. -  
Tumors gradually sink aw ay; health returns; life is 
saved. Used in *11 cases of bad humors and skin diseases. 
One bottle, used as directed, will last one month. Price 
$5.
Dr. Spear’s new remedy for Fits, Convulsions aud Ner­
vous Diseases- Price $10.
EZ Dr Spear treats Prolapsus Uteri, or falling of the 
womb, without instruments or supporters. He has never 
failed in,a single case, and ha has treated hundreds. His 
remedy can he obtained for $3 a package. It is also a 
good remedy for many female complaints. Prolapsus may 
be known by the pressing down pains, pains in the s :de 
and back and across the hips, with heat and scalding.— 
Bad cases are often accompanied with an affection of the 
liver, and it not unfrequently happens that the physician 
treats the case as a liver .complaint, with physic, &c., 
which only iucreases the trouble. It is always best to ap­
ply to a uhysiciau of large practice, and experience, and 
then no nr.istakes will be made. All letterp containing one 
dollar will be immediately attended to.
Beware of unprincipled men who profess to have lived 
among the Indians, toe., who call themselves Indian phy­
sicians, &c. They are impostors and ignorant men.
INDIAN REM EDIES.
IT will be remembered that the New England medi­cal Society was farmed for the suppresion of Quack­
ery in the Indian System of practice, and to supply the 
public with Genuine INDIAN REMEDIES for ALL 
DISEASES. This object is fully realized at the
INDIAN MEDICAL INSTITUTE,
Ko. 36  B roiufield  street, Boston,
Persons are cautioned against placing confidence in the 
long advertisements of those who have never had any 
practical knowledge of the System as used by the Indians 
themselves.
DRaR. GREENE, having acquired this knowledge by 
daily intercourse with the “  Indian Mbdioine Men,” for 
yeqrs, knowing their true system, and, in consequence of 
this superior knowledge was selected by the Society as 
Superintending Physician of the “ Institute” at No. 36 
Bromfield Street, hence the envy and bitterness of those j 
who are excluded from the Society for want of the proper i 
attainments. Persons at a distance should not be deceived I 
by long nnd wordy advertisements, but should send and 
get a copy of the
“ IN D IA N  A R C A N A ,"
A Newspaper Published nt the “ Institute,” which will 
give a list of the principal Indian Remedies, their prices 
and uses, and a full exposition of fhe merits of the prac­
tice and also of the imposition which is carried on by pre­
tenders. A copy of this Paper will be sent free of charge 
to any one requesting it.
Consultations, personally or by letter, free ol charge. 
Address
Dr. R. GREENE, No. 9 6  Bromfield St ., BOSTON.
P lANt) FORTES axd MELODEONS. A variety ol NEW AXD SECOND HAND PIANOS axd MELO­
DEONS, to Beil, Let, or Exchange, at very low rate,, at 
HUMBERT’S,
No. 9 6  Coubt St ., BOSTON.
W ANTED! YOUNG MEN from the Country, to Sell NEW nnd CHEAP PUBLICATIONS. The best of 
inducements are nflered, and only n small capital required. 
Apply to J. E. FAR WELL q- CO.,
No. 3 2  Congreaa St.,BOSTON.
F A IR B A N K S  & B E A R D ,
WHOLESALE and RETAIL DEALERS in Mineral and Soda W ater; Congress Springs W ater; Also, 
P orter; Champagne Cider ; Lager Beer, in barrels au- 
bottles. HOWARD ATHENAIUM BUILDING. How­
ard Street, BOSTON.
Agents lor John D. Parks’ Native Catawba and Isabella
W ines, Hotels supplied on reasonable terms.
Ordars for Shipping promptly at leaded to.
ECONOMY IN  PRINTING.
EVERY MAH HIS 05VN PRINTER !
LO W E ’S PA TEN T  
P ortab le  P r in tin g  and  
Copying P ress,
THIS Press will print from any kind of Type, Dies,Wood Cuts, or Electrotypes, givivg as perfect an im­
pression as any other press now in use, and may be used 
by any lad of ordinary capacity. All kinds of Fancy and 
Ornamental Printiug may be executed with this Press iu 
the neatest possible manner. Any kind of paper, of what­
ever quality or color, may be used, damp or dry ; also, 
all kinds of card-board.
This Press is most admirably adapted for printing Shop 
Bills, Labels, Visiting or Business Cards, Bill Heads, En­
velopes, Railroad Receipts, Tea, Coffee, or Salt 3ags, 
and as a Copying Press, is superior to any thing now in 
use. The larger sizes will be found very useful to print­
ers for taking Proof-sheet Impressions, and doing Job 
Work. It may be used by merchants, piolessional men. 
or any one who may wish a card of any kind. This 
Press is very simple, strong, durable, and easily kept in 
order. The smallest size occupies a spare of 7 by 8 
inches, weighing only 5 1-2 pounds, nnd will be furnished 
For Ihc Low  P r ice  o f  F ive D ollars. 
There are three sizes—the $5 size prints a sheet of pa­
pers by 6 inches ; the $10 size prints a sheet of paper 8 
by 12 inches ; the $15 size prints a sheet of paper 13 by 
17 inches, and on the receipt of the above named prices, 
the presses will be sent to any part of the country.
A few hours work, by a small boy, will save the cost of 
this Press, and do the work as well as the most skillful 
workman. Our friends and the public are respectfully in­
vited to call and examine this WONDER OF THE AGE! 
which is on exhibition and for sale at 144 Washington 
street, first door north of the Old South Church, All or­
ders promptly attended to. Address, (postage stamp en­
closed,)
L O W E  PR ESS COM PANY,
144 W ash in gton  street, Boston.
AH kinds of Paper, Cards, Envklopes, Bronze, and Inks 
for sale. C  AGENTS WANTED.
Boston, April 2, 1857. 6ml4
T H E  N E W  D E P O T ,
120 W ashington Street, 
BOSTON.
J .  D. M’CREARY & CO’S., 
NEW YORK PR IN TIN G  INKS,
— AT THE
M an u factu rer’s Low est Cash Prices*
ALL WARRANTED OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.
—BY —
JO H N  r>. FLA G G .
J . D. F. would call the particular attention of New 
England Printers to this stock of Inks.
E x tra  F in e  Jet B la ck  In k ,
— FOR —
WOOD-CUT, CARD AND FINE BOOK PRINTING.
F IN E  B L A C K B O O K  $  N E  WS IN K S
— ALSO—
F ancy Colored Inks, T in ts, Gold S ize, 
B ronze, V arnishes, &c.«
Just received, fresh and bright, from the Manufactory of 
J . D. M’CREARY CO., established in New York for 
the last fifteen years, and now the largest and best Manu­
factory in that city.
O ’ Orders received by Mail or Express, will be attend­
ed to with promptness and despatch. Please direct to 
JO HN D. FLAGG,
1 20  W a sh in g to n  S treet, B oston.
April 1, 1857. 3ral4
ON M ANHOOD,
AN D  IT S  P R E M A T U R E  D EC LIN E .
Juut P ub lish ed , G ratia, the 2 0 th  Thousand:
A FEW  WORDS ON THE RATIONAL TREAT­MENT, witiiout Medicine, of Spermatorrhea or Local 
Weakness, Nocturnal Emissions, Genital and Nervoua 
Debility, Impotency, and Impediments to Marriage gener­
ally,
BY B. DE LANEY, M. D.
The important fact that the many alarming complaints, 
originating in the impudence and solitude of youth, may 
be easily removed without Medicine, is in this small 
tract, clearly demonstrated ; and the entirely new and 
highly successful treatment, as adopted by the Author, 
fully evplained, by means of which every one is enabled 
to cure himself perfectly and at the least possible cost, 
thereby avoiding all the advertised nostrums of the day.
Sent to any address, gratis aud post free in a sealed en­
velope, by remitting (post paid) two postage stamps io 
Dr . B. DE LANEY, 17 Lispenard Street, New Yory City. 
April 2, 1857. 6inl4* 1
I O 3  FARE REDUCED ! !
S H O R T E S T , C H E A P E S T ,
— AND—
W E S T !
1857.
.TCI
68 M ILES SAVED
v ia . 1857.
G R A N D  T R U N K
H A I L  X7V jSL y
From Bangor to Detroit, Chicago, Dunleith, Milwaukie, 
and all points West, and the Canadas.
Cara leave Bangor, daily at 7 A. M., connecting at Dan­
ville Junction with G. T. R. R. for Chicago, (via 
Great Western nnd Central Routes.)
Those having THROUGH TICKETS on this route can 
stop at any point and resume their seats at pleasure.
FR E IG H T  taken at Legs th an  B oston prices, 
from Portland or Danville Junction.
3ZT For through Tickets, or other information, apply at 
P- to K. R- R. Depot, or to
W in . FL O W E R S, Agent.
25 Circular Block, Mercantile Square, BANGOR, 
or E . L . L O VEJO Y , A gen t, Rockland.
March 26, 1857. 13tf
Book
rT A V IN G  fitted up a Book-Biottery in eon- 
LL nectiun with our Sture, we ate now prepared to dab i n d i n g
in any .tyle required. »
Particular attention paid tn Binding n
M U SIC , M A G A Z IN E S, <&<=.Blault Book,  ruled lopnileru and mad tn order.
WILLIAM A. BABEER CO., 
Bookseller., Stationer., Bock Binder, and Blank Book
Manufacturer.,
No. 1, Spear B lock , M a ia  Si. 
Rockland, Jan. 14,1857. Stl
The H ost Useful, M ost Perfect, DO
Most Concise! Oi
CHEAPER THAN THE CHEAPEST!
BETTER THAN THE BEST
Published Weekly. The whole only one p" 
Dollar a Year. ®
G r e a test  discovery  o f do the P re sen t C en tn ry  for CD03
Detecting Counterfeit Bunk Notes.
Describing Every Genuine Bill in Existence, end ©  
Exhibiting at a glance every Countcifeit in Htj 
Circulation ! !
Arranged an admirably, that REFERENCE is EASY . . 
and DETECTION INSTANTANEOUS. 0^ 
ILr No Index to examine 1 No pages to bunt up ! 
e ’it fcu simplified and arranged, that the Merchant 
Banker and Business Man can see all at a Glance. ££ 
-------It has taken years to make perfect this
G reat D iscovery.
Sheriff’s Sale.
March 20, 1857.
T INCOLN, SS,—Taken on execution in favor 
AJ of JOHN B. SIDELINGER, of Waldoboro’, County 
ol Lincoln and against JOSEPH EMERY of South Thom­
aston in said County, the same having been attached on 
the original Writ ; and will be sold at public vendue on 
the premises, on Saturday, the twenty-fifth day of April, 
A. D., 1857, at one o’clock P. M , all the right title and 
interest, and all the light in equity which the said Einery 
has of redeeming the following described real estate, lying 
in South Thomaston in said County, and bounded as fol­
lows with the building thereon standing, viz: beginning 
at stake and stones on the South side of the Town Road 
leading from the corner near B. F. Webster’s house to the 
shore of Owls Head Harbor, and about 60 rods Easterly 
from said corner thence nearly South at right angles with 
said Road 100 feet to stake and stones ; thence Easterly 
and parallel with said Road 176 1-2 feet to stake and 
stones: thence North and parallel with the first mention­
ed line 100 feet to the Road aforesaid ; thence Westerly 
by said Road to the first mentioned bound containing 
about 60 square rods. Reference being had for a more 
particular description to deed from Elisha Brown, dated 
August 7, 1852, recorded vol. 18, page 478.
Rockland, March 20. 1857.
5wl3 ROBERT ANDERSON, Deputy Sheriff.
The urgent necessity for such a work has long 
been felt by Commercial men. It has been publish­
ed to supply the call for such a Preventive, and 
needs but to be known lobe Universally Patronized. 
It does more than has ever been attempted by man. 
I T  It describes every Bank Note in 3 Different 
Languages,
English, French and German.
Thus Each may read (he sam e in  isia 
ow n  N ative  T on gue.
M OST P E R F E C T  B A N K  N O T E
L I S T  P U B L I S H E D ,
Together with the rate of Discount. Also a List of 
ALL THE PRIVATE BANKERS IN AMERICA. 
P A  Complete Summary of the F inance of E ubops 
A- America will be published in each edition, to­
gether with all the Important NEWS OF TI1E 
1)AY. Also
IN T E R E S T IN G  S T O R IE S
From an Old Manuscript found in the East, and no 
where else to be found. It has never yet appealed 
in print, and furnishes the Most Complete History of
O R IEN TA L L IF E
and describing the Most Perplexing Positions in 
which the Ladies and Gentle of that Country have 
been so often found. These Stories will continue 
throughout the whole year, and will prove the Most 
Entertaining ever offered to the Public.
J—?" Furnished Weekly to Subscribers only, at §1 
a year. All letters must be addressed to 
I JO H N  S . D Y E . B ro k er , 
Publisher and Proprietor, 70 Wall St., New York. 
March 18, 1857. Iyl2
o
o q©
►1
Sheriff’s Sale.
March 20,1857.
T INCOLN, SS.—Taken on Execution in favor 
L i or GEORGE P. BRADFORD, CHARLES HEATH 
and JOHN Q. CLARK of New York ,and against MOODY 
E. TIIURLO and will be sold at Public Vendue on the 
premises on Monday April 27, 1857 at one o’clock in the 
afternoon all the right, title, interest," claim or demand, 
and also all the right in equity which the said Thnrlo lias 
adeeming the following described real estate situated 
in Rockland and bounded as follows, viz: Northerly by 
land of Bradley and Mowrey ; Westerly by Union Street ; 
Southerly by Oak S treet; and Easterly by land of David 
M. Mitchell, the same being Mortgaged to Elijah Glover 
of Camden. Also, one other lot of land situated in Rock­
land, bounded as follows, v iz: Beginning on Corner of 
Union and Oak Streets, thence Southerly by said Union St. 
fifty-six feet 5 thence Easterly sixty-nine feet; thence 
Northerly fifty-seven and a half feet to Oak S tree t; thence 
Westerly by Oak street sixty-nine ieet to the first bounds, 
the same beiug Mortgaged to the President, Directors and 
Company of the Rr ckland Fire and Marine Insurance 
Company in Rockland. Recorded vol. 22, page 29, Reg­
ister of Deeds ofiice Eastern District Lincoln County. 
Conditions made known at sale.
Rockland, March 20, 1857.
5wl3 ROBERT ANDERSON, Deputy Sheriff.
Fire Insurance.
E. H. C O C H R A H ’ S
IRSU RA N CE AGENCY,
SPOFFORD BLOCK, M A IN ST.,
R O C K L A N D .
E. H. COCHRAN,
WILL TAKE RISKS ON
D W E L L IN G  H O U S E S ,
H O U S E H O L D  F U R N I T U R E ,  
S T O R E S ,
ST O C K S O F  G O O D S,
F IN IS H IN G  R IS K S  ON B U IL D IN G S
in process o f construction, and all other In ­
surable property, in the following companies, 
known to be safe and prom pt in the adjust­
ment of the ir losses.
Insurance effected in Stock Companies or
M utualj as applicants prefer.
M A INE IN SU RA N C E COMPANY,
AUGUSTA, ME.
C a p i t a l  $ 3 0 0 , 0 0 0 .
J. H. W illiams, Sec’y. J . L. Cutler, Pres’t.
R E M O V A L .
L E W IS  KA U FM A N ,
VVOULD announce to the citizena of Rock-
’ ’ land and vicinity that he has removed his stock of
FALL AND W IN TER
G O O D S .
To No. 1 of the N EW  BLOCK,
on Main and Lime Rock Streets, 
where he will he pleased to meet his old customers and 
all who wish to buy GOODS CHEAP.
As an inducement to purchasers he will sell lor
T i i i x - t y  n o w a y s
his present stock which was recently bought in New York 
for caah, at
G reat B a rg a in s ,
Assuring them that it will pay for any one in want of 
goods to purchase at the
NEW  STORE,
Where may always be found latest importations, such as
S U A A V L S ,
R . A . P A L M E R  & Co.,
WOULD respectfully announce to the citizens of Rock- 4land and vicinity that they have just opened a store
N O .’S 4  & 5 T H O R N D IK E  B L O C K ,
where they will keep constantly on hand a full supply of
CORN AND FLOUR,
and a good assortment of
w . I. GOODS AND GROCERIES.
We shall endeavor by constant attendance and a dispo­
sition to please to merit a share of public patronage 
Rockland, October 1, 1856 40tf
NOW IS THE TIME
T O  R E A L IZ E
P a p e r  H a n g i n g s .
11. C. ANDREWS,
No. 3 K im b a ll B lock .
fS now displavirtff hisstock of Paper Hangings 
and BO RD EK IXG S and will sell at
Cost tee 3 0  Days.
This Stork must be reduced to make room for 4 0 0 0  
R O L L S  that will arrive by first Boat from Boston.
Rockland, March 18, 1657.
C a r r i a g e  1 Work.
S h e r i f f ’s  S a le .
Xlxncii, 20, A. D. 1857.
T INCOLN, SS.—Taken on Execution against 
-Li IIENR1 C. LO \\ ELL, formerly ol Rockland in said 
County, the same having been attached on the original 
Writ, and will be sold at public vei due on the premises 
on Wednesday, the twenty-ninth day of April, A. D. 1857 
at one o’clock P. M., all the right, title, interest, claim or 
demand, and all the right in equity which the said Henry 
C. Lowell has of redeeming the following described real 
estate or stock, viz: one undivided quarter part of the 
property known and described as the Atlantic Ship 
W harf and Lime Manufacturing Coinpanv property, sit­
uated on Ingraham's Point in the City of Rockland 
Rockland, March 20, 1857.
fi»vl3 ROBERT ANDERSON, Deputy Sheriff.
S h e r i f f ’s  S a le .
March 18, A. D. 1857.
1 INCOLN, SS.—Taken on Execution in favor 
-L^  of LEWIS W. HOWES of Rockland,in said County, 
and against WILLIAM H ASKELL of said Rockland, and 
will lie sold at public vendue, at my ofiice, in Wilson <fc 
White’s Block, in Rockland, in said tounty, on Tuesday, 
the twenty-first day of April next, at one o’clock, P. M., 
all the right in equity which the said William Haskell has 
of redeeming the following described real estate laying in 
Rockland, in said county, mortgaged by the said Win. 
Haskell, to J. I. Brown, dated August 10th, A. I). 1853, re­
corded in the Ragistry of Deeds, vol. 22, page 195, bound­
ed as follows, together with the buildings thereon stand­
ing:—
Beginning on the North Easterly side 01 road leading 
from Elkanah S. Smith’s dwelling house to the sea shore* 
at a stake and running thence North 15 = East, 64 feet 
more or less to high water mark, thence South 66 0 East 
87 feet by the shore to land of A. Siarrett, thence South 
21 » West 56 feet more or less to the above said road 
thence North J 5 °  West 88 feet more or less, to the first 
mentioned bounds, together with the fiats adjoining the 
same ; subject however to the reservation and restriction 
made in the Deed of Danicl C. Haskell tn Josiah I. B-own 
and also in said Brown's Deed to said Win. Haskell, refer­
ence being had to both oi said Deeds for a description of 
said reservation and restriction. Said Daniel C. Haskell’s 
Deed recorded in the Registry of Deeds, Vol. 16. Pane 463
Rockland, March 18. 1857. a
5wl2 ROBERT ANDERSON, Deputy Sheriff.
S h e r i f f ’s  S a le .
March 17, V>D. 1857.
t  INCOLN SS.—Taken on Execution in favor 
J j  of JOSEPH HARRIS, Jr., against JOACHIM II 
IIARRAS and WILLIAM E. NOWj.AN, six shares in tile 
capilnl slock of the Rockland Gas Light Coinpanv, and 
the same will he sold nt Public Vendue, at my office, in 
W ilson A-. White’s Block in Rockland, in saidCounty 
Monday the twentieth day of April next, at ten 
A. M.
Rockland, March 17,1857.
5wl2 ROBERT ANDERSON, Deputy Sheriff.
H A M PDEN IN SU R A N C E CO. 
S P R IN G F IE L D , MASS. 
C a p i t a l  a n d  A s s e t s  $ 2 1 8 , 8 8 7  
J. C. P yxchox, Sec’y. W m. B. Calhoun, Pres’t.
C harter Oak F ire  and M arine Co.
H A R T F O R D , C O N N .  
C A P IT A L , $ 3 0 0 ,0 0 0
J oseph IL Spkaqve, Sec’y. R xt.ru  Gil le t t , P r tt’i.
Conway F ire  Insurance Company.
C O N W A Y , M A S S . 
C A P IT A L  A N D  ASSETS, $ 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
D. C. Rogers, Sec’y. J . S. W hitney, Prea’t
B r id g e p o r t  F ir e  a n d  M a r in e  Co
B R I D G E P O R T ,  C O N N . 
C A P IT A L , 3 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
J. II. W ashburn, Sec’y. H. W. Chatfield , Pres’t.
Holyoke M utual F ire  Insurance Co.
S A L E M ,  M A S S .  
C A P IT A L  A N D  ASSETTS, $ 3 3 0 ,0 0 0 .
J .  T. Burnham, Sec’y. Augustus Story, Pres’t.
T R A D E R S ’ A N D  M E C H A N IC S ’ CO. 
L O W E L L ,  M A S S .  
C a p i t a l ,  5 0 , 0 0 0 .
E. F. Sherman, Sec’y. J . Converse, Fres’t.
D A N I E L  R O B B I N S ,
HEREBY gives notice that he has taken thethe SHOP recently occupied by
D. A S. SH O R E!', 
where he intends prosecuting the
C A R R I A G E  B U S I N E S S
in all its branches. SLEIGHS for sale cheap for cash.
C arriages M ade. R ep aired  or P a in ted  to 
O rder.
E X P R E S S  W A G O N S ,
C O N C O R D  S T IL E  ffA G O K S  
light and heavy, and
B U G G Y  W A G O N S
for sale as above.
Rockland. March 19, 1857. 3ml2
O N L Y  O  N  lZ B  O  T  T  L  E  
—or—
D R .  S A N F O R D ’S
I N V I G O R  A  T O R
O R  L I V E R  R E M E D Y  !
IS REQUIRED TO CURE ANY ONE TROUBLED WITH LIVER
Complaints, unless the — * One dose,often sepeated, I m n T ?  x r  • , , J  G O R H A M . M A IN E
most desperate of cases. is a sure cure for cholera! I kubsCllber IS DOW prepared to furnish all I T n - . _ _
when thciCtu::J . ’tie w illj^  morbus, and a a sure pre- ’ . l,ie different variety of Fruit Trees from the best N u r-! PIERCE> Sec Y Daniel B. Clement, J  res
with scarce a single failure ventative o f cholera. I seripc v “’’’ - -* -------r— -• -  - 1
I Gra^--,___________
t  Gloucester, Me.
A P P L E , PL U M . P E A R  A N D C H E R R Y
u t r e e s ,
, —— ------ „  one of nil varieties to be bad in a bearing state if preferred.
( of the best remedies for a j The subscriber lias in addition to the above a large va- 
, cold ever known. j riety of
' C U R R A N T AND G OO SEBERRY BU SH ES,
G R E E N F IE L D  IN SU R A N C E  CO. 
G R E E N F IE L D , MASS.
W. T. Davis, Sec’y. Ira Abercrombie, Pres’t.
o’clock,
S h e r i f f ’s  S a l e .
March 17, A. D, 1857.
T INCOLN SS.—Taken on Execution in favor 
AJ of ABNER B. WEEKS, against OLIVER A. FAR- 
WELL, five shares in the capital stock of the Rockland 
Gas Light Company, and the same will he sold ai Public 
Vendue, at my ofiice, in Wilson «fc White’s Block, in 
Rockland, in said county, on Monday the twentieth day of 
April next, at one o’clock, P. M.
Rockland, March 17, 1857.
5wl2 ROBERT ANDERSON, Deputy Sheriff.
Thom aston Mutual Insurance Co.
T H O M A S T O N ,  M E .
Wm. R. Ke it h , Sec’y  E. Robinson, Pres’t.
G reat F alls M utual Company,
SOMERSWORTH, N . IL
II. Y. Hayes, Sec’y. I. G Joudav. President.
F I H J I T  T R E E S . A t l a n t i c  M u t u a l  C o m p a n y ,  E X E T E R ,  N . II .
M'jj. p. Moulton, Sec’y. M. Sanbobn, President.
FARMERS’ & MECHANICS’ M UTUAL CO.
...... .cxx.m.x, .Guvou c ui uuui j es *n New England ; he is also Agent for the Concord
restore the patient to h e a l th ^  One dose, taken often r Pe» ^  orlher*i Muscodine, raised by the Shakers of 
and vigor. We wish to '* ' will prevent the recurrence • New .
call the attention of all t o r ,  of billious attacks, while it 
these facts, that the Invig-C relieves all painful feelings 
orator is compounded by a , g j- One. o *  or twe 
physician, who has used it<3 taken occasionallv 
in his practice for the pas:
twenty years with success* 
almost incredible and that’
doses
i uousauus oi cases oi m- 
it 16 entirely vegetable, fiamation and weakness ol
ing composed wholly of>* of the lungs have been 
gums. cured by the Invigoratnr.
Some idea of the strength w  One dose taken a short 
of these gurns may b i-^ , time before eatin 
formed when it is known'""’ vigor.to a p p e t i ie  ,: 
one bottle of the In v ig o ra t-^  makes food digest well, , 
or contains as much streneli One dose, often repealed, .
Straw b erries &c.
Also a large variety of
,ve» F L O W E R S ,
uiiti "H* “s beautiful Prairie Rose ; Peony, Passion FIow- 
»r. ».ictle, and many varieties too numerous to
gh , ______ r ____ w
as one hundred doses cures chronic diarrhtea in A M  P M T  A I e  u  d  j . t - » r -
cnlomal, without any of its^-Z its worst forms, while sum -, y**r*A M fc.l\ITA L SHRjJB S c.RY, 
deleterious effects. nier and bowel complaints ! used f"r ornamenting gardens, k w .g
One bottle is the sures“  Yield almost to the first Th*‘ si’bscriber would here ad*’ j, ’. ’« =
' o c*n 3-.uw»y Just. "<1“'™ ' f t  layine out Flo>-er (^ rdt,ns he will aKend
the bad effects of mineral One or two doses cures : *‘L “Jn,e’ “  he l“ls K”'  many y ears’ experience in the busi- 
t attacks caused by worms, neh8.poison of any kind.
es are
tn ? b m w e ',"lfh i“ ,leed‘'d ‘* ' Y'siic for worms in citil- U '" 6''bacr’,jer is prepared io furnish the above articles 
to throw out of the systemr _ dren, there is no surer, saf- al hllorl 1’ oiice 
the effects of medicine after cr and speedier remedy in '
a long sickness. the world, as it neves fails.. Bristol, March 5, 185'..
One bottle taken f.>r^> There is no exaggeration, --------------------——---------------------------------
Jaundice removes all yel- in these statements. Thev T  Z>rr>rriTrfE> 7 T  C?
lowness or unnatural color*—i arc piuiu and eober facts JLtM ±  X  Jh  J X X M  •
from the akin. that we can give evidence i
One dose after eating isr^  to prove, while all who
THOMAS HERBERT.
l l t f
R O C K IN ’ G H A M  M U T U A L  C O .
E X E T E R ,  N . II .
Wm. P. Moultdn, Sec’y. M. Saxbobn, P res’t.
effected in ’jflc liab le  Companies*
P . S.— E. H . CO C H R A N  is devoting his
whole time to  th e  Insurance business, and 
pledges him self to give the most careful a t­
tention to all business in  the above line. 
Rockland, December 3, 1856. 49tf
Cloaks, Capes, Talmas, &c.
d r e s s  g o o d s ,
All colors of Plain Thibets, Plaid Thibets, Lyonese, Cc- 
burgs, Alapacas, Mohairs, De Lains. Prints &c.. &c.
D om estic W h ite  Goods and  H osiery  of all 
kinds. Fancy Goods &e.,&c.
The subscriber would return h’s grateful acknowledge­
ment to his friends for patronage bestowed, and would re­
quest a call from them and all others in want of GOODS 
adapted to the season, assuring them they will find at his 
store a choice STOCK at very lovY prices.
Rockland. Dec 10, 1856 50tf
GRAND R A LLY
FOR THE
CITY STOVE EMPORIUM
War has been proclaimed against the high 
price system in  the
S T O V E  T R A D E .
Having the largest assortment of STOVES in the 
STATE Of some 100 different patterns and styles, con­
sisting of
C O O K IN G , P A R L O R , O F F I C E , A N D
STORE STOVES, SHIP STOVES,
FARMER’S BOILERS, Ac.,
Portable and Brick Furnaces.
—ALSO—
Cutlery, Willow, Wooden, Britannia, Tin
and JAPAN WARE, and a general assortment of
H ouse F tirninking Goocta.
On and nfter J an u ary  1. 1 8 5 7 , the entire STOCK 
will be offered at cost in order to make room for other 
kinds of GOODS. As the proprietor contemplates a 
change in Business the coining Spring.
Now is your time to purchase u good Stove cheap .
J. P. WISE,
No. 3 P a lm er’s block,
Rockland, Jan. 7,1857. 2tf
H . b7 eaton. m . d.
HOM O EO PA TH IC P H Y S IC IA N  &c.
Member of the Maine Medical Association.
Member o f the Homcppathic College o f Health <5pc.
DOCTOR EA TO N keeps constantly on hand tiie 
various Homcepatliic Medicines.
B O O K S , M E D IC I N E  C H E S T S , E T C  
Calls left at the Telegraph Ofiice in Rockland, or at his 
residence in Rockport, will be promptly attended to. 
Rockport, Oct. 1856. 6in*44
D. B. Bridgford. N. T insley Pate
FRANKLIN MATTHEWS.
i B F JB 3 F 0 O , & GO.,
I GENERAL COMMISSION AND FORWARDING
M  E  R .  C  H  A  M  T  S  ,
ON THE CORNER 20 DOCK AND CAREY STS.,
R IC H M O N D , V A .
_They will make liberal Cash A d vances on C ou- 
M iguniculH  to their address. They also will attend 
particularly to orders for the purchase of
F L O U R . F E E D . C O R N , & c .
R eferences—The Merchants of Richmond generally.
February 18, 1857. 8tf
The People’s Drug S to re ’
-r n  » rnI  S A  T
MeEGKRON’S
CELEBRATED L IN IM E N T !!
H . P . W O O D  & SO N .,
NO. 1 W ILSON’S BLOCK.
Tin Plate and Sheet Iron Workers.
—ALSO—
HOUSE AND SHIP PLUMBING
..... A N D
T i z r  Z F L o o f i z x g ;
done with promptness in a workmanlike manner and war­
ranted.
Rockland, August 12, 1856. 33tf
~ ~ 3 7 ( T  l i K b Y & T s o N ,
HAVING purchased of Geo. L. Smith hia extensive stock of
Stoves an d  B a r d -W a re ,
and having since the purchase received and are still receiv­
ing from Boston and elsewhere large additions to the stock, 
feel that we are now prepared to offer to the patrons of 
thia well known stand and the public generally, as good 
an assortment in our line as can be found in the CountyJ; 
and by close application and promptness in our business 
hope to receive our share of the public patronage. 
Rockland, Ont. 21,1856. 43tf
A. PA R K ER ,
s a i l -  Zft/E l s _  ©  i *  ,
S P E A R ’S  W H A R F ,
ROCKLAND, ME,
TYUCK, Trimmings, Bolt Rope and Twine con-
constantly on hand or furnished at short notice.
— A L S O  —
Bunting of all kinds, Colors and Flags of every descrip 
tion. Tents, Awnings, <fcc., made to order in good style. 
Orders in the above line will be promptly attended to.
Rockland, Nov. 14. 1855. 6m44
TR A IN  & PH IPPS,
S H I P  C H A N D L E R S ,
And M a n u factu rers o f  C ordage &. O akum .
Importers and Dealers in Chains, Anchois, Hemp, Bunt­
ing, Windlass Gearing, Sail Cloth, Paints, Oils, Naval 
Stores.
C O P P E R - C O A T E D  S P I K E S ,  
ffC. Sole Agents CRANE’S PATENT CHAIN STOP­
PERS.
4 1  CO M M ERC IAL ST R E E T ,
New Granite Building, opposite end North Market st., 
Boston.
W . G. T rain, W. P h ipps, J r.
(Late o f  Whiton, Train if Co)
April 4,1856. 15ly
AMERICAN & FOREIGN PATENTS.
R . IT . E D D Y ,
SOLICITOR OF PA TE N T 8,
(Late Agent of U. S Patent Office , W ashington, 
UNDER THE ACT OF 1836 )
7 6  STATE ST., opposite K ilb y  at., B oston ,
AFTER an extensive practice of upwards of twenty years, continues to secure Patents in the United 
States; also in Great Britain, France, and other foreign 
countries. Caveats, Specifications, Assignments, and all 
Papers or Drawings for Patent, executed on liberal terms, 
and with despatch. Researches made into American or 
Foreign works, to determine the validity or utility of Pa­
tents or Inventions,—and legal or other advice rendered in 
all matters touching the same. Copies of the claims of 
any Patent furnished by remitting One Dollar. Assign­
ments recorded at Washington.
Thia Agency is not only the largest in New England, but 
through it inventors have advantages for securing patents, 
or ascertaining the patentability of inventions, unsurpass­
ed by, if not immeasurably superior to, any which can be 
offered them elsewhere. The testimonials below given 
prove that none is MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PA- I 
TENT OFFICE than the subsciber ; and as SUCCESS IS 
THE BEST PROOF OF A I) VANTAGES AND ABILITY, 
he would add that he has abundant reason to believe, and 
can prove, that at no other office of the kind are the j 
charges for professional services so moderate. The im­
mense practice of the subscriber during twenty years past, 
has enabled him to accumulate a vast collection of specifi­
cations and official decisions telative to patents. These, 
besides his extensive library of legal and mechanical 
works, and fuli accounts of patents granted in the United 
States and Europe, render him able, beyond question, to 
offer superior facilities for obtaining patents.
All necessity of a journey to Washington, to procure a 
patent, and the usual great delay there, are here saved in­
ventors.
Testimonials.
“ During the time I occupied the office of Commissioner 
of Patents, R. II. Eddy, Esq., of Boston, did business at 
the Patent Office, as Solicitor for procuring patents.— 
There were few, if any, persons acting in that capacity, 
who had so much business before the Patent Ofiice ; and 
there were none who conducted it with more skill, fidelity 
nnd success. I regard Mr. Eddy us one of the best in­
formed and most skiliful Patent Solicitors in the United 
Slates, and have no hesitation in assuring inventors that 
they cannot employ a person more competent and trust­
worthy, and more capable of putting their applications in 
a form to secure for them an early and favorable consider­
ation at the Patent Office.
EDMUND BURKE.
• Late Commissioner of Patents.”
From the present Commissioner.
“ August 17, 1855.—During the time I have held the 
office of Commissioner of Patents, R. H. Eddy, Esq., o f ; 
Boston, has been extensively engaged in the transaction , 
of business with the Office as a solicitor. He is thorough- i 
ly acquainted with the law, and the rules of practice o f : 
the Office, I regard him ns one of the most capable and i 
successful practitioners with whom I have had official in- 
teicourse.
CHAS. MASON, 
Commissioner of Patents.” 
Boston, Jan. 8, 1857. Iy2
L . W . H O W E S ,  
C O U N S E L L O R  A T  L A W ,  
K IM B A L L  BL O K .
Rockland, Me .
Strict attention given to B ou n ty  Land CIaiins< 
THE above named has just removed from Belfast, where 
he has been in a very active practice about eight ye 
about one half of which period he was of the then firm of 
Abbott & Howes.
On account of his extensive1 acquaintance in Waldo 
County he will continue to do business in the Courts there 
as well as in Lincoln.
Rockland, .March 22, 1855
PE T E R  TEA CHER & BROTHER.
A ttorneys and Counsellors a t  Law,
O F F IC E , NO. 2 K IM B A L L  BLOC K,
MAIN STREET....................................ROCKLAND, ME.
Peter T hacher, R. P. E. T hacker.
Rockland, Feb. 21, 1856. 48tf
THORNDIKE HOTEL,
R O C K L A N D  M A I N E .
S. G. D EN N IS.
Rockiund, Jan 15, 1856.
JACOB ROSEVELT & SON.
S H I P  C H A N D L E R S ,
DEALERS IN
CO RD A G E, O IL , P A IN T , TA R, P IT C H , 
O A K U M  & c.
S H I P  SS T* <O  T t  33 S  ,
PROVISIONS AMD GROCERIES,
22  SOUTH ST., Jt 33  COEXTIES SL IP , 
N E W  Y O RK .
Manila Rope, Tnr’d Rope, Anchors and Chains, Bunting, 
Fings, While Lead, l’ainl Oil, Lamp Oil, Patent Wind­
lasses, >Ac.
S T O R A G E .
JACOD ROSEVELT. MARCUS ROSEVELT.
M ETCALF & DUNCAN,
S H IP P IN G  & COM MISSION
l ^ X e x ’ o l x a . i a . t s ,
C O E  X T I E S  S L I P ,
N E W  Y O R K .
june 3, (23)
K E E P  IT B E F O R E  T H E  P E O P L E .
MIAT McECKRON’S CELEBRATED LINI- 
MENT has triumpliod when all other external appii- 
failed to have any beneficial effect, and that its |
GEO. L. HATCH, 
SHIPPING AND COMMISSION 
M E R C H A N T ,
Rockland City Book Store.
M. C, A N D R E W S ,
(formerly Wakefield’s,)
N O . 3 K IM B A L L  B L O C K . 
fP H lS  Store is now being filled up with a 
1 large and choice assortment of
G O O D S :
suen’ as
BOOKS AND STA TIO N ER Y ,
NEW  AND SPLENDID
P a p e r  H a n g in g s  a n d  B o r d e rs.
Gold N ecklaces aud  Gold Chains,
with an extensive assortment of other
G O L D  G O O D S .
A gteat variety of
A r t i c l e s .
MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS, 
suited to all ages Every variety of 
SCHOOL BOOKS aud
N A UTIC AL ALM ANACS. 
Constantly on hand a good supply of 
Charts, Seales, N avigators and A m erican , 
C O A S T  P I L O T .
of every description
Prices fa ir  and terms Cash.
Rockland, Oct 23, 1856 44tl
—t h i  rtW e a k ’s’Ie x p e r ie  nc e
—  OF AN  —
O 2 L . X 5  I V  V  E . S  E
AYER’S
C H E R R Y
PECTORAL,
FOR THE RAPID CURE OP 
Colds, Coughs, a u d  
H oarsen ess .
Brimfield, Mas3., 20th Dec., 1855.
Dr. J . C. Ayer: I  do not hesitate to say 
the best remedy I  have ever found for 
Coughs, Hoarseness, Influenza, and the 
concomitant symptoms of a Cold, is your 
Cherry Pectoral. Its constant use in 
my practice and my family for the last 
ten years has shown it to possess supe­
rior virtues for the treatment of these 
complaints. EBEN KNIGHT, SI. D.
A. B. SIORTLEY, Esq.,of Utica, N. Y., writes: “ I  have 
used your Pectoral myself and in my family ever since 
you invented it, and believe it the best medicine for ita 
purpose ever put out. With a bad cold I should sooner 
pay twenty-five dollars for a bottle than do without it, or 
take any other remedy.”
Croup, W hooping Cough, Influenza.
Springfield, Miss., Feb. 7,1856. 
Brother Ayzr: I  will cheerfully certify your Pectoral 
is the best remedy we possess for the cure of 
Cough, Croup, and the chest diseases of children. We of 
your fraternity in the South appreciate your skill, and 
commend your medicine to our people.
HIRAM CONKLIN, M. D.
AMOS LEE, Esq., Monterey, Ia., writes, 3d Jan., 1856: 
“ I  had a tedious Influenza, which confined me indoors 
six weeks; took many medicines without relief; finally 
tried your Pectoral by the advice of our clergyman. 
The first dose relieved the soreness in my throat ana 
lungs; less than one linlf the bottle made me completely 
well. Your medicines are the cheapest as well as the beat 
we can buy, and wo esteem you, Doctor, and your reme­
dies, as the poor man’s friend.”
Asthma or Phthisic , and Bronchitis.
West Maiuhester. Pa., Feb. 4,1856.
Sir : Your Cherry Pectoral is performing marvellous 
cures in this section. I t has relieved several from alarm­
ing symptoms of consumption, and is now curing a man 
who has labored under an affection of the lungs for the 
last forty years. HENRY L. PARKS, Merchant.
A. A. RAMSEY, M.D.. Albion, Monroe Co., I owa, 
writes, Sept. 6, 1855: “ During my practice of many years 
I  have found nothing equal to your Cherry Pectoral for 
giving ease and relief to consumptive patients, or curing 
such as are curable.”
We might add volumes of evidence, but the most con­
vincing proof of the virtues of this remedy is foanl in its 
effects upon trial.
Consumption.
Probably no one remedy has ever been known which 
cured so many and such dangerous cases as this. Some 
no human aid can reach; but even to those the Cherry 
Pectoral affords relief and comfort.
Astor House, New York City, March 5,1856
Doctor Ayer, Lowell: I feel it a duty and a pleasure 
to inform you what your Cherry Pectoral has done for 
my wife. She had been five months laboring under the 
dangerous symptoms of Consumption, from which no aid 
we could procure gave her much relief. She was steadily 
failing, until Dr. Strong, of this city, where we have come 
for advice, recommended a trial of your medicine. We 
bless his kindness, as we do your skill, for she has recov­
ered from that day. She is not yet as strong as she used 
to be, but is free from her cough, and calls herself woll. 
Yours with gratitude and regard,
ORLANDO SHELBY, of Shelbyville.
Consumptives, do not despair till you have tried Ayer’s 
Cherry Pectoral. I t  is made by one of the best medical 
cberaist3 in the world, and its cures all around us bespeak 
the high merits of its virtues.—Philadelphia Ledger.
A yer’s Cathartic Pills.
THE sciences of Chemistry and Medicine have been taxed their utmost to produce this best, most perfect purgative which is known to man. Innumerable proofs 
are shown that these Pills have virtues which surpass in 
excellence the ordinary medicines, and that they win un­
precedentedly upon the esteem of all men. They are safe 
and pleasant to take, but powerful to cure. Their pene­
trating properties stimulate the vital activities of the body, 
remove the obstructions of ita organs, purify the blood, 
and expel disease. They purge out the foul humors which 
breed and grow distemper, stimulate sluggish or disor­
dered organs into their natural action, and impart healthy 
tone with strength to the whole system. Not only do 
they cure the every-day complaints of every body, but 
also formidable and dangerous diseases that have baffled 
the best of human skill. While they produce powerful 
effects, they are at the same time, in diminished doses, the 
safest and best physic that can be employed for children. 
Being sugar-coated, they are pleasant to take; and being 
purely vegetable, are free from any risk of harm. Cures 
have been made which surpass belief were they not sub­
stantiated by men of such exalted position and chaiacter 
as to forbid the suspicion of untruth. Many eminent 
clergymen and physicians have lent their names te certi­
fy to the public the reliability of my remedies, while oth­
ers have sent mo the assurance of their conviction that 
my Preparations contribute immensely to the relief of my 
afflicted, suffering fellow-men.
Tho Agent below named is pleased to furnish gratis my
American Almanac, containing directions for their use and 
certificates of their cures, of the following complaints: — 
Costiveness, Bilious Complaints, Rheumatism, Dropsy, 
Heartburn, Headache arising from a foul Stomach, Nau- 
Bea, Indigestion, Morbid Inaction of the Bowels and Pain 
arising therefrom, Flatulency, Loss of Appetite, all Ulcer­
ous and Cutaneous Diseases which reqttire aa evacuant 
Medicine, Scrofula or King’s Evil. They also, by purify­
ing the blood and stimnlating tho system, ctire many 
complaints which it would not be supposed they could 
reach, such as Deafness, Partial Blindness, Neuralgia and 
Nervous Irritability, Derangements of the Liver and Kid­
neys, Gout, and other kindred complaints arising from a 
low state of the body or obstruction of its functions.
Do not be put off by unprincipled dealers with soma 
other pill they make more profit on. Ask for Ayer’3 
Pills, and take nothing else. No other they can give 
you compares with this in its intrinsic value or curative 
powers. The sick want the best aid there is for them, 
and they should have it.
P re p a re d  by  D r. J .  C. AYER,
Fractical asd-Analytical Chemist, Lowell, Mass,
Price 25 Cts. per Box. Five Boxes for $1.
SOJaD BY
Sold in Rockland by C. P. FESSENDEN; Camden, J 
E3TABROOK, Jr.; Thomaston, O. W. JORDAN, 
"*------ * -------for the State.
M R S  W I N S L O W ,
An experienced Nurse and Female Physician presents to 
the attention of Mothers,
S O O T H I N G  S Y R U P ,
FO R  C H IL D R E N  TE E T H IN G .
It will immediately relieve them Irom pain, allay all 
spasmodic action, soften the gums, reduce inflamation, 1 
and is sure to regulate the Bowels. Depend upon it I 
Mothers, it will give rest to yourselves and relief and I 
health to your children. Price 25 cents per bottle.
We have sold very large quantities of Mrs. Winslow’s I 
Soothing Syrup during the past few years—over 20,000 j 
bottles ihe last year. We believe it the best medicine in ' 
the world for Children Teething or for the cure of Dysen- i 
tery or Diarrhtea in Children, whether it arises from teeth- | 
ing or any other cause. It gives universal satisfaction — [ 
never heard a complaint from any one using it -never j 
sold a medicine so universally successful in relieving pain ; Portland, H. H. IIA.Y, General Agi 
and effecting cures. In all cases above stated, if taken ' 
in season, relief is immediate and absolutely certain. I 
CURTISS PERKINS.
Druggists, No. 40 Courtland Street. |
New York, Jany 20th, 1854.
A Lady o f  the first R esp ectab ility  w r ite s :  j
Dear Sir :—I am happy to be able to certify to the effi- • 
cncy of Mrs Winslow’s Soothing Syrup and to the tiuih j 
of what it is represented to accomplish. Having a little i 
boy suffering greatly from teething, who could not rest, j 
and at night by his cries would not permit any of the fam­
ily to do so, I purchased a hottie of the soothing Syrup, in j 
order to test tbe remedy and when given to him the effect 
was like magic; he soon went to sleep, and all pain and i 
nervousness dissappeared. We have had no trouble with | 
him since, and the little fellow will pass through with ! 
comfort, the excruciating process of teething by the sole j 
aiil of Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup. Every mother ; 
who regards the health and life of her children should 
possess it. MRS. H. A. ALGER.
H. H. HAY, Portland, General AgentJor Maine.
For sale by - -
ALL H A IL  ! !
S o m e th in g  fo r  th e  M i l l io n !!!
2 2  S o u th  S t r e e t ,  (U p  S ta i r s ,
___N E W  Y O R K .
’’ fenW m CnEEvy-l [Chas A. Fabwell.
CREEVY & FARW ELL,
“Thai!Commission Merchants, and Ship
’s Lin-
Pain_can exist front any | Q J £ |^ [ y S i
The Eagle Line” New York 
Packets,
39  N A T C H E Z  S T R E E T ,
44If NEW ORLEANS.
cation has failed
sale as a Horse Remedy and as a Family Embrocation 
unparalleled in the annals of Medical History, 
many eminent members of the Medical Faculty ui 
recommend “ McEckron’s Celebrated Liniment.” 
the greatest Horsemen in the Union use u McEckron  i ­
iment ” and no other. That no i   i t fr m j 
external injury w hatever, where McEckron’s Celebrated 
Liniment is used. That the Press speaks in the highest . • »
texms of McEckron’s Liniinanent. and that hundreds of xxgcUVo 1OI 
certificates from all parts of the Union might he given 
proving the great merit of this Medicine, but all that is re 
uutred is a Fair Trial to conuince the most skeptical.
H Selling in Rockland at C. I’. FESSENDEN’S and N 
WIGGIN’S.
Wholesale Agents, B F. BRADBURY A: CO., Bangor 
J iDLRGIN & CO., Portland.____________ l l l f
H
Lumber.
AVING opened a Lumber Yard near the
TXTE call the attention of all, old and young,
_ ______ _____ _________ ’ ’ to this wonderful preparation, which tuma back to
.  ........ . ..7 . .  FESSENDEN, Rockiund; W. jM. j >t» original color, s r’ y hair—covers Ihe head of the bald
COOK, E. K. O’BRIEN, Thomasloli; IRA GILMAN, : with u luxuriant gro.vth—removes the dandruff, itching. 
JOSEPH LONG, T. MARSHALL. St. George; J. H. ES- »ni1 “D cutaneous eruptions-causes a continual flow 'N. BOYNTON & CO.
Commission Merchants,
AND SELLING AGENTS FOR THE
RO BBINS CORDAGE CO.,
PL Y M O U TH , MASS.
RU SSELL M ILLS, and Mt. V ERNON
D U C K  C O M P A N Y ’S,
prepared to furnish Corange
tabrook, Carlton & Norwood, Camden. 
May 15,;i856. 201y
the natural fluids ; and hence, if used as a regular dress­
ing for the hair, will, preserve its color, and keep it from 
falling to extreme old age, in all its natural beauty We 
call, then upon the bald, the gray, or diseased in scalp, to 
use it : nnd surely, the young w'll not, as they value the 
flowing locks, or the witching curl, ever be without it.— 
Its praise is upon the tongue of thousands.
’Watertown, Mas,, May 1,1855- 
PROF. O. J . WOOD: Allow me to attest the virtues 
and magic powers of your Hair Restorative. Three 
menths since, being exceedingly gray, I purchased end 
soon commenced to use, two bottles ; and it soon began 
to tell, in restoring the silver locks to thoir native color, 
and the hair which was before dry and harsh, and falling 
off, now become salt and glossy, and it ceased falling, the 
dandruff disappeared, and ihe scalp lost all the disagreea­
ble itching, so annoying before, and now, I not only look, 
but feel young again.
Respectfulb, yours, etc. CHAS. WHITNEY.
New York, Oct. 2, 1855.
PROF. O. J. WOOD—Dear Sir: After reading the ad­
vertisement in one of the New York journals, of your 
celebrated Hair Restorative, I procured a half pint bottle, 
and was so much pleased with it I continued its use for 
two months, nnd am satisfied it is decidedly the best pre­
paration before the public. It at once removed all the 
dondruff nnd unpleasant itching from the scalp, and has 
restored my hair naturally, and, I have no doubt, perma­
nently so.
You have permission to refer to me. all who entertain 
any doubt of its performing all that is claimed for it.
MISS PEEKS, 26 1-2 Greenwich Av.
lh av e  used Professor O. J. Wood’s Hair Restorative, 
and have admired its wonderful effects. It restored my 
hair where it had fallen off; it cleans the head, and ren­
ders the hair soft and smooth—much more than oil.
Louisville, Nov. 1, 1855. MARY A. ATKINSON.
State of Illinois, Carlisle. June 27, ’55.
I have used Professor O. J Wood’s Hair Restorative, 
and have admired its wonderful effect. My hair was be­
coming, as I thought prematurely gray, but by the use of 
the “ Restorative,” it has resumed its original color, and, I 
have no doubt, permanently so.
SIDNEY BREESE, 
Ex-Senator United States.
[From the Washington Star.]
Among the many preparations now in use for the re­
storing, preserving and beautifying the hair, there are 
none that we can reccommend with more confidence than 
Prof. Wood’s Hair Restorative, now in genera! use 
throughout the States. This preparation possesses the 
most invigorating qualities, and never fails in producing 
the most happy results when applied according to direc­
tions. We refer our readers to the advertisement for a 
few of the innumerable certificates which have been sent 
by parties, who have been benefited by it, and who feel 
happy iu giving testimony to its wonderful effects pro­
duced on them.
0 . J . WOOD & CO., Proprietors, 312Broadway, N. Y.
aud 114 Market street, St. Louis, Missouri. 
Agent in Rockland, G. P. FESSENDEN ; in Portland,
H .H.H AY.
Wholesale Agents in Boston, WEEKS & POTTER. 
February 5, 1856. I311yl 3m6
W . O. F U L L E R ,
S P E A K  B L O C K ,
HAS on hand & is co^tantly receiving someof the best Brands
Soul hern nnd Western Flour,
together with the Common and Extra N ew  Y ork  
S ," ‘e - -  ALSO—
N ew  Steam  M ill on M ain  Street,
! a few rods South of the RANKIN BLOCK, the subscriber 
is now prepared to furnish those in want of lumber with : are a  and Duck of the best 
all kinds usually kept in this city, on reasonable terms. ! quality, at the lowest manufacturers’ prices.
The stock on hand consists in part of N BOYNTON, ) No. 134
PINE BOARDS of ail qualities. _ i ?  JE I BOSTON^lffiv
PINE DIMENSION 1 1-4, 1 1-2,2, 3 and 4 inches thick. J A F ilE R V E x  ? I5O & 1O N . lb iy
PINE DECK PLANK and RANGING TIMBER. 1 --------------------------------------- -- ’
£
a
a
6
B L O C K .Tb'’ Lotteries of Samuel Swan A Co. are chartered by Jd 8 4 D i .A  IF i ,  the State Ol Georgia, aud have sworn commissioners ap- ’  C O - A V
point-1, i.i superintend their drawings, and certify that
every thing connected with the same is done in a strictly ' 
hono. rihlt- ...miner. They offer to the public a fair oppor­
tunity ior investment, for interest of parties at a distance
beiug-ns well protected as though they were present._
would respectfully call attention to the
sufficient to relit. 
stomach and prevent the 
food from rising ai.d sour- w r
“ «• 2 0  We wish all Who arc
Only one dose taken he-^ sick and debilitated to trv 
fore retiring prevents nigh t - ^  this remedy, mid test jt
fat™  , ,•*’1 GiorGiighly, and any who - u m umi n
at night are not benefited by its fo™ t-mt all persons hnxe a legal right to send o 
and cor™ ' cls S«“ l y , ^  use wc should like to hear ! Gckc;. to Georgia, as the lotteries of Samuel Swan A; Co.
Oo„ l T ’ ' , fr"" ‘ " le,n’ “  we have | »’•.«’ > Ulhorixcd by the Legislature of that State. A lottery
im m wnt c “ :k«“ -’fler«?acli set to hear from the first « '"H  c drawn every Saturday throughout the year, all or-
o, ?  , to ^  ’’J1? " 2 " I‘°  Uicii » bottle received being filled in thedrawiug next to lake place
uue on.e „i , wn ,ca.  of Invigorator without re- c™>“  to hand. According to the scheme
! giving their unani­
mous testimony in its fa-
spoonsful will always 
lieve sick headuchi ving benefit, lor there ' such astonishing medic- :
. ticket in every ten must draw a prize. Tickeis are 
$10 halves, $5 ; quarters, $2,50. No ticketsseni unless 
Hie money accompanies the order. The drawings are
. upor the principle of one number on each ticket, and are 
o simple that none can fail to understand them. There 
n , , i , i *  7 '  wises irom # ue- ••s ,lo combination of numbers to mvstifv the buver. Prizeslv°relic?^ c’nd'.e" wh!tplc' r c  c"‘,!^ 'd-rl iW ’ w>» be bene-I var>' <i°m S4U to $50,000; every prize being drawn, and 
1) relit tea Cholic, while t/2  fitted, if not entirely cured. ' res” ‘r °* drawing forwarded to all purchasers.
SANFORD CO.. Proprietors A Jisl ol lheni,m ,’ftr8 th»» r-n
345 Broadway New Y*
One hottie taken for fe-^e inal virtues in it, that all, 
male ohstruetnm re m o v e s^  no matter how loim they 
ihe cause of the disease, have been effected, if their!
and makes a perfect cure. complaint arises from t
Only one dose im m ediate-^ range  lii
IL’ . l t t  nu be s at are drawn from the wheel 
ur u A ork ' r  i amoniK ,hnt each prize is entitled to, wilt be pub- 
U holcsalc agents in Boston, Burr, Fostei «A m  Nn* i L- ,ed :ifter every ‘Irawing-; in the following papers- — nrnh.u . . . . .  , ’ o , N o. 1 , R^ isIeri charieslon StanCor ill................. Retail Agent J . Russell Spalding, 2
St..opposite Museum.
II. II. IJaY. -Wholesale Agent for Portland 
Agen’t’-fo^RocVund1; - '’ UrUSBi' ‘’ W1““‘a“ ‘e n'‘3dni» « tt»
‘ , 7 Tremont 1 j . .  t v * i '‘nSn 1 7 .'" ’ -'1<’bile Register, Charleston Stan- 
i v d ’ ? ’ls V* ' e Gazette, Atlanta Intelligencer,and New 
i . ' l o .r x l>ay Book. Write your address plainly,
BEMENWAY & JUNES,
DEALERS lx
Doors, Sash and  Blinds.
, m a l l e t  b u i l d i n g ,
(opposite Congregational Church.) j 
MAIN STREET, 
ROCELaxd, M E . I
and direct
SW AN &, Go«« A tla n ta , G eorgia.
Prizes paid in full—no percentage deducted from prizes 
s in other lotteries.
All communications strictly confidential.
March 17, 1857. j 2ly
M ains In su rance  Co,,
A U G U S T A ,  M E .
Chartered Capital $300,000.
J. L. Cutleb, r-.-sv’t. J. IL Williams, Sec’y.
A .1 'be nh„ve place may be found the ' John I Cutler Augusta ^1 iS i^ v ^ o  " 
largest and l ,t..t assortm en t i a . ™ » 7 t ' , IL " ‘'bams, Augustu. 
ever offered tolhe citizen-of Rockland 1 mue , ' ■’ol,n Wood, Portland,
■hich will he sold »t rite l o w s ,  « “ “ klaod . Geo w  Stanley, “  I Charles Jones,’ •’ ’
proved credit. e,“ U«nPe tor CM k Danos AJdeu, ‘‘ I S I>. Show Waterville,
John D. Lang, Vassalboro’,
j This Company was incorporated in 1853, and the amount 
of Capitol required by the charter has been taken by some 
, of tiie most responsible men in the State, li ia designed 
! to meet ilia wants of that class of our citizens who desire 
j to insure iu a
S A F E  H O M E STOCK COM PANY.
i ih e  subscriber having taken the Agency of 
] the above POPULAR OFFICE, is prepared to 
I issue P olices on
D W E L L IN G  HOUSES, HOUSEH OLD
, F U R N IT U R E , STORES, M ER C H A N D ISE  
an d  Eernounl P ro p erty  gen ern ily .
i Aiso—on Vessels in port, or while building 
| or repairing, against loss or damage by Fire, on 
as favorable terms as any offices that pay their
or uj» r e  cre it, 
Rockland March Jo, 185'
I T  IS  A  F A C T  T H A T
E. R. SPEAR,
J^E E PS a better assortment of 
BO O K S,
S T A T IO N E R Y ,
P a p e r  H a n g i n g s ,
JE W E L R Y  and
FA NCY GOODS,
of every description nnd Bolls nt lower prices ihuu auv losses promotlv. 
eatabluluncoi to this part of tin ■ State 1 1 ‘ J
P L E A S E  c .a l l :a t
_ A o . L Spofford B lock .
Rccklanu, Xov. 26, 1856.
E. II. COCHRAN, Agent. 
d B lo ck , Main St. Rockland.
ROBERT A N D ER SO N , ,
, W 1 1 C E .
® IP tX t  y  i l  ® T  i  IT 'T’lIE  Subscriber having been duly licensed by
-*• the City AitlhorilieB, to keep and sell Spirituotta Li-
POCK LAND, MAINE.
Jadnary,7,1857.
Kennedy’s Discovery.
IS pure article direct from M r. Kennedy
can be found at J
<8lf E. B. CPEAR’fl.^
1
1
......neep auu a cu  ^ p ill iu o u s  AjI-
quors ill conformity to the law passed at the last session 
. of the Legislature, has taken the store formerly occupied 
I by Silas Kulloch. «k Co., where he will keep constantly on 
j hand, the best of Wines and Liquors, for all who mav 
) need the same in the City or Country. Persons licensed 
| to sell in other towns, supplied on liberal terms for Cash.
I « , N. C. WOODARD.
Rockland, Jan. 12, 1856 26.
ZET’ jL’- e s i A  S t o c l A .
—  O F  —
D R U G S , M E D IC IN E S , C H E M IC A L S 
PATENT MEDICI NES, PERFUMERY, 
HAIR DYES, and FANCY GOODS,
Just received and for sale at the
P E O P L E ’S D RUG ST O R E .”
No. 3 Spear Block.
Rockland, Nov. 24, 1856. 48tf
SARGENTS READERS
AT
W  EE O  IL E  S  A  B  .IG .
E . R . S P E A R ,
Y ^ IL L  furnish dealers in SCHOOL BOOKS,
S A R G E N T ’S Standard R-eaders at JBoHton 
KRock?and, Nov. 25, 1856. 4Stf
L  g> st, t  3a. © S 3  t  < o  i* .
L. C. B U R K ET T ,
XXZOULD announce to citizens o f  Rockland 
’ ’ and vicinity th.at he has opened a S T O R E  in tltc
J- P- FISH building near the brook, where m ay be foun d 
all kinds of
S O L E  A N U  U P P E R  L E A T L I E R , . 
LININGS AND FINDINGS OF ALL KINDS, 
TR U C K S, V A L ISE S, C A R P E T  BA G S A c,,
for sale wholesale or retail at the lowest CASH PRICE. 
Those in w ant of any of the above articles will please 
call.
N. B. C.ish and the highest price paid for Hides and 
Calfskins.
Rockian.J, Feb. 16, 1857.
To A ll E a te rs .
p j  2 0 0 B B ls ' Richmond Superfine Flour.
H  1 0 0  “ <• Fine
75  “ »» Family
5 0  <£ « Extra
1 0 0  “ Scottsville
1OO *• Geneesee
5 0  “ Baltimore
8h
<3
H l
o
Eh
6 0  H alf Bbls 
1 0 0 0  B ushels Yellow Corn.
2 0 0  
1 0 0
Mea’..
Shr.rta.
PORK,
CHEESE.
SUGAR,
R’.e
LARD, 
MOLASSES,
D L D tt, TEA, &C..
this day receive d and for sale whole, tale and retail 
a t the lowest p: rices.
U. FALES.
HAMS,
BEANS,
,
Rockland, Jt ,n. 15, 1857.
F R A N  C IS H  A R R I N G  TO N
MAP .UFACTURER '
B L O C K !  3 &  P T T iB U P S ,
AT STEAM  MILL., U P  STA IRS,
ROCKL AND, ME,
Febriun-fl8, 1957. 9tf
PINE GUTTER PIECES of extra length.
SPRUCE BLANK 2, 3 and 4 inches thick
FENCE BOARDS.
T IM B E R  A N D  J O IS T .
JUNIPER, PINE and SPRUCE lloor Boards.
HEMLOCK TIMBER and JOIST.
ASH PLANK.
C L A P  B O A R D S ,
Henri. Extra anti Clear, Sap, Extra .Clear and Rio. 1, 
Spruce, Extra and No. 1.
S H I N G L E S ,
Beat Extra Sawed Cedar, Bangor Extra No, 1, &c,
P IC K E T S ,
Pine and Spruce.
l a t h s ,
Pine and Spruce, <Scc., die.
The subscriber would lender hia thanks to Ilia hitherto 
numerous customers for their liberal patronage, anti hopes 
by strict attention to business anil reasonable prices to 
merit a share of the public patronage. A good assortment 
will be kept constantly on hand.
Q u ick  Sales and S m all P rofits,
A. HOWES.
P S.—Office on Main Slreet near the Steam Mill.
Itj- Please In call before purchasing elsewhere.
Rockland, February 25, 1857.
THOMAS FRYE,
Physician and Surgeon,
OFFICE No. 4 Kimball Block, over thestore of J. Wake field DwellingMouse oil Spring Slreet, opposite Dirigo 
Engine House. ALL ORDERS BY DAY OR NIGHT, 
will he promptly attended to 43 ly
Nov. 10 1854.
COMMERCIAL H OU SE,
H EA D  OP CUSTOM HOUSE W H A R F , 
F O R E  S T . ,  P O R T L A N D , M E ,
N . J . D A V IS , P r o p r ie to r .
May 14, 1856. Iyl9
H. 0 . BREW ER & CO.
S H IP P IN G  & COMMISSION
M E B . C H A N T T S ,
M O B IL E , A L A .
II. O. Brewer, ? 
A. J. Ingersoll, y
9tf
^ T I S T A .
SJYS p r a n c e  c o a i p a n v
H A R T F O R D ,  C O N N .
Incorporated , 1 S 1 9 .
C A S H  C A P IT A L , $ 5 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
T hos. K. Brace, Pres’t. 
I. B. HOUGH, Agent. 
Insurance may be effected in the above Company by ap-
■pl5i,lg,°  C. D. SMALLEY,
at D. STABLER’S Clothing Store. 
Rockland, Jan. 15, 1857._____________________ _____
T hos. A.. Alexander, Sec’y
BOORS, BLINDS & SASH
L ’OR sale, corner 
-L North End, at redu,’ci*
of Rockland and Main Sts.,
Rockland, June 3, 1856.
prices, by-
To (Let.
o  o
R  E  M  O  V  A . B  .
B. F. GREELY. 
Iy23
RO OM S formerly occupied by Mies KIRK 
-LU PATRICK, iu Custom I'-i*"19'  Block- En<1H1-t?.-f-
Rockland, Nov. 15, 1856.
louse .
KIMBALL *  ABBOTT.
47tf
T o  B5ct.
fine tenements in R ankin  Block,
suitable fot lutge families. Also, one store in same
TO FARMERS & GARDENERS.
m U E  SUBSCRIBERS OFFER FOR SALE 
J- 4 0 ,0 0 0  barrels of their
N E W  A N D  I M P R O V E D
! ? © ,2 f ! S l g S S l S l i B s
Manufactured from the night-soil of New-York city, in 
lots to suit purchasers. This article (greatly improved 
within the last two years) has been in the market for eight­
een years, and still defies competition, as a manure ior 
Corn and Garden Vegetables, being cheaper, more power­
ful than any other, and at the same lime free from disa­
greeable odor. Two bairels ($3 worth) will manure an 
acre of corn in the hill, will save two-thirds in labor, will 
cause it to come up quicker, to grow faster, ripen earlier, 
and will bring a larger crop on pool ground than any other 
fertiliser, and is also a preventative of the cut worm ; 
also it does not injure the seed to be put in contact with
The L. M. Co. point to their long-standing repetation, 
and the large capital ($100,000) invested in their business, 
as a guarantee that the article they make shall always be 
of such quality as to command a ready sale.
Price, delivered in the city free of charge and other ex­
pense—
One barrel, . $2,00
Two barrels, 3,00
Five barrels, 8,00
Six bairels, 9,50
And at the rate of $1,50 per barrel for any quantity over 
six barrels.
O ’ A Pamphlet, containing every information will be 
sent (free) to any one applying fur the same. One ad­
dress is—
THE LODI MANUFACTURING GO.,
Office, 60 Gortlandt St., New York.
January 23, 1857,
J . W A T T S ,
HAS removed to the PERRY STORE, Corner of Main and Pleasant Streets, where he will keep constantly on hand
COHN,
M E A L
A N D
FLOUR.
Also a good assortment o’f W , I . GOODS aud  
G R O C E R I E S ,  
which will be sold at the lowest market price.
Rockland, Oct. 23, 1856. 43tf
Y arns and  Flannels.
GOOD assortment of the
W A R R E N  F A C T O R V
W O O L E N  K N IT T IN G  Y A R N S .
—ALSO—
Plain and Twill’d, While and Mix’ll Flannels suitable for 
Blankets, Drawers, Under Shirts &c. For sale by 
W. O.FULLER 
Spear Black.
W o o l taken in exchange lor Goods.
Rockland, Sept. 16, 1856. 38tf
3in5
n p w o
it l
block 
Inquire of
Rockland, Jan. 15, 1857.
TAR. ORFF’S Pain Catbolfcon can be found at
one or more traders in most e very village in the
Counties of Waldo and Lincoln and vicinities.
SAMUEL RANKIN.
Fow ling Pieces.
TROUBLE and single a t Cost, a tLf & No. 3 , Berry Bieck.
To the  Ladies of Rockland. 
MRS. J. R- A L B E E,’
A GRADUATE of the Female Medical Col­lette of Boston, ami Member ol tiie Female Medical Association, Mass. After a successive practice of nine 
year, stilloffersherservic.es to tile Ladies of Rockland 
and the neighboring communities in the profession of
m i d w i f e r y ,
and Physician in female complaints. 
Rewideuce— Gornet of Union and Willow Sts. 
Rockland, Jan. 6,1857. Hy2
B U R D E N ’ S 
Pressed Boat, Ship, Brad and Counter­
sunk R ailroad Spikes
A RE well known in the United States, and are 
Fa  conspicuous for their regularity and finish, their un­
varying uniformity of size, and tor the excellent quality of 
the iron from which they are made, to which n ay be at­
tributed their rare strength. They are everywhere con­
sidered far superior to the hand-made spike of common 
English iron, aud inferior to nothing of tike kind yet in­
troduced to the public.
For particulars and samples, apply to
BLODGET, B R O W N  Jt CO.,
8 0  aud 82 P e a r l St., Boston, M ass.
Dec. 18, 1856. 51 ly
Ship Cabin Trim m ings
Q F  everv description. Water Closets. Scupper 
V  Lead Pipe &c. &c-, on hand nnd for sale at the low­
est prices. Those in want will be better accommodated 
by examining our Stock and ^prices before ordering from 
Boston.
H. P. WOOD «k SON.
No. 1 Wilson’s Block,
Rockland, August 12, 1856 . 33tf
PORK,
LARD.
BUTTER,
CHEESE,
and a large assortment of
O - x ’ o o o x ’ i e s -
Flour put up in 1-8 and 1-4 Bags, warranted to suit. All 
of which will be sold cheap for Caah at Wholesale or 
Retail.
Rockland, Oct. 8, 1856. 41tf
To LeL
CjEVERAL desirablo tenements. Terms, from
$25, to $125 per year. P»sse»nion given immediately.
Inquire of J .  G DAY,
James Street.
Rockland, October 9 ,18561 41 tf
